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Abstract
Optimisation of the aerodynamic design of a vehicle is paramount in achieving peak performance.
In the case of racing cars, it is required that extensive research be conducted into the aerodynamic
response to different vehicle attitudes such that performance and safety envelopes can be estab-
lished. Chiefly amongst the numerical techniques typically employed is Computational Fluid Dynam-
ics (CFD). The objectives of the current research are to simulate the flows around a high performance
ground vehicle, and estimate the performance characteristics and aerodynamic safety envelope; per-
form a suitable numerical validation study to ascertain the accuracy and efficacy of the numerical
methods; and to engage design and setup parameters which affect the track-wise performance of
the racing car. In this dissertation, steady-state three-dimensional Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes
(RANS) equations are employed, where closure is provided by the two-equation κ−ω SST turbulence
model. Numerical simulation is accomplished with ANSYS ICEM and CFX softwares. Both low
Reynolds number (Re ≈ 0.58 × 106) and high Reynolds number (Re ≈ 25 × 106) simulations are
conducted. Vehicle ride-heights are modified to establish the relationship and sensitivity of perfor-
mance characteristics to physical geometry changes. Downforce generated by the vehicle is shown to
be strongly dependent on the front ride-height hgf , where −0.73 < cl < −1.84 based on the frontal
area of the car. Over the full range of geometries studied, the downforce remains positive, however
the ratio of front / total downforce production is shown to be highly variable. Vehicle drag is found
to vary as 0.36 < cd < 0.45. A strong correlation is found between the production of drag and the
rear ride-height hgr . The overall aerodynamic efficiency  is found to vary as 2.2 <  < 4.2. A strong
correlation is found between  and hgf . The numerical prediction methods are first validated through
a numerical study of the generic Ahmed body, and secondly through an experimental investigation of
a 1/6th scale model of the LMP vehicle in the University’s low speed wind tunnel. Boundary layer
reduction on the ground plane is accomplished through the use of distributed suction on a perforated
raised plane. It is found that insufficient reduction of the boundary layer thickness δ and displace-
ment thickness δ∗ occur before the leading edge of the vehicle. However, through direct comparison of
underbody surface static pressures to numerical predictions, it is found that the suction system does
greatly improve the level of correlation between the experimental and numerical results. As well as
through direct comparison of surface static pressure coefficients, experimental verification is accom-
plished using pictorial comparisons of the flow-fields and wall shear stress distributions. Optimisation
of the vehicle’s lap-time is undertaken using quasi-static vehicle dynamics simulations, which employ
numerically-derived aerodynamics data. The resulting optimisation process produces a Le Mans lap-
time of 3’ 41” seconds. This prediction is within the performance range of current production racing
cars. Further numerical research is required into the nature of forces which act during vehicle yaw
and extreme pitch scenarios. To facilitate further experimental investigations, a more powerful suction
system is required to remove the boundary layer on the ground plane.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context of the Current Research
Maximising the fuel efficiency of an automotive design is one of the leading areas of focus in the
automotive industry. Urging development on are an increase in consumer requirements, a crowded
and competitive environment, and ever-stricter legislation. Manufacturers are forced to invest in
vehicle research to maintain competitiveness. A leading factor in the development of a vehicle is
its aerodynamic performance - this is equally true of high-performance cars and small city vehicles.
Analyses are performed experimentally using the wind tunnel, and numerically using Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Integration of both methods is required when results from each method
alone are not reliable or accurate enough to satisfy project goals. CFD can be used to develop many
iterations of a design within a short period, however it requires validation studies when the design
falls outside aerodynamic norms.
Since it is critical to determine the fuel economy, as well as aerodynamic factors such as high speed
stability, this analysis often drives the overall development of the design. In a typical design analysis,
it is common for multiple variations of a vehicle to be tested. A set of parameters is often varied with
the aim of studying the effect on lift and drag production, allowing for an optimum arrangement to
be reached. Traditionally, the process of automotive development can be represented by six steps:
planning; CAD design; prototyping; evaluation; final design development; and productionising. After
the evaluation phase, the design can be altered by iterating through steps two to four. However
with the introduction of CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) into the design process, development
time and costs involved have reduced significantly. This has been effected through the systematic
replacement of expensive physical prototypes with numerical simulations. The revised design cycle is
represented in figure 1.1 below, after Peddiraju et al. [2009].
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Figure 1.1: Optimum design cycle employing CAE processes [Peddiraju et al., 2009]
Chiefly amongst CAE procedures employed is the study of external aerodynamics. The ultimate
goal of this process is to reduce the aerodynamic drag, through a process called ’streamlining’. Com-
pared to the development of a new more efficient drive-train system or lightened chassis, the process of
drag reduction is seen to be relatively cheap. However, cognisance is required of competing parameters
such as cabin volume, which are inevitably reduced through a drag reduction program; as found in a
study of a passenger vehicle by Lewis et al. [2009].
In motor sport, the simulation of ground vehicle aerodynamics is a complex and precise science
which is often the largest performance discriminator between top teams. It is well known that racing-
cars depend on aerodynamic downforce for the enablement of high accelerating, cornering and braking
performance [Adami et al., 2002]. Relative performance gains may be attained from one of three main
areas of race-car design; Tyres, Engine and Aerodynamics. While both tyres and engine technology
are usually highly regulated in racing formulas, aerodynamics represents the area in which much more
design freedom is seen. As a result, aerodynamic concerns are the single largest area of investment of
any modern F1 team. It is a well understood fact that of all the design concerns faced by a construc-
tor, aerodynamic concerns are those which produce the largest potential gains on the track. Thus
constructors are forced to invest in this area of research and design more heavily than other areas, and
due to the competitive nature of motorsport, they conduct the bulk of their testing in secret [Agath-
angelou and Gascoyne, 1998]. Furthermore, research into race-vehicle design or optimisation is not
usually published until it is obsolete [Kieffer et al., 2006]. For this reason, most industry-sponsored
aerodynamics research is never published.
There exists a so-called ’technology-transfer’ between racing and road car divisions of major firms.
This enables a firm to use the high-tempo, competitive arena of racing to develop their products, and
also market them.
To develop an understanding of the physical behavior of the complex three-dimensional flows
surrounding such vehicles, geometry both in a numerical system and in physical scale-model form
must be reproduced with sufficient accuracy. Facilities for the conduction of experiments include the
wind tunnel and the road, while numerical tools include Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and
track or lap-simulation tools for benchmark establishment. Traditionally, the wind tunnel was the
primary tool for experimental investigation. However it is often costly in terms of resources, and
has variable results [Lewis et al., 2009]. Thus track-testing is often used as a tool to calibrate and
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develop numerical models, and to measure ultimate performance gains. However, in recent years
increasing use has been made of numerical methods to complement wind tunnel studies, in an effort
to understand flow complexities around vehicles. Growth of such technology is being helped by a
competitive CFD market, rewards gained from insight into complex flow phenomena, and the ever-
increasing performance of computer hardware. However, it has been found that due to the inherently
complex nature of the flows, and the dominance of component interaction, depth of insight garnered
can be limited [Agathangelou and Gascoyne, 1998].
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has matured to the point where industry can rely on results
of the code to make informed decisions about the design revision of an existing product. However, in
the case of complex flow-fields, such as intrinsically three-dimensional flow around traditionally ‘blunt’
automotive shapes, relying on outputs of CFD code alone does not suffice. In the case of race-car
development, proprietary validation of CFD code is undertaken in the form of suitable wind tunnel
modeling, and road testing using full-scale prototypes. Much testing and data verification must be
completed in order to be satisfied that the vehicle is competitive. To this end, standardized techniques
are often employed in the comparison of CFD results to wind tunnel tests. The comparison can then
be used to infer results of further, more complex CFD experiments into the physical realm. One such
technique relies on the implementation of the Ahmed body, after Ahmed et al. [1984] as described
in § 2.5.2 on page 42. The Ahmed body was designed to facilitate the experimental study of wake
flow features associated with simplified hatchback-style automotive forms. Its generic shape made
it the ideal choice for numerical validation attempts against both the initial experimental work and
subsequent numerical studies. Further to this, the resulting comparison can ultimately be used to
calibrate further CFD experiments with more complex geometry.
CFD is a vital tool for the investigation and comparison of such complex flow scenarios, as it is
difficult and at times impossible to obtain useful quantitative data from existing physical models. The
short lead-time of CFD compared to wind tunnel model development means that the virtual model can
be developed and optimized much faster than traditional methods allow, and more complex scenarios
can be investigated, such as down-force development during a complex cornering maneuver. This
dissertation will discuss CFD as a tool for the investigation of active-down-force-generating bodywork
components, which are commonly found on Le Mans style prototype racing-cars. The vehicle being
tested will be loosely based on the design proposed by Bailey Cars of Johannesburg, South Africa.
Verification of the numerical investigation will be completed using two methods: wind tunnel testing,
and numerical validation using the Ahmed body. A review of literature pertinent to this field of study
is given in chapter 2 on page 8. Identified research objectives are listed in chapter 3. In chapter 4,
an account is given of the apparatus used to perform both the numerical and experimental tests.
Included here are details and specifications of the vehicle under examination and test paraphernalia.
Chapter 6 describes the methodology employed in each experiment, and gives a brief introduction to
analysis tools and techniques used. Numerical and experimental results are presented and discussed
in chapter 7. An analysis of the numerical data is considered primarily, followed by the experimental
data. Conclusions and recommendations for future research are presented in chapters 8 and 9.
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1.2 Vehicle Terminology
Here the vehicle topology will be introduced. This geometry as shown in figure 1.2 will be utilised in
the numerical investigation and experimental portion of this research. It is observed that upper-body
surfaces of the vehicle are composed of:
Nose section
The nose of the vehicle extends from the forward most point on the vehicle, and intersects with the
windscreen of the cockpit. The nose section houses the crash-box (a composite structure designed to
deform upon collision), and certain front suspension and brake components.
Cockpit
The cockpit is defined as the central pontoon which runs from the intersection with the nose, to
the rear trailing edge of the vehicle. It is composed of the windscreen, composite monocoque, and
bodywork elements covering the rear-mounted engine and gearbox.
Front and rear wheel arches
The front and rear wheel arches are the bodywork surfaces which enclose the wheels.
Side-pod
The side-pod is a flat section which runs from near the front axle centre-line to the full width of the
vehicle, and to the rear of the vehicle. The side-pod houses the cooling circuits of the vehicle, and
draws its air from a duct inwards of the front wheels.
Rear wing
The rear wing is an aerofoil structure composed of two wings: a mainplane and a flap, where the
flap is accompanied by a Gurney flap at its trailing edge. The ends of the wing are supported on
end-plates. These are flat plates, parallel to the longitudinal axis of the car. To support the wing
mid-span, a central mount is employed.
Rear fin
In some instances (as here), this central mount is combined with the mandatory rear fin component.
This is designed to limit yaw-induced ’blow-over’ events.
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Nose
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Rear wheel arch
Figure 1.2: Vehicle Topology of Upper-body Geometry
As observed in figure 1.3, the underside of the vehicle is composed of:
Underfloor panel with mandatory skid plate
The underfloor, skid plate, and rear diffuser are planar features. The outer edges of the underfloor
panel are turned up at approximately 6◦ to comply with regulations. The leading and trailing edges
of the skid plate are chamfered.
Angled rear diffuser
The angle of the planar rear diffuser in this setup is 6.5◦. A panel known here as a ’strake’ is inserted
into the rear diffuser. The strake is thin, vertical and parallel to the longitudinal centre-line of the
car.
Front wing
At the front of the car, the front wing is visible. The wing is a constant thickness cambered element
which runs in very close proximity to the ground. Connected to either side of the front wing are
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the front wing foot-plates. Sacrificial material is embedded into the base of the foot-plates, to limit
damage to the composite part when running over curbs and debris.
Skid Plate
Rear Diffuser
Diffuser Strake
Front Wing
Underfloor panel
Figure 1.3: Vehicle Topology of Upper-body Geometry
The reader is referred to the technical regulations [ACO] for standard definitions not covered in
this thesis. Extensive regulations which govern the design and function of each functional part are
discussed here. This can be found in digital appendix D.
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1.3 Aerodynamic Axis System
The vehicle axis system employed in this thesis is shown in figure 1.4. Aerodynamic drag acts in
the positive x direction, while downforce acts in the negative z direction. The side-force acts in the
positive y direction. A pitching moment is positive if it tends to rotate the nose of the car downwards.
The xy reference plane where z = 0 is co-planar with the flat underside of the vehicle, when the
vehicle pitch is neutral.
Lift Force
Yawing Moment
Side Force
Pitching Moment
Drag Force
Rolling Moment
x
y
z
Centre of 
Gravity
Figure 1.4: Vehicle Axis System
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Background to Aerodynamics in Racing
A modern racing-car can be described as a highly aerodynamic device, creating downforce (negative
lift) coefficients of 0.5 ≤ cl ≤ 5; with accompanying drag coefficients in the range of 0.08 ≤ cd ≤ 0.8,
based on a frontal area Af of approximately 1.7m2. A measure of aerodynamic efficiency  is given
as the ratio of downforce produced to the induced drag, or  = cl/cd. Commonly, efficiencies range
between 4 ≤  ≤ 6 [Katz, 2006b]. These figures are highly dependent on the imposed regulations,
and vary between racing formula and from year to year. Besides the fanfare associated with racing,
it has always been a test-bed for new technologies which large automotive firms aim to apply to their
road vehicles. Technology transfer is evident in most racing formulas in some form or another. In the
post World-War-II era, racing-car performance advances were dominated by expensive engine and tire
technology, which was seen to be out of reach to all teams but the best funded.
Beginning in the 1950’s, aerospace technology transfer prompted a leap in the evolution of road
vehicle design, specifically in the adaptation of aerospace techniques in the construction of vehicle chas-
sis and the implementation of aerofoil geometries in body-shapes. There were further tire advances
(Nylon and Polyester cord reinforcing, improved rubber compounds, better electronic controlled pro-
duction methods [Horrocks and Anand, 2000]) during this period, and it can be said that the evolution
of aerodynamic and tire technology went hand in hand in improving overall performance. Extensive
streamlining efforts continued, however the negative effect of such streamlining in close proximity to
the ground is the potential production of unwanted and dangerous lifting force. This force acts to
reduce traction in the tires – thus corner speeds and high-speed braking could have suffered, however
due to increased high speed efficiency, the trend of streamlining continued almost unabated. Shown
in figure 2.1 from Zhang et al. [2011], is a chronological plot of normalised lap-time reduction with
technological innovation over the period 1950 to 2000.
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Figure 2.1: Changes in lap-time with racing-car technology innovation [Zhang et al., 2011]
For the first time, in 1964, Jim Hall of Chaparral Racing implemented front air-dams and rear
spoilers on the Chaparral 2B for the specific purpose of generating down-force. These devices modified
the local pressure distribution and had a profound impact on the circulation around the car, drastically
improving stability and down-force production. A steady uptake of this new technology was seen in all
forms of racing. Top speed was seen to reduce on vehicles fitted with these simple devices, however lap
times also reduced, thus implying an increase in grip and aerodynamic down-force through the corners.
In 1966, Hall unveiled the first racing-car fitted with an aerofoil for down-force production – there were
earlier attempts, but none of them were permitted to compete – and the idea was immediately seized
upon by engineers in every form of racing. In 1968, inverted wings began awkwardly appearing above
the front and rear axles of Formula 1 cars [Houghton and Carpenter, 2003]. During the 1970’s more
gradual development of vehicle wings permeated the sport, but the decade’s main development was
the application of ground-effect down-force, which saw designers such as Hall and Murray [McBeath,
2009a] utilizing a crude but effective auxiliary fan and sealing side ‘skirts’ to evacuate air from the
underside of the vehicle. More elaborate attempts include Chapman and Wright’s use of sculpted
under-body panels to create down-force through forward motion alone. The under-surface of the
side-pods housed between the wheels of the vehicle formed an inverted wing and produced previously
unattainable levels of down-force.1
Through the use of advanced aerodynamics, the limits of human operation were beginning to show.
By 1983, aerofoil-shaped undersides were being banned in competition due to the dangerous cornering
1It was actually the early designers of the Russian Ekranoplan such as Troeng in the 1930’s, who successfully
demonstrated the use of ‘ram wings’ or ground-effect wings. Kaario (1935) is regarded as being the first to purposefully
design a ground effect flying vehicle, which was equipped with a low-aspect ratio main wing, and further swiveling wings
to direct air under the main wings [Rozhdestvensky, 1945].
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forces and speeds being generated. Many more examples of ingenious geometries exist, almost all
being either banned or strictly controlled through sporting regulation. Most modern aerodynamic
innovations result from crafting radical designs through loopholes in the regulations (thus enjoying
inevitably short lifespans) or subtle revisions of existing geometry. In section 2.3, an introduction to
the manner of down-force generation by various means is presented.
The modern racing-car is a complex aerodynamic device, made more so due to its proximity with
the ground. The interaction with the ground complicates the airflow around the car such that the
field of ‘road vehicle aerodynamics’ has evolved to focus in on this area in an effort to understand
the flow regimes and nuances which are predominant in this situation. The application of down-force
generating devices to racing-cars was a major evolutionary step. These devices generate high vertical
loads on the tires, and as the grip generated by the tire’s contact-patch is roughly proportional to the
normal force created by a combination of the vehicle’s mass and down-force, the increase in grip led
to a further reduction in lap times. In modern racing series, where regulations regarding engine and
tire are strict, aerodynamic developments have been seen to be amongst the most cost-effective way
to make significant improvements to vehicle performance. In addition to increased cornering speeds,
aerodynamics research has led to dramatically improved vehicle stability and high speed braking,
more efficient cabin ventilation and induction, reduction in fouling (mud deposition), noise reduction,
as well as improved fuel economy [Lajos, 2002].
The application of aerodynamics research to automotive racing is based on the simple premise
that the more aerodynamically efficient a vehicle is, the more competitive it will be. The chief goal
of this research-driven design is to reduce drag as far as possible, while generating enough down-force
for a given track/race series. To do so, one must understand that racing-cars, like any ground vehicle,
perform in a dynamic manner - therefore cognizance needs be taken of the many situations the vehicle
may encounter. Simple straight-line, constant-speed testing represents a minute fraction of the total
performance envelope of the car, and as a result new computational and experimental tools have
developed to thoroughly test vehicle models with dynamic behavior - including situations involving
lateral and longitudinal accelerations.
The experimental tools include traditional wind tunnel facilities, while the numerical tools include
CFD and lap-time simulation software. As will be introduced in section 2.7, track simulation tools are
used in partnership with CFD as a means of establishing the aerodynamic targets for a given product.
2.2 Racing Performance and Safety
2.2.1 Aerodynamics and Vehicle Instability
Current racing-car performance criteria is often limited by the governing body of motor sport. In
the case of Le Mans, it is the body and constructors within the ACO who set out the regulations
for the coming years. Restrictions are imposed upon peak engine performance, chassis and bodywork
design, and on aerodynamic devices. The aim of the regulatory body and the imposed regulations,
specifically within the Le Mans Series events, is to adjust the performance of successful teams to
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allow lesser-funded teams a certain advantage, and increase passive and active vehicle safety, without
introducing legislation which stifles innovation. It has been shown however, that where attempts
to reduce ’dangerous’ cornering speeds and maximum speeds are made by limiting or banning some
aerodynamic feature, constructors will attempt to recover lost down-force through the adoption of
less efficient means.
The largest regulatory changes are generally seen in the wake of devastating accidents. As an
example, in qualifying at Imola Italy in 1994, Rubens Barrichello’s Jordan F1 car became airborne
and was destroyed; the following day Ronald Ratzenberger lost his life when the front wing on his
Simtek-Ford broke loose and the car was hurled into a barricade. Then, on the Sunday of the same
weekend, after a race-restart due to a start-line accident, the Williams FW16 driven by Ayrton Senna
lost traction and hit a barrier. Senna was declared dead a few hours later. Of the few compelling
theories which emerged regarding this famous tragedy, the leading theory and that supported by
Adrian Newey2 was that a puncture lead to a sudden reduction in tyre pressure causing a catastrophic
change in ride-height and traction. The result was revised legislation which mandated a new minimum
ground clearance, leading to a 13% reduction in down-force for the 1995 season [Agathangelou and
Gascoyne, 1998]. In the wake of the 1994 season, aerodynamic development continued in an attempt
to regain lost down-force, albeit with decreasing aerodynamic efficiency. This is a direct result of a
systematic shift from the use of aerodynamically efficient means, to less efficient means.
In various motor racing formulas including the Le Mans series, now operated by the FIA, a great
number of accidents have occurred when one racing-car in the near wake of another car suddenly
becomes unstable. In many of the documented cases, the trailing vehicle lost contact with the ground
and became airborne. Howell [1981] details the airborne incidents that occurred in races during the
period 1966 − 1977, including one that ended the career of Jim Hall, and another that took the
life of Bruce McLaren. It was found that in nearly all cases studied, the effects of problematic
vehicle aerodynamics were compounded by inertial effects due to road curvature. It is well known
that the interaction between aerodynamic forces and suspension dynamics can lead to instability, as
aptly illustrated by the ’flying’ Mercedes at Le Mans in 1999 [Adami et al., 2002]. Most regulatory
bodies deem active suspension systems illegal. Thus passive suspension systems, consisting only of an
arrangement of linkages, dampers and springs are allowed. These systems react to changes in down-
force and down-force distribution, producing a change in ground clearance / ride-height. Typically,
high performance racing-cars will operate within the range of 10−40mm of ground clearance3 and at a
pitch α of −1◦ ≤ α ≤ 0◦ [Adami et al., 2002]; however it has been shown that within this range, down-
force and the distribution of pressure are highly variable [Agathangelou and Gascoyne, 1998]. Studies
conducted by this author indicate that the distribution shows a large dependence on the pitch, α of
the vehicle. As shown in figure 2.2, the author conducted tests on a simplified racing-car. On the left
of the figure, the extremes of the pitch study are shown. The centre of pressure cpr is the point on the
2Williams designer at the time, and also the designer of seven vehicles which each won a Formula One World
Constructors’ Championships title
3Defined vertically from a flat frame of reference (usually the mandatory under-body panels down to the ground
plane)
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vehicle where the sum of the pressure field acts, leading to a single force vector and a single moment
vector about that point. The horizontal distance between the centre of pressure, cpr and centre of
gravity cgx , is termed the ’static margin’ and is labeled xs. As shown in frame (a) for a ’nose-up’ or
positive-pitch scenario, negative lifting coefficients are maintained, however the centre of pressure is
very near the rear-wheel centre-line. Frame (b) represents the most ideal operating point, as cpr is
just aft of cgx and the car is aerodynamically balanced. Approaching frame (c), the aerodynamic load
is front-biased. The possibility exists here for large changes to the dynamic handling characteristics
of the vehicle. It is desired to minimise changes to xs, as this yields a vehicle with minimal changes
to its dynamic handling. It is well known that when the centre of pressure moves fore of the centre of
gravity, the dynamic handling characteristics change and the car can become unstable. It is common
for the centre of gravity to be located within the band of 0.4 ≤ rcl ≤ 0.5 (rcl is the ratio of front
downforce coefficient to total downforce coefficient: clf /cl).
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α > 1
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Figure 2.2: Coefficients of downforce, pressure distribution as functions of vehicle pitch α [Agath-
angelou and Gascoyne, 1998]
It is desired that the development and distribution of down-force as a function of both ride-height
and vehicle pitch is predictable, linear, and does not vary beyond safe limits. Minimisation of changes
in the static margin usually yields a vehicle which is both stable and predictable under a variety
of conditions. As a result of the high downforce requirements and restrictions imposed regarding
suspension feedback systems, most racing-cars operate with high spring rates4, thus minimising the
4Spring rate is a ratio of the resistance of a spring to deflection
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changes in the ride-height due to variable aerodynamic load . This introduces an added compromise
in that at low speed, where mechanical grip is more important than aerodynamic down-force, the
optimum suspension setup is not employed. In recent times, the ACO has imposed strict safety
regulations aimed at making (specifically the forebody sections of) vehicles less sensitive to changes
in impinging air flow from leading vehicles. These changes include raising the height of the front wing
over a minimum width.
2.2.2 The ’g-g’ Diagram
A racing-car has an intrinsic performance envelope, the boundaries of which are defined by charac-
teristics of the vehicle’s components. Longitudinal acceleration is limited by the engine power and
torque delivery, traction availability, as well as drag; while the lateral acceleration is limited by the
static mass, down-force generated, as well as the frictional coefficient developed by the suspension and
tyres; maximum speed is dependent on engine performance as well as drag. A graphical illustration
of the performance boundaries is given in a so-called ’g-g’ diagram [Milliken and Milliken, 1995]. This
is a plot of the resultant of normal and tangential acceleration vectors during different vehicle states.
It has the unit of g (or gravity). Figure 2.3 illustrates two cases - a low speed (dashed line) and a
high speed case (dotted line). These ellipsoids represent the ultimate adhesion limit provided by the
tyres, under different loading cases.
Effect of Aerodynamic Downforce
[increased tyre load]
Braking
Effect of Aerodynamic Downforce and 
Drag
Left Turn (Lateral Acceleration) Right Turn (Lateral Acceleration)
Effect of Aerodynamic Downforce and 
Drag
Longitudinal 
Acceleration
gx
Low Speed
High Speed
gy
Figure 2.3: ’g-g’ diagram for a down-force generating racing-car [Milliken and Milliken, 1995]
At higher speeds, meaningful down-force can be generated. This has several consequences, which
are illustrated in the figure. Firstly, due to increased aerodynamic drag, high speed acceleration is
limited. However, due to the production of down-force, an increase in normal force at the tyres is
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effected which results in higher sustainable lateral acceleration. Tyre performance is enhanced due to
increased aerodynamic loading without increased vehicle mass. Clearly at lower speeds, production
of down-force is reduced, leading to lower sustainable cornering loads. Vehicle drag is also reduced,
resulting in higher forward acceleration. A variation in a single parameter will inevitably lead to
a compromise of another parameter. For a constructor, it it important to invest resources in areas
of vehicle design which will most benefit performance, thus it is desired to quantify and rank the
incremental performance benefits derived from small changes in fundamental design areas. Refer to
§ 2.7.1 for a more in-depth analysis.
2.3 Aerodynamic Components of a Typical Le Mans Proto-
type Racing-Car
In the context of the racing-car, the primary function of down-force generation devices is to reduce or
eliminate the positive lifting forces which are predominant on ground vehicle shapes. Such lift forces,
as discussed in § 2.3.1, reduce the amount of traction available to the tyres, and can destabilise the
vehicle under certain conditions. However, it is possible to generate meaningful amounts of down-
force with the implementation of certain vehicle geometries. Such techniques include the utilisation
of so-called ’ground effect’ forces in the production of down-force by the under-body; use of the rear
diffuser to lower under-body pressures further; stagnation of the airflow using splitters and air-dams,
and the use of aerofoil geometries for (negative) lift generation. The latter two options are mainly
used to develop a balanced overall driving package. In the following short sections, some current
methods for creating down-force are discussed. The generation of drag is an undesirable consequence
of motion through air, and such drag is increased with the use of downforce-generating mechanisms.
This latter compromise is discussed in § 2.7.1.
2.3.1 Upper body
There are many surfaces on a ground vehicle which, through their forward motion, cause the generation
of positive (lifting) forces. This is undesirable as it reduces the traction available at the wheels. In
addition to reducing the lift of these surfaces, reducing their drag is vital. A large part of this program
is concerned with the reduction of frontal area, a process which can simultaneously reduce mass and
drag (it is however subject to stringent restrictions in the rules). In the current context, measured
drag is split into two main categories - internal and external drag. Internal drag is a component of
the aerodynamic force arising from the need to utilise airflow for induction and cooling purposes.
Internal drag mainly arises due to pressure drops through porous heat exchangers, baffles and ducts.
The nature and cause of internal drag, measures to its reduction, and development of scaled porous-
meshes for wind tunnel testing are discussed by Barnard [2000]. For a road vehicle in the 1980’s period,
internal drag represented about 10% of total vehicle drag [Hucho and Sovran, 1993]. This increment
has fallen to roughly 5% of total drag by today’s standards [Barnard, 2000]. Other literature consulted
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on this subject include Barnard [2001], Katz [2006b], however the study and analysis of this drag is
beyond the scope of this research. Further categorization of external drag is possible allowing one
to isolate pressure drag, skin drag, induced drag and parasitic drag.) be bulk of vehicle drag is due
to pressure or wake drag - this is due to the inherent ’bluntness’ of most vehicle shapes. Another
cause of drag which is relevant to this class of vehicle is induced drag. This is a direct result of the
production of useful down-force. An estimate is given in table 2.1 of the main causes of external
drag, broken down into the logical physical surfaces which make up a traditional ’blunt’ automotive
body, from Lajos [2002]. At least 65% of total vehicle drag is incurred through poor profiling of the
frontal areas of the vehicle, while reasonably simple measures can be taken to alleviate this level of
drag. As will be seen extensively in a study on the Ahmed body in § 2.5.2 on page 42, complex
three-dimensional flow fields dominate the rear quarters of blunt automotive geometry.
Table 2.1: Drag components of traditional ’blunt’ automotive shapes, and steps to their reduction
[Lajos, 2002]
Drag Type % of Cd Caused by Means of drag reduction
Forebody
drag
65% Overpressure
on the front
face
Reduction of overpressure by
accelerating the flow: rounding up of
upper horizontal and vertical leading
edges, slanting the front face
Base drag 34.9% Depression
on the rear
end
Increase of pressure: boat-tailing,
tapering the rear part of the body,
rounding up of trailing edges
Side wall,
roof and
under-body
drag
0.1% Shear
stresses over
the walls,
roof and
under-body
Decrease of shear stresses: reduction of
roughness, decrease of the velocity in
the under-body gap
2.3.2 Front wing
Ground Effect Wing in ground effect (WIG) occurs when a moving aerofoil operates in close
proximity to a wall boundary. In the case of a conventional lifting aerofoil, decreasing channel gap
results in increased production of positive lift. Inverted (down-force producing) aerofoils operating
in close wall proximity show similar negative lift improvements [Kieffer et al., 2006]. Two separate
phenomena are responsible for the nett efficiency increase of WIG aerofoils. The first is Chord-
Dominated Ground Effect (CDGE), which is responsible for an increase in lifting potential, and the
second is Span-Dominated Ground Effect (SDGE), which is responsible for a reduction in induced drag.
The reduction in induced drag is due to a modification of the airflow circulation at the wingtips, leading
to an effective aspect ratio which is slightly higher than the geometric aspect ratio [Abramowski, 2007].
CDGE leads to the production of a high pressure ’cushion’ under the wing. As the height/chord
ratio of the lifting wing becomes small, the air can stagnate under the wing, leading to the maximum
possible static pressure. It is noted by Abramowski that CDGE lifting forces are created using specific
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geometries - certain wing geometries are more desirable for lifting applications; these include aerofoils
with flat ’pushing’ surfaces and higher angle of attack than for free-flight, while convex wing geometries
are more desirable for racing-car applications in order to increase suction pressure under the wing.
Also, wing-tip vortices which are generated by wings in ground effect do not have as much space to
grow compared to wings in free-air. This leads to an increase in the apparent wing aspect-ratio (thus
an increase in down-force, or rather an increase in tip efficiency).
The front wing is implemented on racing-cars in an attempt to harness ground effect forces in
order to produce a large amount of down-force, with relatively little drag. Front wings typically run
in very strong ground effect, with typical ground clearances less than [Katz, 1995]. Comparison
between a slotted wing running in free-stream is made to the same wing positioned at h/c = 0.3,
and the resulting minimum coefficient of pressure on the main suction surface is doubled, leading to
almost the same increase in down-force. As the height/chord ratio of the downforce-producing wing
becomes small, the passage beneath the wing accelerates the airflow in the channel thus generated,
leading to lower suction pressures. However, as the channel reduces in height still further, the adverse
gradient present toward the trailing edge becomes too steep to maintain attached flow and the wing
stalls. Such wings display great sensitivity to changes in ride-height, and if implemented incorrectly
can cause vehicle instability. Houghton and Carpenter [2003] displays a front wing that when moved
into ground proximity, has a tendency to stall near the trailing-edge flap. However with the addition
of a flap-mounted Gurney-tab, separation is delayed and downforce is increased. This phenomenon is
shown in figure 2.4.
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0
Figure 2.4: Effect of ground proximity on the pressure distribution of a racing-car front wing [Houghton
and Carpenter, 2003]
A further finding is that unless following closely behind another vehicle, the flow impinging on the
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wing is undisturbed, and thus the shape of the pressure distribution is not drastically altered (from the
isolated-wing case). This leads to the possibility of near-direct application of aeroplane-type geometry
in the current context. In some cases, the front wing can be used to ’tune’ (in concert with the rear
wing) the aerodynamic package to suit a particular racing event.
Body Interaction Effects The design of the wing and investigation of its wake profile is considered
carefully, as the entire car operates in the wake of this device, with items such as the undertray and
rear diffuser being particularly sensitive to upstream flow disturbances. To assist in this process, it
is desired that the wing have a constant spanwise-lifting profile, which can be achieved by increasing
the chord and angle of incidence at the tips [Houghton and Carpenter, 2003]. It has been shown
that end-plates have a pronounced effect on reducing wing-tip circulation, and thus assist in the
production of such a lifting-profile. Furthermore, end-plates have been shown to produce meaningful
down-force gains at the rear of the car. Wing end-plates are widely used to help keep the flow at least
quasi-two-dimensional [Zhang et al., 2011].
The complex body shapes which surround the wing result in flow patterns near and directly over the
wing which have significant deviations from the isolated-wing case. For this reason, the target pressure
distributions cannot be achieved, and conventional aeroplane aerofoil geometries must undergo some
significant changes to be applied in this case. When wings are situated directly fore of the front wheel,
they become sensitive to its presence. Exaggerated by a wheel’s rotating motion, strong ’jet vortices’
are produced at the front base of the wheel. These result in strong cross-flow regions which impact
on the efficiency of the wing as well as its wake structure.
The front wing can produce about 30% of the total vehicle down-force, however it achieves this
due to the ground effect condition, which is very height sensitive. As the wing is lowered toward the
ground, the lift produced is increased, resulting in a forward shift in down-force distribution. As a
by-product of the increased lift production, the added up-wash hinders the lift production ability of
the under-body and rear diffuser, resulting in a further balance shift. In such a way, aerodynamic
stability can be dangerously compromised if the car reacts adversely to such changes.
2.3.3 Rear Wing
Design Approach As introduced in section 2.1, a transfer of aerospace technology to the auto-
motive realm has allowed certain aerofoil geometries to be carried over for down-force production.
However, the implementation of optimised aeroplane-aerofoils is complicated by certain boundary
conditions such as other vehicle surfaces and the proximity of the moving ground plane. Neverthe-
less, the tools used to optimise aeroplane-wing geometry can be utilised just as effectively to design
racing-car wing geometry. The chief directive of race car wing design is to efficiently generate enough
down-force to balance the vehicle, however their form is often prescribed by regulations which are
far from engineering concerns such as best performance or lowest mass [Katz, 1995]. Seemingly in
defiance of the imposed regulations, most wings are optimised for maximum lift, within the attached
flow sector. In addition to aeroplane-aerofoil concerns, the racing-car wing designer must consider at
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least the following complications:
• Changes in local flow circulation due to proximity with the ground - ’ground effect’
• Interaction between the wing and other vehicle surfaces, such as rotating wheels, rear diffusers,
etc
• Low aspect ratio wings - leading to a higher proportion of wing-tip effects
The approach to vehicle-mounted wing design is to utilise a well-developed aerofoil pressure dis-
tribution as a target, and then attempt to modify the lifting-profile of the wing using appropriate
boundary conditions in the simulations. This is often undertaken using both two-dimensional and
three-dimensional PANEL code and RANS numerical simulations (§ 2.4.7), as well as scale wind tun-
nel testing. The use of isolated numerical simulations is of particular value here, as these devices
usually encounter smooth, two-dimensional airflow.
The rear wing generates about 30% of the total down-force. Due to the high-lift nature of such
devices, the induced drag (that drag generated through the production of lift) dominates, whilst
profile drag is of little consequence – provided separation is not encountered [Liebeck, 1990]. Liebeck
investigated high-lift wings in subsonic conditions, and studied their effectiveness and design. He also
researched the effect of the Gurney tab (see figure 2.5), which is a thin strip perpendicular to the
flap’s chord line, positioned on the pressure-side of the flap. This device has been the subject of much
research, having been shown to increase the critical incidence and increase downforce production with
only a small imposed drag penalty. There is much literature on the subject, including Jeffery et al.
[2000], Nikolic [2006].
Gurney tab
Flap element
Mainplane element Gap ratio
Overlap ratio
Chords, incidence and effective incidence lines
Camber Line
Figure 2.5: Rear wing configuration
Using specially developed pressure-recovery distributions, the mainplane is designed to maximize
the vertical loading. In the case of two-aerofoil wings, as in figure 2.5, the flap induces an accelerated
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flow region near the trailing edge of the main plane. This lowers the pressure at the main-plane trailing
edge, and delays potential separation, thus allowing for a higher combined incidence and increased
down-force.
Secondary Interaction There is an interaction between the rear wing and the rear diffuser, in
which the reduced pressure under the wing increases so-called ’diffuser-pumping’ as introduced in
§ 2.3.4. Katz [1995] presents results on an open-wheel racing-car, without front and rear wings. The
centre-line pressures are given for the cases where the front wing, and then the front and rear wing
are added on. The result is a marked increase in under-body effectiveness, with very little imposed
drag. The author also presents results for the vertical positioning of the wing above the rear deck, and
concludes that although wings positioned higher up may be exposed to ’cleaner’ air, wings positioned
lower than twice the chord length above the rear deck can benefit from a strong interaction with the
under-body flow.
Wing Geometries allowed In the Le Mans series, the regulations permit a maximum of two wings
(a main wing and a flap – where the flap can be accompanied by a Gurney tab - see figure 2.6). As
shown in the figure, the case of a wing and flap is compared to the case of a wing, flap and gurney.
The negative lifting coefficient is shown to increase across the useable range of α, with a corresponding
increase in drag. The aerodynamic efficiency wing benefits of this augmentation are highest at low
values of , and appear to be waning near α corresponding to peak −cl. To allow for variability in
the setup of the car, the incidence angle α of the wing must be adjustable such that different lifting
coefficients can be generated.
The aspect ratio of the wing is another parameter strictly mandated by the regulations. It is
known that for very low aspect ratio wings that ideal two-dimensional pressure distributions are not
developed, due to the effects of wing-tip circulation. Wing end-plates are very widely employed in
most racing formulas, with the aim of reducing the strength of wing-tip vortices [Katz, 2006b], and
thus increasing the effective aspect ratio of the wing.
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Figure 2.6: Effect of Gurney tab on lift and drag [Katz, 2006b]
2.3.4 Undertray and rear diffuser
The undertray is, in the context of the Le Mans regulations, a flat, rigid and impervious panel fixed
to the underneath of the vehicle. The geometry as attached to the LMP vehicle is shown in figure 2.7.
Running the full width of the vehicle, it starts at the front axle centre-line and extends to the rear axle
centre-line. Aft of this point, a plane - termed the diffuser - which is similarly flat, rigid and impervious
connects the underfloor panel to the rear vertical plane of the vehicle. The characteristic dimensions
of this geometry are shown in the figure. The length of the underbody is termed Lu, where for the
current application Lu = 3650Pm. This length is defined as the distance from the leading edge of the
flat underbody to the trailing edge of the rear diffuser. The angle of the diffuser β is approximately
6.5◦. The inlet height of the diffuser is termed h1, while the outlet height is termed h2. These heights
vary depending on the ride-height and pitch settings of the vehicle. The horizontal length of the rear
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diffuser is termed N . The down-force derived from the underfloor components, chiefly composed of
the undertray and rear diffuser, form about 35% of the total vehicle down-force. It is well known that
improving the design of the under-body channel and diffuser can improve levels of down-force with
little implicated drag. In fact, the diffuser is used to reduce lifting forces on passenger cars, and has
been shown to reduce the pressure drag [Agathangelou and Gascoyne, 1998].
Section yz
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αdiffuser
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Undertray panel
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N
Figure 2.7: Underfloor panel and rear diffuser, showing lateral and longitudinal section profiles
The aerodynamic stability concerns relayed for the front wing are echoed for the under-body and
diffuser, as subtle variations in ride-height and pitch cause large changes in performance. The rear
wing, as introduced in the preceding section, can be used to tune the performance of the diffuser. In
fact the base pressure in that region can be controlled using spoilers on the rear deck or certain wing
elements. Flow from the wheel-well regions, the front wing and the sides of the body enter the under-
body section, thus the flow is usually characterised by large areas of highly vortical three-dimensional
motion.
Vehicle set-ups which benefit most from ’ground effect’ operation will usually have a front ride-
height set as low as the regulations allow, and a vehicle pitch of nearly 1◦. There are understood
to be three primary mechanisms through which diffusers create down-force. They are: Upsweep,
Ground interaction, and Diffuser pumping. The following paragraphs and equations will describe the
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performance of a simplified diffuser section after research conducted by Cooper et al. [1998].
Upsweep With the addition of an upward-angled plane in this region, the effective camber of the
vehicle is increased. This is the same mechanism which leads to the creation of lift near the sharply
transitioning roof surfaces of some hatchbacks and fastbacks; however in this context has a positive
effect on down-force production.
Ground Interaction As a body in flow is brought closer toward a ground plane, flow asymmetry
develops as the flow under the vehicle is accelerated. This is accompanied by a proportional reduction
in static pressure on the under-body. Due to fluid viscosity, the limits of this beneficial interaction
are reached at some terminating ride-height. Figure 2.8 shows the benefit gained from decreasing
the channel-gap under the vehicle, from Katz [2006a]. As shown, the downforce and drag increase
with decreasing underbody channel-gap, where hg is the channel gap and L is the length of the body.
At low values of hg/L, the rate of production of downforce is far higher than that of drag. A local
maximum is seen near hg/L = 0.025, indicating that diffuser stall has occurred.
-cl, cd
h/L
hg
Figure 2.8: Variation in lift and drag for a generic bluff body with a diffuser, with varying hg/L [Katz,
2006a]
Diffuser Pumping A diffuser delivers under-body air to the rear of the vehicle, which is at a fixed
base pressure pb. The base pressure is defined as the average static pressure in the near wake of
the vehicle. Due to the diffuser’s increasing cross-sectional area, the air is decelerated leading to an
increase in static pressure. This pressure recovery increases the rate of fluid flow through the system,
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leading to higher down-force production over the entire under-body section. The pressure rise is a
function of the diffuser inlet area (vehicle ride-height and pitch dependent), and the outlet area (a
function of ride-height, pitch and diffuser angle). This principle is shown in figure 2.9, using the
Ahmed body geometry as a reference.
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Figure 2.9: Reduction in underbody pressure due to diffuser ’pumping’
Diffuser Performance Equations The pressure recovery capability is the main factor which drives
diffuser performance. It is given in coefficient form as
C¯p =
p2 − p1
1/
(
2ρU¯21
) (2.1)
where U¯1 and p1 are the average inlet velocity and static pressure respectively, and p2 is the static
pressure at the exit-plane. The ideal pressure recovery coefficient which is possible according to a
chosen diffuser design is given by
Cpi = 1− 1
AR2
(2.2)
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where AR = A2/A1 = h2/h1. The effectiveness of the diffuser can be expressed as a ratio of the
actual flow expansion to the theoretical performance provided by a given area ratio, i.e. C¯p/Cpi.
The penultimate description of the geometry is found in equation 2.3, where the impact of ride-
height, diffuser length and angle can be directly seen as
AR = 1 +
(
N
h1
)
tan β (2.3)
2.3.5 Wheels
Whether open or closed-wheel vehicles are considered, the drag force induced by rotating wheels
accounts for up to 40% of the total vehicle drag [Zhang et al., 2011]. Yet wheel lift and drag forces as
well as surface pressures have been shown to be difficult to measure experimentally, by conventional
methods. The most modern research into wheel aerodynamics has benefited from significant advances
in electronics miniaturisation and micro pressure-sensors, which are typically mounted inside the wheel
and transmit via a slip ring while the wheel is rotating. The reader is referred to Zhang et al. [2011],
which provides a good summary of research in this area. Wheels complicate vehicle flow-fields as
they produce strong cross-flows and highly vortical structures, which affect the down-force production
ability of the front wing, under-body and rear diffuser. In passenger vehicle context, an emerging
trend is the use of fore-mounted flaps which reduce the mass-flow rate of air impinging onto the
front wheels. In a racing context wing end-plates, turning vanes, guides and contoured flaps serve to
maneuver air around the wheels and reduce imposed drag.
2.4 Numerical Analysis
This section will introduce the topic of Computational Fluid dynamics or CFD. This is a numeri-
cal solution to appropriate governing equations of fluid dynamics for a given configuration using a
computer system. This can be regarded as a five-step process [Agarwal, 2010] involving at least:
1. Specification of the flow domain. This includes the generation of suitable CAD geometry to
represent the body being simulated.
2. Generation of a suitable mesh. This step starts with the generation of a two-dimensional mesh
(surface mesh) which represents the CAD geometry, and is then followed by the generation of
a three-dimensional mesh (volume mesh) which discretises the space around the geometry in
which the fluid will flow.
3. In the solution phase, the governing equations (along with a suitable turbulence model) are
discretised upon the volume mesh elements, and suitable boundary conditions are discretised on
the surface mesh.
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4. By employing suitable numerical algorithms, the discretised equations are then solved alge-
braically
5. After the solution has converged, the computed data can be reduced to meaningful results
and interpreted using visualisation techniques. These include plots of pressure, velocity and
temperature; as well as streamlines of three-dimensional flow patterns.
2.4.1 Flow Domain For Automotive Aerodynamic Investigations
In the case of most road vehicles, the flow region immediately downstream of the car is dominated
by two large counter-rotating vortices and an absence of the karman vortex street. Experiments
conducted by Ahmed et al. [1984], Cooper [1993] show that the rate of decay of these vortices levels
out in less than 1.5 vehicle lengths behind the car. However, it is desired that the downstream regime
be fully developed before it reaches a domain outlet boundary; thus the downstream domain dimension
is usually in the region of 6L to 10L. It is further required that the upstream section of the domain be
extended sufficiently far from the leading edge of the vehicle such that a fully developed and correct
velocity gradient has developed before encountering the vehicle. The width and height of the domain
are determined in accordance with the frontal area of the object being tested. It is recommended that
the blockage ratio be less than 5 % for blunt-body testing [Pope, 1954, Katz, 2006b].
2.4.2 General Meshing topology
In order to efficiently arrive at an accurate, converged solution it is desired to generate a suitable
mesh to discretise the entire volume of the flow domain, including the relevant flow boundaries. If
the mesh is too coarse, the result will be inaccurate, however a fine grid may be costly numerically
and time-wise and thus prove to be inefficient. Certain principles of mesh generation are adhered to
in order to obtain the best possible result. For instance, near solid boundaries, the grid is required to
be sufficiently fine in order to capture the high gradients associated with boundary layers. Also, in
parts of the domain where high flow gradients are expected, the grid must be fine enough to resolve
the gradients using a second order solver. For standard industrial studies, the domain is usually
discretised on (at least) two separate meshes: a course and a fine grid. This introduces the topic of
mesh independence, which is discussed in section 2.5 on page 40. Based on the results of the mesh
independence study, an optimum grid can be developed. For calculation of flows in viscous regions,
a ’structured’ grid type is often employed. This grid is more suited for calculating the flows near
boundaries. On the other hand, ’unstructured’ grids will be less suitable due to the number of cells
required, and the undesirable formation of highly skewed elements. Often, the most suitable approach
is the use of a hybrid meshing scheme, which employs a structured mesh at the boundary, and an
unstructured mesh in the domain volume. A suitable one-to-one interface between the mesh schemes
is required for the solver. There are two main mesh-structure categories available: structured meshing
and unstructured meshing:
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Structured Meshing This type of meshing involves the generation of two-dimensional and three-
dimensional meshes which have a high degree of orthogonality. The governing flow equations of fluid
flow are written in an orthogonal coordinate system, and thus the meshing structure ideally should
mirror this. These meshes are complicated and time-consuming to develop for industrial projects,
and thus have fallen out of favor as increasingly complex flow scenarios are required to be solved.
For a two-dimensional NACA 0012 profile, structured mesh topology is shown in figure 2.10, from
Dompierre et al. [2002].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: Two-dimensional NACA 0012 meshing topology (a) Structured (b) Unstructured [Dom-
pierre et al., 2002]
Unstructured Meshes Unstructured meshes are far simpler to develop than structured meshes.
Automatic routines are capable of generating meshes for highly complex flow scenarios. Due to
advances in solver discretisation, obtaining orthogonality is not a major priority, however minimising
errors associated with poor cell-quality can be a problem. These meshes can suffer from skew and
high aspect-ratio cells which cause a degradation in solution quality. However, besides this problem
unstructured meshes are most widely used today for treating complex two and three-dimensional
problems.
2.4.3 Unstructured Mesh Topology
One example of an unstructured scheme is the utilization of a tetrahedral mesh. In this approach,
several unconnected overlapping meshes are generated for each logical object in the domain, resulting
in a point cloud, the density of which varies based on input configurations. The individual points
are then stitched together to form a web of tetrahedral shaped cells. The entire domain is thus
subdivided in this way, forming a non-unique approximation of the original domain. Unstructured
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meshes, as applied to computational aerodynamics problems have received much interest in recent
years, due to an emphasis on improving efficiency of finite-volume schemes for solving fluid dynamics
equations. Such discretisation is a logical improvement over structured meshing due to ease with
which arbitrarily shaped volumes are approximated. An advantage of an unstructured mesh is that it
is in general non-unique, that is to say at least one nodal distribution will always exist for any given
domain [Steinbrenner and Anderson, 1990]. In addition, the modification of localized nodal density
is easily accomplished, without concern for the spacing or mapping requirements that structured
meshes suffer from. Due to the far reduced user input, unstructured meshes are generated in a
fraction of the time of structured meshes. Historically, the largest disadvantage of unstructured meshes
was that nodal information needed to include connectivity data. This resulted in difficulties in the
parallelisation of mesh generation and flow computation; however newer hardware and computational
techniques have rendered this disadvantage null [Covert, 1985].
2.4.4 Subdivision Methods
Octree Meshing The method adopted in an unstructured meshing routine is to recursively sub-
divide the domain into ever smaller cells, until a criteria for termination is met. The first example
of this meshing type is Octree meshing. An octree is a regular hierarchical data structure. The first
node of the Octree is called the root, and in this context takes the form of a three-dimensional cube
surrounding the domain. Each node has either eight child nodes, or none. If the boundary of any
node intersects a domain boundary, it is refined by subdividing into further internal nodes.
Boundary / 
CAD Surface 
Castellated 
Surface Mesh
Domain
Figure 2.11: Octree meshing scheme
Where a node does not intersect a boundary, it is left unrefined and referred to as a leaf. This
process is continued until a minimum cell size requirement is met. At this stage, all surfaces in the
domain consist of cubes (castellated mesh) which approximate the original CAD geometry. Starting
with the surfaces, the cubed domain is then triangulated, to form a tetrahedral mesh. The quality of
this mesh is good, but the scheme does not cope well when tasked with expanding mesh-size regions
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5 [Covert, 1985].
Delaunay triangulation Another three-dimensional discretisation technique commonly employed
is the Delaunay triangulation. This method begins with a routine assigning a number of points
to the surface geometry within the domain. Next the surface geometry is tessellated using n convex
unequal polygons, using Dirichlet tessellation. Tessellation is the process of subdividing a domain into
repetitive closed geometric forms, allowing no overlaps and no gaps. In order to define a successful
Dirichlet tessellation requires that each polygon contains one unique seed point, and every other point
within that polygon is closer to that seed than to any other cell’s seed. The resulting cells are called
Voronoi regions. The Voronoi diagram is shown in figure 2.12 after Dompierre et al. [2002], with
Voronoi regions marked Vn.
Figure 2.12: Voronoi diagram with subsequent Delaunay triangulation applied [Dompierre et al., 2002]
A Delaunay triangulation, also shown in figure 2.12 is a result of joining any seed-points whose
Voronoi cells share a common edge. The ’in-circle’ criterion is used to establish whether a set of
points satisfies minimum quality requirements. This routine is discussed in Dompierre et al. [2002].
The resulting triangular mesh is attractive as its cells are on average the closest to equilateral of all
triangular meshing schemes studied. High-aspect-ratio cells which serve to degrade the accuracy of
the numerical analysis have a far smaller chance of appearing with this meshing structure. It is a more
efficient mesh than the Octree scheme as it fills the domain more evenly, and copes with expanding
mesh regions better. It is also known to be more robust than the Octree scheme.
2.4.5 Boundary Layer Mesh Generation
In order to accurately predict the boundary layer flows, a high resolution mesh is enforced on body
surfaces. This is constructed by extruding an existing two-dimensional surface mesh into the domain
5Such as the interface between free-stream dominated areas, and areas behind vehicles where high mesh-density is
required
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by a specified distance. The concentric meshed shells are stitched together. The final extruded prism
mesh is made conformal with any existing three-dimensional tetrahedral volume mesh.
Outside of the boundary layer, viscous effects are relatively unimportant, however it is important
to resolve the boundary layer as this region has a pronounced effect on the global flow regime – such
as the case of local flow separation. The boundary layer also has an effect on the lifting flow due
to changes in the circulation. Two equation sets are often employed to model the entire domain.
The boundary layer is modeled as viscous, while the free-flow is modeled as inviscid. Appropriate
boundary constraints are applied to the interface between these two zones. For a numerical analysis
of the boundary layer to be considered accurate, suitable account must be taken of the three primary
regions within the boundary layer: the viscous sublayer (flow is laminar, and molecular viscosity
plays a major role), the blending region (where turbulence and viscosity play equal roles), and the
log-law region (or fully turbulent region where turbulence plays the dominant role). As accurate drag
prediction begins with the generation of a realistic boundary layer, it is imperative that the region in
the three-dimensional mesh corresponding to the boundary layer be suitably defined. The principal
difficulty in obtaining an accurate numerical simulation of the boundary layer is in the generation
of a grid with a very fine cell spacing normal to the wall. However, there are presently two options
available in the resolution of this region:
Near-Wall Meshing Approach With the near-wall meshing (or two-zone) approach, wall func-
tions are not employed in favor of numerically resolving the boundary layer directly with mesh ele-
ments. The near-wall spacing for this method is required to be suitably small. A non-dimensional
distance parameter y+, with measurements in wall-units is employed to determine suitable meshing
parameters for the proper resolution of the boundary layer structure. An estimation of y+ may be
found according to the theory of flat plate flow, from Schlichting et al. [2000] as
y+ = 0.172 (y/L)Re0.9L (2.4)
where y is the height from the surface to the first mesh node, and L is the length of the body. In
similar studies [Guilmineau, 2008, Franck et al., 2009], the number of meshed intervals in the boundary
layer was required to be between 16 and 32, leading to a y+ value of ≤ 1. The thickness of adjacent
prismatic cells is dependent on the initial prism thickness. It is desired to produce ’cuboidal’ prism
cells, however this would enforce the condition h = yt|n=0, where h is the interval size of the surface
mesh and n is the wall distance. This would produce a surface mesh which would be computationally
expensive. So, prism cells near the wall are often many times thinner than they are wide or long,
i.e. they have a high aspect ratio - this is to relax the minimum surface mesh size imposed on the
geometry. Another factor which affects the thickness yt of expanding prism cells is the linear or
exponential growth ratio rp, also called the local expansion factor. The expansion factor is usually set
within 1.15 ≤ rp ≤ 1.2. Where the prismatic boundary layer cells meet the free-stream unstructured
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cells, a second 1:1 fluid boundary is formed. The ratio between the thickness of the outer-most prism-
cell and the first unstructured cell in the free-stream is carefully controlled to limit numerical diffusion
and discretisation errors.
The turbulence models are also modified to enable this viscosity-affected region to be resolved.
Two definite mesh regions are employed, the first region comprising thin layers which extend away
from the surface (with little or no inter-cell expansion) to the combined thickness of the buffer and
sub-layer, and the second region, which expands gradually away through the log region and into the
free stream.
Wall Function Approach At high Reynolds numbers, the viscous sublayer of the boundary layer
becomes very thin. As a result, it becomes difficult to resolve this range using physically spaced mesh
nodes. However, this problem can be mitigated using the wall-function method. With this approach,
the viscous sublayer and buffer layer are not resolved by the mesh. Instead semi-empirical relations are
used to describe this region. The wall-functions bridge the descriptions applied to the wall with the
turbulent free-stream flow, in so doing, the effects of the boundary layer are captured, without having
explicitly modelled it. The advantage of this approach is a large reduction in computational time, as
this region can be described by far fewer grid nodes. However, the accuracy of this method can be
heavily compromised in certain areas of the flow-field, such as regions dominated by viscous effects.
If the specific structure of the boundary layer is not required, it is common to utilize scalable wall
functions which implicate a lower computational cost with little loss in accuracy. Where the turbulence
model employed utilises scalable wall functions, it is desired to maintain y+ (see equation 2.4 on
the previous page) between 30 and 100. In order for the wall functions to work correctly, a fairly
uniform y+ is required over the model surfaces. Regardless of which of the above methods is used,
the mesh structure must be designed to allow for the resolution of the physical boundary layer.
2.4.6 Mesh Quality Metrics
In order to minimise discretisation errors, mesh of adequate geometrical ’quality’ is sought. Significant
discretisation errors can result when values of these measures fall outside the acceptable range.
Mesh Orthogonality Mesh orthogonality relates how closely the interior angles of a given cell are
to the optimum angle (for quadrilateral elements it is 90◦, and for triangular elements it is 60◦). The
orthogonality angle is defined as the angle between the vector which joins any two mesh nodes and
the normal vector for each integration point associated with that edge. It is required that the area
weighted average of the orthogonality angle be at least > 20◦ for all integration point surfaces within
a control volume. Values outside this range will result in the amplification of discretisation errors.
Poor convergence, and in some cases divergence can be expected.
Mesh Expansion The mesh expansion factor is an indicator used to determine the ratio of adjacent
cell face areas or volumes. It is desired to maintain the expansion factor below 20. Values outside
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this range will result in increased error due to the discretisation of body force terms. Through the
use of fine prismatic boundary layer mesh, local regions characterised by high expansion factors can
develop. It is therefor desired that the designer of the near-wall mesh take this into account.
Mesh Aspect ratio Cell aspect ratio is the measure of cell stretching. This is the ratio of the
maximum to the minimum integration point surface areas of all elements. It is desired to maintain
this value below 100. Values outside this range will lead to computational round-off errors and
convergence difficulties.
Boundary mesh development As introduced in section 2.4.5, the y+ parameter is used to
determine appropriate mesh growth-rate functions away from solid boundaries. It has been found
that large variations in this parameter, and values outside of recommended ranges tend to produce
a poor quality estimate of boundary-layer flows. As a result, the y+ parameter is checked at the
solution phase of each simulation. If there are any spurious values, then the simulation is restarted
after having refined the mesh in the noted areas.
2.4.7 Fluid Dynamics Governing Equations
In order to resolve fluid flow, three basic physical principles must be upheld - conservation of energy,
conservation of mass and conservation of momentum. These basic conditions must be expressed
mathematically, using either integral forms or partial differential (pde) forms of the equations. These
terms are then discretised to form algebraic equations which can be routinely solved.
The forces acting within a continuum are given by the Navier-Stokes equations with
∂ (ρui)
∂t
+ uj
∂ (ρui)
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xi
+ ∂
∂xj
(
µν
∂ui
∂xj
)
+ ρFi; i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3; (2.5)
where p is the pressure, µν is the dynamic viscosity, Fi is the component of body force per unit
mass [Tsai et al., 2009]. The continuity equation must be solved in order to balance mass flow rate
through a continuum, as
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂ (ρui)
∂xi
= 0; i = 1, 2, 3; (2.6)
where ρ is the air density, t is the time, xi is the coordinate, ui is the velocity component in the
xi direction.
In order to solve the Navier-Stokes equations, the Reynolds decomposition is applied. Here, each
instantaneous quantity is decomposed into its fluctuating and mean quantities - all unsteadiness is
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considered to be part of the turbulent flow. This process is known as ’one-point closure’ and leads to
the well-known Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, which are given as
∂u¯i
∂t
+ u¯j
∂u¯i
∂xj
= −1
ρ
∂p¯
∂xi
+ ∂
∂xj
(
ν
∂u¯i
∂u¯j
− τ¯ij
)
; i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3; (2.7)
where ν is the effective viscosity, and τ¯ij is the shear stress tensor. Where present, the bar
atop variables implies a time-averaged quantity is sought. To bring closure to equation 2.7, suitable
approximations are employed to resolve the unknown variable (the Reynolds stress) in terms of the
known mean flow variables. This problem is solved by a suitable turbulence model as discussed
in § 2.4.8. As turbulence is intrinsically complex, it is not likely that any such method will be
highly accurate - thus all turbulence models should be considered as approximations. Advantages of
employing time-averaged equations are a reduced computational cost; simplified and reduced post-
processing time; and in many cases time-averaged flow is adequate to describe the performance of a
design to the required accuracy. As will be discussed in section 2.4.8, a more accurate alternative is the
employment of Scale Resolving Simulations (SRS) such as LES, DES and DNS, wherein a large range
of turbulence scales are modeled directly. However, these methods are computationally expensive,
require a far more detailed grid, and generate a large amount of data.
2.4.8 Turbulent Flow Solvers
Simulating separation in turbulent flows is a process of primary concern in industrial applications.
The ability of many aeronautical systems to operate efficiently is dependent on reliable, predictable
fluid flow - such as streamlined car bodies, aeroplane wings, and turbine blades.
Most practical flows encountered in industry will have a turbulent component, and will require
due consideration. Turbulent flow is by nature highly unordered and chaotic, and involves rapid
fluctuations in the three spacial dimensions. Due to the fact that turbulence is highly vortical in
nature, turbulent diffusion or ’mixing’ of quantities is increased. Turbulence occurs naturally within
a broad range of time scales and length scales - as a result of this, direct simulation becomes much
more difficult. Turbulence in flows can be considered to be instability of laminar flow at suitably
high flow Reynolds numbers. This instability is manifested numerically as an interaction between the
non-linear inertial and viscous terms within the RANS equations. As introduced above, the Reynolds
decomposition is employed to split the fluctuating from the mean components, however the drawback
of the Reynolds decomposition is the introduction of additional variables - for which there are no
conventional (and general) relations. Thus suitable closure to the RANS equations is required. In this
section, suitably mature and industry-accepted turbulence models are discussed. These turbulence
models are based on the RANS equations, as they offer the most economical approach for computing
turbulent flows.
The basis for the two-equation models, introduced below, is the Boussinesq assumption, which
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theorises that the Reynolds stress tensor is proportional to the mean strain rate tensor. If this view
is adopted, then the Reynolds stresses may be described in a similar way to viscous stress, and
an adapted term: turbulent viscosity, may be applied to the fluid. This assumption implies that
turbulence will effect the mean flow in a similar way that molecular viscosity will effect laminar flow.
However the Boussinesq assumption is not in general valid, and while it is true for simple straight
boundary layer flow and wakes, it is not true for highly curved flows or where strong accelerations
are present. Two-equation models also do not predict the simulation of near-stagnated flow with any
great degree of accuracy.
The premise of the two equation model was to model turbulent kinetic energy κ and the specific
dissipation rate ω, and then relate the missing information back to these variables.
The most commonly utilised two-equation models are the κ− and κ−ω models (where  = κnωm).
These models are accompanied by two additional transport equations to represent the turbulent
time-fluctuating properties of the flow, such as convection and turbulent energy diffusion. The first
transported variable is turbulent kinetic energy κ, while the second variable is either the turbulent
dissipation rate  (which can be viewed as the energy flow rate from the larger eddies in the fluid -
an ’energy cascade’) or the specific dissipation rate ω, depending on the model. As stated above, the
variables  and ω are used in the determination of the length scale of the turbulence.
Standard κ −  turbulence model The κ −  model is a very popular baseline two-equation
model, solving two transport equations (for kinetic energy κ and turbulent dissipation ) and modeling
the Reynolds stress using the eddy viscosity approach. The coefficients used have been empirically
generated, with the equation for κ being derived from relatively exact physical concerns, while the
equation for  is inferred using sound physical reasoning. This model is valid for turbulent flow only.
With this model, only one turbulence length scale is employed in the determination of the eddy
viscosity - so the turbulent diffusion which is calculated is that which occurs at the specified length
scale - whereas in reality all turbulent scales contribute to turbulent diffusion. This model uses the
gradient diffusion hypothesis (Boussinesq hypothesis) to relate the Reynolds stresses to the velocity
gradients and the turbulent viscosity [Menter, 1993, Schmitt, 2008].
Although this model, developed by Jones and Launder [1972] has proven to be very popular,
robust and economical for a wide range of industrial flows, it has been shown by Wilcox [1993]
that it often fails when tasked with the prediction of flows in severe adverse pressure gradients,
separation, and strong streamline curvature. Furthermore, this model appears to be highly insensitive
to adverse pressure gradients. It typically predicts delayed and reduced regions of separation relative
to experimentally results. In the prediction of aerofoil and diffuser performance for example, this
model predicts overly optimistic performance envelopes. Nevertheless, this model has been widely
used, and has been successfully incorporated into many simulation packages. One needs to exercise
caution when considering a suitable time-step, as too large a value may lead to negative κ or  values
and numerical instability.
The Renormalisation Group (RNG) κ −  model was derived from the above using a statistical
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technique known as Renormalisation-Group theory, by Yakhot et al. [1992]. This model has an
additional term in the equation for  which significantly improves the prediction of rapidly strained
flows, while swirling flows are now modelled more accurately as well. Using an analytically-derived
differential formula, low Reynolds number effects are better modelled. Thus the RNG κ −  model
is a significant improvement over the standard model, chiefly in the areas of near wall flows and low
Reynolds number flows.
The Realisable κ−  model improves still further on the baseline model by improving the formula-
tion for turbulent viscosity. In this way, the model more realistically represents turbulent effects. This
model improves on the prediction of flows in adverse pressure gradients, separation and recirculatory
flow.
Shear Stress transport (SST) κ−ω turbulence model The standard κ−ω turbulence model
solves two transport equations (for kinetic energy κ and turbulent frequency ω) . Originally developed
by Saffman, it is a linear eddy viscosity model which relates the Reynolds shear stress tensor to the
strain rate tensor using the Boussinesq hypothesis [Schmitt, 2008]. This model performs significantly
better when tasked with the prediction of adverse pressure gradient flows, and is also far more numer-
ically stable when predicting near wall flows. This model is suitable for complex external and internal
flows, and boundary layer flows under adverse pressure gradient.
A popular variant of this model, the SST κ−ω model, was developed by Menter [1993, 1994], and
is one of the most widely used in the aerodynamics field [Ferzinger and Peric, 2002, Xiao et al., 2007].
It is a two equation model, which implies the use of two transport equations which can account for
history effects such as diffusion of turbulent energy and convection. The SST formulation of the κ−ω
model utilises a blending function (based on the wall distance) which switches the turbulence model
from the Wilcox-based κ−ω formulation in the inner parts of the boundary layer, to the κ−  model
in the free-stream. The reason for this zonal implementation is that the ω equation was shown to
be very sensitive to inlet free-stream turbulence properties [Menter et al., 2003]. This dual-model
approach means the SST model produces accurate results all the way down through the viscous sub-
layer, thus it can be effectively used as a low Reynolds number model. Where grid-spacing normal
to the walls varies substantially over a surface, the model is capable of switching between standard
boundary layer formulation and wall-functions. As a result, solution accuracy is not reduced where
fine spacing is employed. As illustrated in figure 2.13, Menter et al. shows that despite a widely
varying y+ value over the surface of a test sample, the computed wall shear stress varied less than
2%, with all the solutions following the logarithmic profile. As a result, constraints on boundary-layer
mesh generation are substantially relaxed by the implementation of this model, and in addition it
has been shown that user-influence via mesh generation is reduced. Additionally, this approach was
compared to experimental values by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics for a
drag prediction workshop. As shown in figure 2.14, the results compared well, indicating that the
method is suitably mature to handle complex aeronautical configurations.
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Figure 2.13: κ − ω SST formulated velocity profiles, using the automatic wall-function approach
[Menter et al., 2003]
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Figure 2.14: Lift and drag prediction by the κ − ω SST model, as compared to experimental flows
over a complete aircraft configuration (with and without nacelles) [Menter et al., 2003]
Where the κ−  model was shown by Rumsey and Gatski [2000] to under-predict adverse pressure
gradient flows around multi-element aerofoils, the κ−ω SST model fared far better. In addition, Xiao
et al. [2007] showed that the κ− ω SST model was successful in predicting the flow structure around
a 6:1 prolate spheroid - however the model was poor in its prediction of leading edge skin friction.
The κ−ω model was found to produce accurate prediction of separation in the presence of moderate
adverse pressure gradients, however it produced poor predictions of pressure induced separation. The
SST κ−ω model has been shown to produce a more accurate prediction of the onset of flow separation,
and the extent of separation in adverse pressure gradient scenarios. This was achieved by incorporating
the transport of turbulent shear stress into the formulation of the eddy viscosity. In fact, the two
transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy κ (responsible for energy within the turbulence) and
specific dissipation ω (responsible for the turbulence-length or time-scale) are solved as
∂
∂t
(ρκ) + ∂
∂xj
(ρκuj) =
∂
∂xj
[(
µ+ µt
σκ
)
∂κ
∂xj
]
+Gκ − ρβ∗κω (2.8)
∂
∂t
(ρω) + ∂
∂xj
(ρωuj) =
∂
∂xj
[(
µ+ µt
σω
)
∂ω
∂xj
]
+Gω − ρβω2 + 2ρ (1− F1) 1
σω,2ω
∂κ
∂xj
∂ω
∂xj
(2.9)
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where Gκ and Gω represent the production of κ and ω respectively [Braun and Lanfrit, 2001].
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) With LES, multiple scales of turbulence can be resolved in one
simulation. Large-scale vortices which are found to be dependent on geometry are resolved explicitly,
while small vortices which are fairly universal are implicitly modelled. LES uses a central-differencing
filtering function (which is based on the length scale) to block sub-grid scale vortices from being
resolved, and forces them to instead be modeled. In fluid dynamics, multiple vortex scales are present
in any flow field. So it is required to resolve as wide a spectrum of turbulence as possible. In the
comparison of flow fields passed blunt shapes, it has been shown that LES is far better at resolving
turbulent kinetic energy in the wake flow than some RANS-based models. LES attempts to remove
the dependance of the turbulence model on the fluctuating stresses, hence a far larger portion of the
flow is resolved without a model, and must be resolved using grids. This larger dependency on the
spacial grids implies a far higher computational cost (20 times higher) than RANS methods.
Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) It has proved difficult to accurately model flow features near
solid boundaries with the LES method, thus a hybrid method known as DES has emerged, where
RANS and LES methodologies are combined. Flow in the near-wall regions and where the local
turbulence scale is less than the local maximum mesh dimension are treated using the RANS method,
while the rest of the fluid domain is treated using LES techniques. With this method, the near-wall
layers are supplied with information about the shear stress which is computed separately. This method
has been widely used for simulating massively separated flows at high Reynolds numbers, where it
has been shown to be far more accurate then either LES or RANS methods. For this reason, DES
methods can be less computationally intense than LES methods. The DES method can be used with
any of the RANS turbulence models which define the length scale factor. The κ− ω SST model has
been shown to be a good candidate for this method.
Direct numerical Simulation (DNS) With DNS, all the motions of the turbulent flow are solved
by the Navier-Stokes equations, without the use of a turbulence model. This implies that the entire
range of temporal and spacial scales must be directly resolved. This method is computationally intense
as the memory requirement grows rapidly with the Reynolds number of the flow. Specifically, it was
estimated by Wilcox [1999] that the total number of points required for a DNS simulation varied
according to
NDNS = (0.088Reh)9/4
where NDNS is the number of three-dimensional points, and Rehis the Reynolds number of the
channel flow. For a Reynolds number flow of 106, the number of discrete points would thus exceed
100 billion. In addition to this, several hundred iteration loops must be completed before a confident
result is attained for each operation. In the setup of a particular study, where planes of symmetry
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have for previous models been employed, such methods are not generally applicable as unsteady flow
is not symmetrical about the centre-line. As a result, full-width simulations are run - incurring a still
larger memory requirement. Despite the high computational requirement, DNS is the most accurate
and theoretically also the simplest method to use as all the components within the flow are solved
without averaging or approximation.
The results of a DNS take a long time to formulate and contain a large amount of information
about the flow - far more than the design engineer requires in the design exploration and optimisation
process [Ferzinger and Peric, 2002], and as such DNS is not at all suitable for practical industrial use
at this stage.
2.4.9 Numerical Discretisation
In order to numerically discretise the flow domain, a suitable advection scheme is chosen. In the case of
unstructured meshes, the mesh is not generally aligned with the bulk fluid flow. Thus second or higher
order upwind discretisation methods are recommended to reduce discretisation error [Axon, 1999] and
numerical diffusion where large gradients are present [Liu and Moser, 2003]. Where higher accuracy
is required in the flow simulation, a High Resolution discretisation scheme is utilized. This model
will utilize second (or higher) order discretisation in the flow solution to smooth out discontinuities,
leaving a flow solution free from false oscillations. This scheme is used for subsonic and supersonic
flow, and has been shown to more efficiently capture fine flow artifacts with lower density meshes than
first or second order methods.
2.4.10 Numerical Data Reduction Methods
Aero-mapping
Aerodynamic coefficients such as total lift cl and total drag cd can be represented as a function
of two independent input variables, front ride-height hgf and rear ride-height hgr . As the input
data will be at discrete points from experiments, a surface interpolation technique must be applied
to form contiguous data sets for both visualisation and further investigation. Two common spatial
interpolation techniques used are the Simplified Radial Basis Function (RBF) method, and Akima
interpolation. The merits of each are discussed briefly by Adami et al. [2002]. It has been shown by
this author that the two methods produce very similar results when compared to actual suspension
extension data, however the RBF method produced more realistic data when extrapolated beyond
the limits of the original data grid. Each item on the vehicle has its own performance ’map’. Thus
it is possible to compare the performance of items together through the independent variable range.
This process is discussed by Katz [2006b], Zhang et al. [2011]. An example of an aero-map, reprinted
from Zhang et al. [2011] is shown in figure 2.15 for a generic open-wheel racing car. The figure shows
the development of front and rear aerodynamic downforce clf and clr as functions of front and rear
ride-height hgf and hgr .
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Figure 2.15: Downforce development cl as a function of front and rear ride-height for a generic open-
wheel racing car. (a) front downforce coefficient clf development, (b) rear downforce coefficient clr
development [Zhang et al., 2011].
Statistical Analysis
To describe the relationship between variables, a correlation coefficient is employed. The strength
of the relationship can be examined and predictions can be made if the relationship is found to be
sufficiently strong. Most commonly, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, rxy is used
in research methodology [Jackson, 2012]. It is a measure of the strength and direction of relationship
between two input quantities (x and y). It is obtained by dividing the co-variance of the two variables
by the product of their standard deviations. Co-variance is a measure of the similarity in the change
experienced by two random variables [Huitema, 2011]. It is a dimensionless index which varies be-
tween −1 ≤ r (x, y) ≤ 1. In the case of a perfect positive correlation, r (x, y) = 1, while for a perfect
negative correlation, r (x, y) = −1. The formulation of the ’Pearson correlation’ is given in equation
(2.10), as
r (x, y) = n
∑
xiyi −
∑
xi
∑
yi√
n
∑
x2i − (
∑
xi)2
√
n
∑
y2i − (
∑
yi)2
(2.10)
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If the input quantities include measurement error, then the realistic limits on the correlation
coefficient are not−1 ≤ r (x, y) ≤ 1, but some smaller range [Francis et al., 1999]. The statistical
’correlation ratio’ is another formula for determining the relationship between two variables, which
produces very similar results.
2.5 Numerical Verification
It is imperative that numerical data be rigorously verified when the reliability of the data is uncertain.
In the context of CFD-derived data, there are presented three distinct validation procedures. The
first presented method is known as ’grid independence’, and involves the testing of identical CAD
geometry, in variable CAE environments. As will be discussed in § 2.5.1, this method is robust,
particularly simple to conduct, and indicates the potential improvement in subsequent higher-order
numerical investigations.
The second method (discussed in § 2.5.2) is the utilisation of reference CAD geometry in a com-
parable CAE environment as a ’bench-marking’ tool. The process utilised in the current research
compares the numerical results obtained from the testing of a basic vehicular geometry to experi-
mental and numerical results found in literature. There is much available literature concerning the
performance comparison between different turbulent models and flow solvers, thus only the flow solver
most suitable in the current context was employed in this research. The third and final method em-
ployed is wind tunnel testing. This method is discussed in section 2.6.
2.5.1 Grid Refinement Study
In order to ascertain whether the solution is independent of the specific mesh topology, a mesh
refinement study is conducted. This also gives insight into the most suitable mesh topology for
a given set of computational constraints and accuracy requirements. The generalised Richardson
Extrapolation as utilised by Roache [1998] is described in the following paragraphs. This method
requires three independent meshes, with a common refinement ratio r. The medium density mesh is
created initially with a surface mesh interval dimension of hm, measured in mm. This is followed by
the creation of a slightly coarser mesh, with base dimension hc and a finer mesh, with base dimension
hf for comparison. The major parameters varied in this mesh generation process are the normal mesh
spacing (perpendicular to the surface) and the nodal spacing (on the two-dimensional surface mesh).
This method allows for the determination of the error level associated with a chosen mesh scheme,
and ultimately a solution which corresponds with a mesh of ’zero’ grid spacing. r is defined as
r = hc/hm = hm/hf r ≥ 1.1 (2.11)
In developing the mesh resolution, the two-dimensional (surface mesh) node-spacing, and the
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three-dimensional (volume mesh) node-spacing parameters are incremented simultaneously, in this
way maintaining relative cell structure throughout the study. The order of convergence, γ is defined
as
γ =
(
f3 − f2
f2 − f1
)
/ ln (r) (2.12)
where f1, f2, f3 are solution indices obtained from the fine, medium, and course mesh density
respectively. The Richardson extrapolation is then applied to find the solution corresponding to ’zero’
grid spacing, using the finest two mesh results, where
f0 ∼= f1 + (f1 − f2)
rγ − 1 (2.13)
This is known as the continuous, or zero grid-spacing solution. The validity of the extrapolation
requires that the solutions used are within the asymptotic range, as indicated by the Grid Conver-
gence Index (GCI). This index indicates the percentage offset that the computed value is from the
asymptotic numerical value, i.e. by how much a given numerical solution will change with a further
refinement of the mesh. The GCI is defined as
GCIi−1,i =
Fs | (fi−1 − fi) /fi |
(rγ − 1) (2.14)
where Fs is the factor of safety, and for three or more grid sets is recommended to be ≈ 1.25. The
set of GCI values are used to determine if the solutions yielded by each mesh scheme are within the
asymptotic range - those in the region of 1% indicate that the numerical approximation is close to the
continuous solution. If the ratio defined as
GCI23 = rγGCI12 (2.15)
is approximately unity, the the solution is within the asymptotic range. This process is often
applied to parameters of interest such as aerodynamic indices. Such indices are not only useful in
determining the aerodynamic performance of a product, but also for estimating the level of convergence
and efficacy of a numerical process.
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2.5.2 The Ahmed Body
The second method discussed is a means for establishing the validity of the numerical process as
a whole. This method utilises simplified automobile geometry under well-defined conditions to cre-
ate aerodynamic flow-fields and forces which can be recreated both experimentally and numerically.
Ahmed et al. [1984] designed a simplified three-dimensional vehicle body, which retains the main flow
features associated with a ‘hatch-back’ type car. The body has a rounded front to minimize sepa-
ration, and a long rectangle centre-section to diminish the effect of any forebody flow artifacts on
the wake region. At the rear of the vehicle, the geometry is blunt, with a slanted ’hatch-back’ boot
section. The geometry of the body is illustrated in figure 2.16, with measurements in mm.
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Figure 2.16: Geometry of the Ahmed body, from Ahmed et al. [1984]
The topology of the vehicle was designed such that studies into the wake flow could be conducted
whilst varying only one characteristic of the model, namely the angle α of the rear slant. The
variation of backlight geometry produces a spectrum of flow regimes over the rear of the vehicle.
It was originally developed to study the effect of time-averaged vortex wake flow and its effect on
vehicle drag [Strachan et al., 2007], however this geometry is also used as a reference or benchmark
in the CFD verification process due to the studies engaging only one significant parameter variation.
One such numerical verification process was undertaken by Gagnon and Richard [2010], who utilised
the OpenFoam package to predict the performance of an ultra-efficient experimental vehicle, after
having verified the OpenFoam package on their Ahmed body tests. In the paragraphs that follow,
an introduction will be given on the use of the Ahmed body for both experimental and numerical
verification.
Experimental Investigations
Experimental investigations into the wake flow and resultant pressure drag include those by Ahmed
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and Baumert [1979], Ahmed et al. [1984], Graysmith et al. [1994], Aider et al. [2000], and Lienhart
et al. [2000]. As will be introduced in § (2.6.1), to properly simulate a ground vehicle it is desired to
recreate the moving ground plane (road surface) under the vehicle. However, as no moving ground-
plane was utilised by the above studies, the model was supported on four 50mm long cylindrical rods
above the tunnel ground plane (see figure (2.16)).
Employing a moving ground plane in their experiments, Strachan et al. [2004, 2005, 2007] sus-
pended the identical vehicular geometry using an aerodynamic sting. These studies were conducted in
wind tunnel facilities over a range of Reynolds numbers. It has been found by Vino et al. [2005] in stud-
ies employing the Ahmed body over a Reynolds number range from 0.763 × 106 < Re < 2.83 × 106
(corresponding to a speed range of 11.1 < v < 41.25m/s), that the variation of Reynolds num-
ber has little impact on the flow structure in the wake. This is chiefly due to the bluntness of the
Ahmed body, thus the location of flow separation will not be impacted by changes in air speed.
However, it was found that the drag coefficient was not constant but did show a slight decrease
from Re = 0.763 × 106 to Re = 2.5 × 106. This is due to a thinning turbulent boundary layer at
increased Reynolds numbers. Schlichting et al. [2000] shows that a decrease in turbulent boundary
layer thickness does indeed lead to a reduction in skin friction drag.
In water-tunnel tests conducted by Spohn and Gillieron [2002] at Re = 3× 104 the flow structure
exhibits little sensitivity to changes in Reynolds number, however research conducted by Sims-Williams
[2001] indicate that multiple flow wake ’states’ may exist for certain rear slant angles. Here the flow
was manually switched between a high drag state (forced to separate from the slant) to a low drag
state (guided onto the slant) using a flat plate. Depending on the Reynolds number, the low drag
structure would be maintained for a period of time before switching back to the stable high drag state.
In figure 2.17 after Franck and D’Elia [2004], the four characteristic wake flow states are shown. It
has been shown that drag is a minimum when αm = 12.5◦, and a maximum when αM = 30◦. These
are known as the first and second ’critical angles’, at which the flow regime undergoes significant
changes [Ahmed et al., 1984, Spohn and Gillieron, 2002].
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Figure 2.17: Near wake flow as a function of the slant angle α [Franck and D’Elia, 2004]
The variation of experimental drag force as a function of α is shown in figure 2.18 as found
by Ahmed et al. [1984]. The actual drag for the leading edge cowling (c∗k), the slanted section (c∗s),
and the rear vertical face (c∗b) are shown in the diagram. Together with the relatively constant drag
provided by the stilts and centre-section (c∗r), the drag portions collectively equal the total drag
force (c∗w), acting on the vehicle. As α increases, so (c∗s) increases and (c∗b) decreases. The drag on the
leading edge (c∗k) and the frictional component (c∗r) is shown to remain relatively constant. Beyond
α = 30◦, where the flow is no longer able to reattach to the slant, the drag force there decreases
substantially.
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Figure 2.18: Variation of force on Ahmed body Ahmed et al. [1984]
Table 2.2 holds the values of drag incurred by each portion of the vehicle as shown in figure
2.18. The pressure drag is shown separately to the skin friction drag. The ratio of pressure drag c∗p
(c∗k + c∗b + c∗s) to total drag c∗w is given as c∗p/c∗w.
α c∗k c
∗
b c
∗
s c
∗
r c
∗
w c
∗
p/c
∗
w%
12.5◦ 0.016 0.122 0.037 0.055 0.230 76%
25◦ 0.020 0.070 0.140 0.055 0.285 80.7%
35◦ 0.020 0.090 0.095 0.055 0.260 78.8%
Table 2.2: Overall drag force and component force validation [Ahmed et al., 1984]
The following brief paragraphs give a brief summary of the main flow features to be found at
different slant angles.
When α < αm
Below αm = 12.5◦, the flow remains fully attached over the rear slant, only separating at the trailing
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edge. Flow separating from the trailing edge of the side-walls and from the trailing edge of the
backlight produce two steady counter rotating longitudinal vortices. At such low hatch slant angles,
the time-averaged flow is quasi-two-dimensional. At these angles, there are two vertically stacked
re-circulatory regions. Flow separating from the slant side-edges form shear layers, which roll up into
longitudinal vortices. Also, at the top and bottom edges of the vertical face, separating shear layers
roll up into the two previously mentioned stacked re-circulatory regions. On the rear vertical surface,
the streamlines representing the toroidal vortices illustrate the aerodynamic singular point N . When
the slant angle increases, the position of N is seen to move vertically downwards [Franck et al., 2009].
When α = αm
At this backlight angle, a separation bubble appears on the upper edge of the rear slant. The stream-
lines over the slant now become more aligned with the slant side edges, indicating a reinforcement of
the longitudinal vortices. The position of N is shown in figure 2.19 [Franck and D’Elia, 2004]. Also
visible are two vortices, A and B in the near-wake of the vehicle.
Figure 2.19: Position of the singular point N for α = 12.5◦ [Franck and D’Elia, 2004]
When αm ≤ α ≤ αM
In this region, the flow breaks down into a complex fully three-dimensional structure [Guilmineau,
2008]. The main flow features are shown in figure 2.20, after Ahmed et al. [1984]. The shear layer
separating from the sides of the slanting edge gains in size as the angle is increased, producing two
counter-rotating vortices over the rear window (Marked F in figure 2.20), and leading to the off-surface
vortex C. Secondly, the separation noted to have begun occurring at the base of the slant increases in
dimension as the angle is increased, and reattaches near the base, forming an arch-shaped separation
bubble, E. The air leaving the trailing edge of the rear slant and the air flowing under the vehicle
separate there and form two vertically stacked counter-rotating vortices, A and B, in the near-wake of
the vehicle. These two vertically-stacked vortices make up a large recirculation zone D, characterized
by significant flow-reversal. As this angle is increased, the separation bubble on the slant increases
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in strength and size, forming a dominant low-pressure arch-vortex near the base of the slant. This
reduced-pressure region then strengthens the C-pillar vortices, drawing them inwards. The overall
pressure at the base of the vehicle is reduced, leading to a significant increase in pressure drag. The
singular point N is shown on the rear vertical face.
When α > αM
Beyond 30◦, the airflow is no longer able to reattach to the base of the slant, resulting in reduced
strength vortices emanating from the C-pillars. Thus, above this critical angle the base pressure
begins to increase and an accompanying decrease in pressure drag is seen. The flow is seen to regain
its quasi-two-dimensional state [Guilmineau, 2008]. The singular point N was found to move upwards
again.
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Figure 2.20: Flow regime in the near-wake of the Ahmed body [Ahmed et al., 1984].
Numerical Investigations
There has been a great deal of interest in modeling the wake flows numerically, using a wide range
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of turbulence models including k − ω, SST k − ω, k − , RNG, LES, DES, and Spallart Almaras
one-equation model. Franck et al. [2009] utilised the LES model, and achieved an accurate correlation
to the experimental results of Ahmed et al. [1984]. Overall drag was resolved to an accuracy of 6%
for a coarser mesh, and −1% for a finer mesh. It was concluded that LES is a feasible turbulence
model for the investigation of real vehicle aerodynamics.
Liu and Moser [2003] tested a range of turbulence solvers. The main flow features were resolved
well by the κ− −v2 model, and the overall drag was predicted to within 1.5% of Ahmed et al. [1984].
The κ −  model was less accurate, predicting a premature wake-recovery and significantly different
flow velocities in the wake. Nevertheless, the drag prediction was within −6.8% of the experimental
value. The third best performing turbulence model was found to be the κ − ω model, which was
accurate to −7.3% of the experimental value. Moller et al. [2008] tested two turbulence solvers within
the OpenFOAM architecture, κ− ω and R − κ− . Use of the former model resulted in an error for
the case of α = 25◦ of 11.03%, and for the latter model, 8.36%.
Franck and D’Elia [2004] studied the 12.5◦ slant exclusively, using the LES scheme. This author
was able to achieve an accuracy of 2%, and similarity of vortex wake flow features.
2.6 Wind Tunnel Testing
Wind tunnel testing is a simulation which provides an approximation to the real-world flow around
the vehicle in its environment. The term prototype, although contained within the name of the vehicle,
will mean full-scale vehicle in the real-world environment; while model will imply reduced scale replica
of the prototype, to be used for wind tunnel testing. In the following sections, an introduction to the
main experimental concerns relating to the current context are presented. The overall accuracy of the
simulation will depend on the extent to which the wind tunnel environment matches the real-world
conditions; the geometrical similarity between the model and prototype; and the Reynolds number.
In addition, the interpretation of the wind tunnel data will also affect any performance predictions
applied to the prototype.
2.6.1 Ground Plane Simulation
In the case of a road-going vehicle, there is no relative motion between the ground-plane and the bulk
airflow, therefore there is no great boundary layer developed on the road surface. When testing a
vehicle in the wind tunnel, a vehicle must rest on a solid surface, which will develop a boundary layer.
Where low ground-clearance vehicles are tested, as is the case with racing-cars, the boundary layer
will have a meaningful impact on the downforce generation, due to reduced mass flow-rate under the
vehicle. There are various corrective techniques employed, of which the leading methods are presented
below:
Elevated Ground Plane
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The system comprising the vehicle model and associated testing equipment is elevated above the floor
of the wind-tunnel on a thin plane, held parallel to the free stream. This setup is illustrated in figure
2.21. The leading edge is either chamfered so as to not present a blunt edge to the impinging flow.
The length of the plane needs careful consideration. It is desired to minimise the length of the plane,
as the plane will develop its own boundary layer upwind of the model. The plane must however,
extend far enough upstream such that flow around the model is not altered by leading edge effects
such as separation.
In some instances, a small flap is placed at the trailing-edge of the plane to correct for flow
asymmetry around the plane’s leading-edge [Axon, 1999]. This is caused by different blockages above
and below the ground-plane. When conducting his testing, Howell [1981] controlled circulation by
placing a short-span flap on the mid-section underside of the ground-plane. The flap could then be
rotated until the static pressure readings on the plane’s top and bottom leading edge became equalised.
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Figure 2.21: Elevated ground plane
The length of the downwind section is also important. Garry [1991] conducted wind tunnel tests
on scale commercial vehicles using an elevated plane. In this research, the downwind length of the
ground-plane was varied from x/w = 0 to x/w = 3.25 - where the reference drag was taken. It was
found that the vehicle drag percentage error (using the reference drag as the datum) peaked at 4.5%
when 0.5 ≤ x/w ≤ 1.5, for both well-rounded geometry and sharp-edged geometry. When the board
was shortened, a reduction in drag was noted. This, it was hypothesized was due to wake infill from
the underside of the board increasing the base pressure behind the vehicle. For the least aerodynamic
vehicle tested (a commercial vehicle), the error near x/w = 3 was found to be ≈ 1%. As is supported
by Barnard [2001], it is assumed that the minimum necessary length corresponds to x/w ≈ 3. A
more conservative estimate is summarised by Cooper [1984] by the requirement of the ground plane
extending y/w = 2 upstream and x/w = 6 downstream of the vehicle.
Up until recently, most scale or otherwise passenger-vehicle testing employed a fixed floor, however
in racing-car applications where ride-heights are very small, moving-ground simulations are much
more common. There are as yet no published criteria for determining when a moving ground-plane is
required or where a fixed floor will be adequate [Cooper et al., 1998].
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Lajos and Preszler [1986] conducted research into spray and mud deposition on bus models using
both fixed floor and moving belt systems. By introducing oil-smoke into the front wheel-well they
were able to determine bulk changes in the downstream flow-field, corresponding to changes in the
pressure field surrounding (in particular the rear end of) the model. The ultimate findings were
that a moving ground-plane was required for accurate determination of the wake flow characteristics.
Research into two-dimensional bluff-bodies by Kim and Geropp [1998] using fixed and moving-floor
techniques indicate that the pressure distribution, as well as the lifting forces are significantly affected
by the moving belt, however the base pressure (that average pressure in the near-wake of the vehicle)
remained almost identical. It was also found that the length of the vehicle wake increases significantly
(by up to 20%) with the system operated at 20m/s. By monitoring the surface pressures on the vehicle
model, a comparison was drawn between the two simulation techniques. The largest difference was
found at the entrance to the underbody, where suction pressures were underestimated by an amount
of 60% using the fixed floor.
As shown by Burgin et al. [1986], in the absence of suitable rolling-road facilities some researchers
have sought corrective factors which might suitably account for the change in boundary layer devel-
opment and indicate representative lift and drag forces. However it was found that the change in
these forces is highly dependent on model geometry and ride-height. The only common result of the
research was that with the employment of a rolling road, drag and downforce were found to increase.
This generalised statement was found to be true even with some basic sports cars. However, when
racing-cars of the 1970 - 1980’s era were tested, downforce was found to decrease by up to 100% when
the rolling road facility was removed. This was due to a shift in the downforce generation techniques
employed on the later generation vehicles. By incrementally varying the ground-plane velocity up to
the free-stream value, Garry [1996] showed that the effect on the base pressure (related to form drag)
by the moving ground-plane is similar to an increase in vehicle ride-height. Due to an increase in
boundary layer thickness with a slower-moving floor, lower mass-flow rates were permitted beneath
the vehicle. This is physically similar to reducing the height of the vehicle. However, limited corre-
lation was shown in this regard. Nevertheless, changes in the mean base pressure coefficient of up to
13% were seen with variation of the relative floor/air velocity.
Research regarding the use of moving ground-planes in a racing-car context include that of Ya-
mazaki et al. [1994]. In their research, a 1/5th scale model of a Group C Le Mans car is tested using
fixed floor and moving floor systems. The reported lift and drag values for the fixed-floor case are
cd = 0.35 and cl = −0.67; and cd = 0.37 and cl = −1.18 for the moving-floor case, thus showing drag
production to be rather more insensitive to ground-simulation method than lift production. More
modern research conducted in this area include that of Krajnovic and Davidson [2005] using compu-
tational techniques. Steady-state and time-varying LES simulations were conducted of moving and
fixed floor scenarios which utilised the Ahmed body with a 25◦ rear slant. It was found that with
a moving floor, the drag and lift were reduced by 8% and 16% respectively. For further insight, the
reader is referred to Sardou [1986] for an extensive review of ground simulation techniques for the
testing of wings and ground vehicles.
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In the absence of a suitable moving-floor facility, it is possible to vertically offset the vehicle by the
approximate displacement thickness δ∗ (introduced in § 2.6.2) by either positioning the wheels of the
vehicle on adjustable struts or simply increasing the ride-height. It is intended that this offset would
minimise the effects of the boundary layer on the lift producing capability of the aerodynamic devices
positioned closest to the ground-plane. This setup is discussed by Barnard [2001] and employed by
Barnard and Vaughan [1986] in the testing of a a 1/8th scale model of a Group C Le Mans car; and
by Marcell and Romberg [1970] using a 3/8th scale model of a Dodge Charger racing-car. Two wind
tunnels were employed in this latter study; the first was the Wichita State University 7 ft × 10 ft
tunnel, and the second was the Lockheed-Georgia 16 ft × 23 ft tunnel. Both tunnels were fitted with
elevated ground planes to test the aforementioned model. No boundary-layer control (as introduced
below) was employed. Correlation between wind tunnel scale-model and full-size prototype as well as
track data was found to be good, with aerodynamic indices agreeing to within 5% for most tests.
In order to ensure that the underbody of a tested vehicle is being exposed to representative flows,
an upper limit for the ratio of the estimated displacement thickness δ∗ to vehicle ground clearance
hgf is imposed. The ratio
δ∗/hgf < 0.10 (2.16)
was found independently by Hucho, Mason and Dobereny, and Berndtsson et al through wind
tunnel testing of automotive shapes [Cooper, 1984].
Ground Plane Suction
The boundary layer present on either the floor of the wind tunnel or the elevated ground plane (if
present, as above) can be removed using an upstream suction slot. To stop a new boundary layer
from forming in the test section, distributed suction is employed in the form of a porous membrane
underneath the model. A boundary layer will re-form downstream which will be thinner than would
have otherwise existed in the absence of this device. Barnard [2001] summarises the research of Eckert
et al [1992], by stating that aerodynamic force and moment data were collected which compared well
to results from moving-belt assemblies, and to full-scale tests. The underbody forces developed by
such vehicle geometry are highly sensitive to the suction applied, and the main difficulty with this
method is in the determination of the correct (distributed or non-constant) suction pressure required.
Advantages include its mechanical simplicity, reduced mass and the ability to yaw the wind tunnel
model without needing to yaw the mechanism (as in the case of the rolling road). Lutz and Sayers
[1999] investigated the effect of boundary-layer suction on the measured drag of wind tunnel tested
truck models, and provide a meaningful summary of research into this field. By using formations for
the laminar boundary layer velocity gradient and laminar boundary layer thickness (Re ≤ 5 × 105),
Lutz and Sayers show the theoretical suction volume flow rate required for a perforated plate of unit
width is given as
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Qt =
5
8u∞δx (2.17)
where for a smooth flat plate the laminar boundary layer thickness δx is given as
δx = 5
√
νx
U∞
(2.18)
for any position x within the laminar flow region. Each hole in the porous plate is responsible for
removing just the boundary layer which forms between it and the hole immediately preceding it, over
the width between it and holes beside it. In their research, Lutz and Sayers employed 5mm diameter
holes spaced 15mm apart. The mass flux requirement was then given in equation form as a function
of boundary layer thickness. At 22m/s, the total flux removal requirement was found to be 0.22m3/s.
This device was shown to remove 60% of the boundary layer thickness and 80% of the displacement
thickness near the front of the model. It was found that when the suction was enabled, a general
increase in vehicle drag of between 3.8% and 10% was seen.
Rolling Road
This method enforces the condition of no relative motion between the free-stream and the road. The
rolling road method involves a smooth belt running parallel to the floor at free-stream speeds. It
is often used in conjunction with some of the above methods. There have been found to be several
implementation difficulties, the first of which is the task of maintaining a flat and vibration-free belt.
This is usually counteracted using a suction plenum located under the belt surface.
In such a case, the wind tunnel model is either supported from the top or rear. In the case of the
former, as indicated by Barnard [2001], there will be some interference between the supporting sting
and the flow. Well performing rolling roads produce a local to free-stream velocity ratio within 2mm of
the belt of 99% [Axon, 1999]. Belt systems which are wider than the car must provide an alternative
means of supporting the wheels, and this is usually achieved with side-mounted stings which are
capable of measuring wheel-drag only. Such systems do not allow for the measurement of wheel lift.
In fact, the vehicle must be separated from the wheels and road to isolate the lift forces created by
the wheels and belt.
An alternative design is the use of a narrow belt, which is positioned between the wheels and
runs the length of the vehicle. The wheels can then be individually rotated and both the wheel lift
and drag sensed. Such a system has been employed at Pininfarina [Cogotti, 2008]. This tunnel was
used to develop their low drag technology demonstrator vehicle in 1990, (cd = 0.19), amongst many
others. The partial rolling road was assisted by three forms of boundary layer control: basic suction,
tangential blowing and distributed suction, the latter being fitted upstream of the vehicle and belt
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system. Cooper et al. [1998] presents a summary of various ground-simulation techniques as applied
to two different types of vehicles: a generic passenger car and a detailed Formula 1 vehicle. It is noted
that in the case of the passenger car, a fixed floor simulation produces nearly the same down-force
prediction as either a moving-belt or distributed suction system. However, in the case of the Formula
1 model, the fixed floor simulation underestimates the down-force compared to the suction or belt
systems, and is deemed unsuitable.
Symmetry Plane
A further method of generating the required ground plane boundary is the so called ’symmetry-plane’
method. This relies on the re-creation of vehicle geometry, which is mirrored using the ’ground’ as
the plane of symmetry. In this way, the longitudinal streamline which bisects the two vehicles is
analogous to the solid ground-plane surface (in a time averaged sense), and there is no boundary layer
present. This method is described by Barnard [2001], and Katz [2006b], and was utilised in testing
by Wordley and Saunders [2005], who conducted tests on a ’Formula-Student’ racing-car equipped
with high-downforce front and rear wings. In their testing, they found this method to be viable
but labor intensive. They also indicated that this method showed validity for smooth, attached flow
regions only. Practically, this method presents the following problems:
• Firstly, there is a requirement to produce accurately mirrored geometry - which even at small
scale is expensive and time consuming to recreate.
• The second problem posed is that, unlike a true moving ground simulation, the streamline
produced is not constrained to move at ground speed, and thus due to local geometry it might
be faster or slower than free stream speeds. This variability may induce large velocity field
changes, resulting in changes in downforce production and distribution. Additionally, unlike the
physically correct case, the velocity gradient at the boundary disappears.
• The third problem is that the assumption of a single streamline may not be entirely valid. There
are many flow regions near the vehicle such as those surrounding the front wing, the wheels, the
underbody and the rear diffuser which are dominated by highly complex, fully three-dimensional
(periodic and significantly chaotic) vortical flow and separation. Also, some items on the car
may have been designed to induce strong vortices, which may interact across the imagined
streamline in an unrealistic and unrepresentative way. Although utilised for aerofoil testing, it
is noted by Barnard that this form of testing is rarely applied to automotive cases.
Special Consideration of Vehicle Wheels
The method of ground plane simulation will determine to a large extent whether the wheels are rotated
according to the vehicle speed, or whether they are fixed. It has been well reported that differences in
wheel drag and lift exist for the case of stationary and rotating wheels. In addition to changes in wheel-
forces, macro flow changes are found where the wheels are not permitted the rotate. The addition
of a flow-trip at 140◦ clockwise from the tire contact patch moves the flow separation point in line
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with the rotating wheel case for large exposed wheels, after Williams at Lockheed-Georgia [Cooper,
1984]. If wheels are stationary in the wind tunnel, then the gap under the wheels must be closed using
some form of soft seal. If this is not possible, then the gap is recommended to be no larger than the
displacement height or 0.5% of the wheel diameter.
2.6.2 Ground Plane Boundary Layer Analysis
In this short section, a basic overview is given of the boundary layer theory required for the theoretical
and experimental investigation and classification of boundary layer flows. The boundary layer is a
thin layer of air adjacent to a surface, within which viscous effects are important. The fluid particles
just at the surface have zero velocity, and cause the partial stagnation of particles vertically adjacent
to them. This process continues to the edge of the boundary layer, where the particle velocity is
typically defined as being 99% of the free-steam velocity. The boundary layer properties can be
calculated using partial differential forms of the simplified Navier Stokes equations. However, if the
form of the boundary layer velocity profile is assumed, the equation simplifies to an ordinary differential
equation (with respect to the length of the subject body), which can be numerically integrated. A
reasonable assumption is that the boundary layer has zero thickness at the leading edge of the body,
and that the flow in this region of the boundary layer is laminar. As the Reynolds number of the
boundary layer grows, it may transition to a turbulent flow (for a flat plate Re ≈ 5× 105 . When this
occurs, the time-averaged formulations of the boundary layer equations are solved. From Schlichting
et al. [2000] the total thickness of the laminar boundary layer δ99 is given by equation 2.19. The
displacement thickness δ∗ is a parameter which is of more practical use. It is an indication of the
magnitude of vertical shift of the potential flow streamlines due to the presence of the boundary layer.
The growth of a laminar boundary layer is illustrated in figure 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: Typical laminar boundary layer growth
In the figure, δ(x) is given as
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δ99,laminar (x) = 5
√
νx
U∞
(2.19)
and
δ∗ = 1.7208
√
νx
U∞
(2.20)
The displacement thickness can also be calculated from the following equation,
δ∗ =
ˆ
(1− U/U∞) dy (2.21)
however, for experimental purposes, δ∗ is often found using a linearly approximated version of
equation 2.21 as
δ∗ =
∑
[(1− U/U∞)4y] (2.22)
For a flat plate in a laminar flow regime, it is found that δ∗ is approximately 1/3 of the local
boundary layer thickness. The momentum thickness θ indicates the height of the free-stream flow
which would be needed to make up the deficiency in momentum flux due to the shear force at the
surface. It is given by
θ = 0.664
√
νx
U∞
(2.23)
The theory presented here was extensively tested by several references in [Schlichting et al., 2000],
including J. Nikuradse. The theoretical boundary layer compared well to the experimentally obtained
laminar boundary layer. Knowledge of the local Reynolds number allows the categorisation of the
local flow into laminar or turbulent flow. The Reynolds number can be used to quantify the ratio
of viscous forces to inertial forces present in a fluid flow. Experiments conducted by J. M. Burgers
on a flat plate with a sharp leading edge and a free stream turbulence intensity level T ≈ 0.5%,
showed that the transition occurs at a distance downstream from the leading edge corresponding to
Rex = 0.35× 106 to 0.5× 106. At this point, a sudden increase in boundary layer thickness and wall
shear stress are noted.
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Figure 2.23: Typical boundary layer transition
The thickness of the turbulent boundary layer is given as
δ99,turbulent (x) =
0.382x
Re
1/5
x
(2.24)
Boundary layer measurement
Measurement of the boundary layer is chiefly accomplished either via the use of a Pitot tube,
or via hot-wire anemometry. Pitot tubes are exceedingly simple to develop, install and utilise.
Compared to hot-wire anemometry, Pitot tube results are far less susceptible to errors due to
the relationship between the output variable and the flow velocity [Raju et al., 1997]. However,
measurements with a Pitot tube need to be corrected for the ’displacement effect’ where flow
measurements in a high velocity gradient are conducted. Figure 2.24 illustrates the measured
velocity VM . Due to the non-zero thickness of the Pitot tube, there will be a vertical velocity
component w introduced. The magnitude of w is based on the local boundary layer velocity
gradient, dV /dy. The physical properties of the Pitot tube are also shown in the figure, with
the tube width b and height d defining the shape of the Pitot tube mouth.
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Figure 2.24: ’Displacement effect’ due to Pitot tube diameter, after Raju et al. [1997]
The ratio of measured velocity VM to true velocity VT is given by
VT /VM = 10−0.108P∗ (2.25)
where
P∗ = (b/d)
3/2 dVM
dy
d
VM
(2.26)
2.6.3 Wind Tunnel Correction Factors
Empirical correction factors are applied to aerodynamic wind tunnel data, in order to make exper-
imental results more representative of the free-flow scenario. There are several commonly applied
correction factors to counter the following effects: imposition of the wind tunnel walls, solid blockage
effects, streamline curvature effects, buoyancy effects, and flow distortion due to exposed control sur-
faces, wires, struts and shrouds. These effects and resulting correction factors are discussed briefly
below
Boundary Constraint of the wind tunnel walls
For the wind tunnel walls to exert no influence on the flow, the flow in the region of the walls must
have a zero velocity component normal to free-flow. If this is not the case, the walls serve to enforce a
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parallel streamline profile on the flow. Thus flow over a body in free air will differ from that over the
same body in a wind tunnel. If the wind tunnel walls are physically contoured to match the streamline
profile at the walls then, barring the effect of wall boundary layer growth, this constraint is nullified
[Pankhurst and Holder, 1952].
Solid Blockage effect
Due to the presence of the model in the closed test section of the wind tunnel, the cross-sectional area
of the wind tunnel is reduced and a region of higher velocity is produced in the vicinity of the model.
This is known as a ’solid blockage’. If the measured tunnel velocity is at some point upstream of the
test section, correction factors must be applied in order to make the aerodynamic data applicable.
A further source of error is due to the so-called ’wake blockage’. Due to the requirement of conti-
nuity of mass within the tunnel, as the air in the wake of the model is slowed, so the air immediately
surrounding the wake is accelerated beyond the velocity far upwind of the model, where in free air
these velocities would be equal.
It must be stated that the method presented in Pope [1954] for calculating the blockage effects
was based on experiments with streamlined aircraft shapes and not blunt automotive bodies, so the
applicability of this approach is not known well. Nevertheless, the formulation for the blockage
correction factor KT is reproduced as
KT =
(
1 + 14
AM
AT
)2
(2.27)
where AM , AT are the model and tunnel cross sectional areas respectively. To account for possible
error induced by blockage effects, the wind tunnel blockage ratio is calculated and the aerodynamic
index of interest is then duly modified. The corrected dynamic pressure qc, and coefficient of pressure
Cp are calculated as
qc = q
(
1− S
C
)2
(2.28)
where q is the uncorrected dynamic pressure, S is the model frontal area, and C is the wind
tunnel cross section at the test section. The uncorrected coefficient of pressure is given as CPU . The
aerodynamic indices are then corrected as follows:
Cp = 1− (1− CPU )(qc/q) (2.29)
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Buoyancy effect
In a constant cross-section wind tunnel, boundary layer growth and frictional losses occur on the
tunnel walls. As a result, the velocity in the free-stream is forced to increase in order to satisfy the
continuity of mass flow requirement. The increase in velocity is accompanied by a decrease in static
pressure over the length of the tunnel, which causes an increase in model drag. If the drag force on the
model is sought, it is required to first measure the static pressure gradient in the tunnel, and apply
correction factors such as those found by Pope [1954].
2.6.4 Reynolds Number Correlations
The Reynolds number is a ratio of the viscous forces to the inertial forces acting on a body. For the
testing of scale-models in the wind tunnel, it is important to model the Reynolds number correctly.
In the case of the Ahmed body (§ 2.5.2), the geometry of the trailing edge is blunt. In cases where the
geometry is sufficiently blunt, the flow will separate as the inertial force is far greater than the viscous
force, regardless of the Reynolds number. The length and size of the resultant separation bubble is
dependent on the inertial force, and thus on the velocity of the separating fluid. At low Reynolds
numbers, the separation length increases with flow velocity, up until a point is reached (termed the
Critical Reynolds number) where the separation length then stabilises - this is known as the subcritical
flow regime. With still increasing flow velocity, the separation length becomes unstable, and fluctuates,
until the transcritical flow regime is established. Here, more effective transport of momentum occurs
from the free-stream flow to the boundary layer due to the development of a turbulent boundary
layer. Where an adverse pressure gradient is encountered, the flow can stay attached for longer due
to a higher near-wall momentum and increased mixing. In this flow regime, the separation length
decreases rapidly [Chadwick, 1999]. Knowledge of this trend would be invaluable in the comparison
of qualitative flow visualisation at different Reynolds numbers. As shown in figure 2.25 after Blevins
[1984], there is a noticeable difference in the rate of change of drag with increasing Reynolds number
with different degrees of streamlining applied to generic shapes. If components on the ground vehicle
are approximated as the aerofoil in the figure, then the change in drag between a representative wind
tunnel test Re = 5×105 and a full-scale road-test Re = 2×107 would be roughly 30% [Blevins, 1984].
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Figure 2.25: Drag of shapes with various degrees of streamlining applied [Blevins, 1984]
When attempting to correlate forces, moments and pressures measured in the wind tunnel to
estimate prototype performance, the aerodynamic coefficients are employed. It is known that although
the ideal wind tunnel test would allow for Reynolds number equality; perfectly-scaled geometry;
incorporation of wheel rotation and ground motion, approximations of these requirements can produce
sufficiently accurate results so as to determine relative results or trends in the data. It is known that
the Reynolds number need not be identical to the full-scale value, however it is required that the flow
in the boundary-layer near the trailing-edge of the front surfaces be turbulent. This criteria reduces
the required testing Reynolds number somewhat. However for smaller radii, flow tripping may be
required to achieve this. It is illustrated by Cooper [1993] that for fine radii, the drag coefficient of a
simplified car body is truly representative at a wind tunnel Reynolds number of 2× 106 (compared to
the full-scale value of 5×106), however with either flow-tripping or larger leading-edge radii applied to
the model, the drag coefficient becomes comparable to the full-scale value at a wind tunnel Reynolds
number of just 0.85 × 106. In these experiments, fine strips of roughness elements were placed just
upstream of the start of the leading-edge radii.
2.7 Review of other Numerical Simulation Tools
To generate an understanding of the overall performance envelope of a racing-car, and grasp the overall
potential performance benefit gained from aerodynamic improvement, further simulation is required.
Often employed in this research segment is vehicle dynamics software which is capable of simulating a
range of vehicle motions. Wind tunnel and CFD-derived aerodynamic performance indices (lift, drag,
efficient, down-force distribution) are often used as inputs into such a program. These indices are
often plotted as a function of front and rear ride-height on an ’aero-map’.
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2.7.1 Lap Time Simulation and Parameter Optimization
In order to assist the aerodynamic development process, most constructors employ numerical models
to simulate the performance characteristics of a design. These systems utilise data hybridisation by
combining wind tunnel derived coefficients, and mechanical design inputs to calculate the theoretical
response of the racing-car to different aerodynamic and inertial loads. There are three classes of
lap simulation analysis: steady-state or straight-line; quasti-static; and fully dynamic. The simplest
model is the steady state model, which aims to predict the change in ride-height and rake (down-force
dependent) throughout a given speed range. The quasi-static and fully dynamic simulation codes
allow for a given mechanical and aerodynamic setup to be ’driven’ around a lap of a circuit, and
thus allow for the assessment of any performance gains or losses by variations in vehicle design and
setup. These simulations should allow at least the following functions: model the dynamic behavior
of the vehicle accurately; predict lap-times accurately and within a set time-frame; and allow for
the parameterisation of vehicle features in the aim of examining performance sensitivities to such
parameters [Bradshaw, 2004]. Table 2.3, after Agathangelou and Gascoyne [1998] shows the variation
in lap-time around a generic Formula 1 circuit due to gains and losses in the chief performance
parameters.
Table 2.3: Lap-time variation as a function of chief performance parameters [Agathangelou and Gas-
coyne, 1998]
Aerodynamic Configuration Lap-time (s) Lap-time
(s)
Maximum
Speed (km/h)
Reference 83.59 - 295.0
Reference +10% Down-force 82.88 -0.71 295.0
Reference −10% Drag 82.91 -0.68 303.8
Reference +10% Power 82.36 -1.23 304.3
Reference +10% Tyre Grip 80.50 -3.09 295.1
Reference +10% Weight 85.62 +2.03 293.7
In Bradshaw [2004], six fundamental vehicle variables are ranked by their ability to (positively and
negatively) affect ultimate performance as follows:
1. Tyre force generation (materials, construction, wear effects)
2. Vehicle mass (fueling and race strategy)
3. Aerodynamic down-force
4. Power train (torque delivery)
5. Position of centre of gravity
6. Yaw inertia
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The results of this study indicate that for a 5% and 10% improvement in down-force, a peak perfor-
mance benefit of 4% and 7.5% is seen at an average speed of 50m/s. Similar reductions in performance
were seen with 5% and 10% less down-force.
Such track-simulation tools, if based on reliable data and implemented correctly, offer insight into
the most cost efficient manner to evolve the performance envelope of a racing-car. As the bulk of
the track simulation calculations are based on indices garnered from either wind tunnel testing or
from CFD, it is vital that at least some full-scale verification is sought of the calculated indices. This
involves generating track data from tests on an instrumented racing-car, and then producing an aero-
map (§ 2.4.10 on page 38). The track data is then used in a comparison with the numerical and wind
tunnel data. This comparison will allow track simulation codes to be validated, and any calibration
factors adjusted. Once fully calibrated, such codes can be utilised effectively to identify potential
gains from investment in aerodynamic development.
From the ACO Des 24 Heures Du Mans timing records [ACO], the lap times and mean speeds for
the competitor LMP II vehicles is found. This information could be partially useful in the comparison
of vehicle setups to ultimately achieve a more competitive product. The lap times are shown in table
2.4.
Production vehicle Lap Time (s)
Zytek Nissan 223.6
Oreca Nissan #1 224.4
Lola Judd 225.
Lola Honda 226.0
Oreca Nissan #2 230.8
Table 2.4: Comparison of lap times to current production vehicles
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Chapter 3
Objectives
The analysis of high performance vehicles which are subject to strong ground effect is often found to
be costly both computationally and experimentally. The complex, three-dimensional nature of the
flows which surround the vehicle demand the use of high performance computing and high Reynolds
number experimentation, in order to simulate and capture representative flow features. It is also
generally accepted that without the employment of an expensive measure such as a rolling road,
aerodynamic data pertaining to underbody flows does not correlate well with real-world conditions.
It is thus desired to ascertain with what efficacy and accuracy the following goals can be met if
certain resource-limiting constraints are applied to both the experimental testing parameters and the
computational method.
The objectives of the current research are thus:
• To utilise a suitable PC-based computational fluid dynamics package to numerically simulate the
flow-field surrounding a high performance ground vehicle; and estimate the overall performance
characteristics and safety envelope of the vehicle using quasi-static lap-time simulation software.
• To perform suitable validation studies using numerical and simplified experimental methods,
and in so doing ascertain the applicability and efficacy of state of the art numerical simulation
systems in the current context.
• To identify and engage design parameters which allow for the track-wise optimisation of the
vehicle.
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Chapter 4
Apparatus
This chapter deals with the apparatus used during the current research. The scale-model of the LMP
racing-car is described in detail in section 4.1. Descriptions of the University’s low-speed draw down
wind tunnel and ground-plane are given in sections 4.2 and 4.3. Instruments used in the process of
data collection and reduction are given and discussed in § 4.4.1 and 4.4.3. The paraphernalia employed
in flow visualisation is introduced in § 4.4.4; and finally section 4.5 on page 75 gives an account of the
computational system utilised for the numerical work.
4.1 Le Mans Prototype Experimental Model
A 1/6th scale model of the Le Mans Prototype vehicle has been designed and constructed for testing
in the University’s wind tunnel. The model has been designed to closely approximate the geometry of
the numerical model, with some details omitted due to practical fabrication limitations. The model
is primarily of composite construction, with some items such as the front and rear wing being formed
from ABS plastic using rapid-prototyping technology. For information on the fabrication process
employed, the reader is referred to Appendix A.
The front and rear ride-heights are modified by adjustment screws in the under-panels which
motivate vertical motion from the front and rear wheel axles. This range of ride-height adjustment
mirrors the range of motion studied in the computational portion of the research. A small sample of
this range is illustrated in table 4.1.
Minimum Maximum
Front Ground Clearance hgf 4.95 mm 10.39 mm
Rear Ground Clearance hgr 9.57 mm 15.51 mm
Vehicle Pitch α −0.11◦ 1.36◦
Table 4.1: Range of ride-height and vehicle pitch studied experimentally
The model is displayed in figure 4.1, with measurements in mm. This model is fitted with surface
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static pressure tappings, which are discussed in § 4.4.1. Photos of the vehicle installed in the wind
tunnel are given in figures 4.2 and 4.3.
Figure 4.1: Orthographic projections of the Le Mans Prototype model for numerical and experimental
tests
Figure 4.2: Rear 3/4 view of the Le Mans Prototype experimental model installed in the wind tunnel
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Figure 4.3: Rear view of the Le Mans Prototype experimental model installed in the wind tunnel
The stationary wheels are flat-spotted by 3mm on the underside. This is to ensure that the
physical model is fully representative of the numerical model. As no force measurements are to be
taken, the model is rigidly attached to the wheels via two solid axles (front and rear), which in turn
rest on the raised ground-plane. The position of the vehicle on the plane laterally and longitudinally
can be modified between tests, as well as hgf and hgr , the pitch α, and the yaw β being input variables.
4.2 Low Speed Wind Tunnel
The University of the Witwatersrand’s low speed wind tunnel facility is utilised for the testing of
the LMP II vehicle. This tunnel has an octagonal working section which is 1400mm wide, 1600mm
tall and 8000mm long. Ground simulation is provided by an elevated ground plane, which has been
constructed and utilised for the current research. Section 4.3 on the following page discusses the
design and implementation of the device further. Flow velocities of up to 18m/s are capable of being
generated in the test section. Utilising a scale vehicle length of 715mm, this equates to a maximum
test Reynolds number of ReL ≈ 0.90× 106. The resulting blockage ratio with the vehicle and ground
plane installed is 3.8%, based on the maximum projected frontal area. The effect of the downstream
walls on wake-flow structures is ignored, however suitable solid-blockage correction factors are applied.
The wind tunnel is complete with a variable speed 75 kW AC motor connected via a reduction drive
to a fan 2meters in diameter. For pressure-mapping purposes and surface shear stress distribution
analysis, experiments are performed at a range of speeds up to 18m/s. For visualisation using the
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helium-bubble generator, the tunnel speed is set at a maximum of 10m/s. An illustration of the wind
tunnel with the model and ground plane installed is given in Figure 4.4.
Inlet Profile
Honeycomb Mesh
Working section
Ground Plane and vehicle
Multiple vane diffuser
Fan, exhaust
Figure 4.4: Wind tunnel model test facility
Tunnel reference velocity or free-stream velocity is determined using a Pitot-static tube upstream
of the model.
4.3 Raised Ground Plane Facility
4.3.1 Ground Plane
The wind tunnel model is situated on a raised ground plane, set parallel to the mean flow. The ground
plane measures 1200mm wide by 2000mm long. It is elevated 330mm above the floor of the wind
tunnel, out of the tunnel’s boundary layer. The gaps at the sides of the ground board are sealed with
rubber sheeting. As shown in figure 4.6, the width of the raised ground-plane is 1220mm (4w), which
is limited by the available materials. The plane is fixed to a sturdy steel ladder-frame which spanned
the length and width of the plane. The ladder-frame is designed to maintain a perfectly flat ground
plane, without incurring too much mass in the assembly. The ladder-frame is then pin-supported
at four locations to a base-frame which in turn is affixed to the floor of the wind tunnel. The pin
supports allow small corrections to the pitch of the plane to be made, in order to align the plane to
the free flow. The leading edge of the plane is chamfered at 65◦ from the bottom edge, producing an
asymmetric tip. The frontal elevation of the assembled ground plane with the vehicle model is shown
in figure 4.5 on the following page. Access to the model is achieved by removing the aft section of the
plane (approximately 1200mm in length). The aft section is accurately located by a series of pins to
the front section, and is bolted securely in place near it’s trailing edge to the ladder-frame.
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Figure 4.5: Wind tunnel cross section showing raised ground plane
The raised plane has been designed according to the guidelines of Garry [1991], Barnard [2001],
Cooper [1984], with the leading edge of the vehicle being positioned 615mm (2w) downstream of the
ground plane’s leading edge. This allows for 1400mm (4.5w) between the trailing edge of the vehicle
and the trailing edge of the plane, as per the approximate guidelines.
1220 mm 1330 mm
2750 mm
200 mm
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Leading Edge Suction Distributed Suction
Figure 4.6: Ground-plane design
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4.3.2 Ground Plane Suction
Also shown in figure 4.6 is a rectangular box-shaped suction plenum, complete with a perforated top
surface. This top surface is set flush with the top surface of the ground plane. The plenum is connected
to a suction fan via ten 25mm diameter tubes which enter the base of the plenum. The suction surface
is constructed from a 2mm thick mild-steel sheet measuring 1200mm (3.9w) long and 615mm (2w)
wide. To ensure that the surface remained completely flat when loaded with the model, it is reinforced
from below. The suction system has been designed similarly to that of Lutz and Sayers [1999]. Figures
4.7 and 4.8 show a small segment of the hole patterns employed on the sheet. The leading edge pattern
extends 220mm downstream, to where the distributed pattern begins. The leading edge pattern is
characterised by 5mm holes, and removes the boundary layer which has formed on the leading edge of
the plate and in between the holes. For the remaining length of the plate, distributed suction aims to
remove just the boundary layer which forms in between each successive hole. The distributed suction
pattern comprises 4mm diameter holes. Both patterns have the same hole spacing of 9.4mm.
18.8 mm
18.8 mm
13.8 mm 9.4 mm
9.
4 
m
m
Figure 4.7: Leading-edge suction pattern with 5mm diameter holes
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Figure 4.8: Distributed suction pattern with 4mm diameter holes
Applying the Blasius laminar boundary layer equation (2.19), and Blasius turbulent boundary
layer equation equation the maximum height of the boundary layer just in front of the vehicle model
is estimated at 18mm. At the trailing edge of the suction plane’s surface (x = 2000mm), it is estimated
that the boundary layer thickness will not exceed 45mm. The intended flow regime with raised-plane
suction enabled is shown in figure 4.9.
Ground Plane Perforated Plate
Leading Edge 
Suction Distributed Suction
δ=2 mm
δ=0.5 mm 
Figure 4.9: Approximate boundary layer growth on the suction plane
With the current design, and utilising equations (2.17) and (2.18), the total required mass flux for
the plate Qt is given as
Qt = 59.665× 10−3 ×
√
U∞ (4.1)
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For a maximum tunnel speed of U∞ = 18m/s, the mass flux requirement mandates a fan system
capable of withdrawing at least 0.26m3/s, while for U∞ = 10m/s, Qt = 0.19m3/s.
The fan used to generate the suction is powered by a 2 pole, 50 Hz AC motor with the following
properties:
Property Value
Voltage 380 V
Amperage Rating 1.7 Amps
Shaft Power 0.9 Kw
Shaft Rotational Speed 2800 Rpm
Table 4.2: Description of the suction system fan
The speed of the fan is controlled using a 3-phase, 2.4Kw inverter supplied by Omron. The inverter
utilises pulse-width modulation control, or PWM. The output frequency is modified between 0 and
50Hz, at 0.01Hz intervals. The accuracy of the frequency setting is given by the manufacturer as
0.01%.
4.4 Wind Tunnel Instrumentation
4.4.1 Static Pressure Tappings
The fluid pressure exerted on the surface of the vehicle model is sensed using a circumferential array
of 1mm tappings, positioned on the longitudinal centre-line. The pressure coefficients indicated in
this report are differential, as they are referenced to the free-stream static pressure. A positive value
indicates pressure toward the surface, while a negative value indicates a pressure away from the surface.
Such pressure readings are representative of the aerodynamic forces which are acting on the surfaces
of the vehicle.
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Figure 4.10: Location of the static pressure tappings on the vehicle
As shown in figure 4.10, the top and bottom surfaces of the vehicle are mapped at regular intervals.
Near the top of the cockpit where the suction peak is expected, the interval is halved. Stainless steel
1mm diameter surgical needles are inset into these holes, with their flat tips placed flush with the
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exterior surface, perpendicular to the local surface normal. Small bore silicon tubing connected each
pressure tapping to a transducer. Due to the small inner-diameter and length of the tubing, there is
an associatefi6.4gonse characteristic to any change in sensed pressure; however as only steady-state
pressure readings are sought this is not a concern. Table 4.3 gives a brief description of the expected
results and analysis from the pressure tappings.
Port Cp Description
1 - 3 +ve → -ve Nose section, positive values near (1) and (3) indicating down-force,
with negative values near (2) indicating lift. Possible position of
separation bubble on scale model
4 +ve Base of windscreen, recirculatory region
5-7 +ve → -ve Windscreen. Positive pressure indicates drag and down-force, negative
indicates lift.
8-11 strong -ve Suction peak at top of windscreen. This indicates lift production
12-19 -ve Rear section of cockpit. Negative pressures persists indicating lift and
drag, but decrease as flow decelerates
20-21 -ve Negative pressures indicating lift and drag, interaction with rear wing
22-23 -ve Suction peak at entrance to under-body, indicating down-force
24-31 -ve Negative pressures maintained, decreasing toward rear, indicating
down-force
Table 4.3: Expected pressure range at centre-line profile of generic racing-car
The static pressure pn at the n’th port on the model is reduced to coefficient form cp,n according
to
cp,n =
pn − p∞
q
(4.2)
where
q = 12ρU
2
∞ (4.3)
The flow is forced to stagnate within the tappings so quickly that frictional effects and heat transfer
effects can be neglected. Chadwick [1999] discusses the merits of considering different shaped tappings.
The reader is referred to the aforementioned text, for steps to the reduction of sensing error. Such
small tappings are known to disturb the local boundary layer, implicating a change in the local wall
shear stress. The order of magnitude of the error in the sensed pressure due to hole shape is estimated
at 1% for typical hole geometries. The tube harness exits through the rear ’cooling plane’ of the
vehicle, and is encased in a PVC shroud.
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4.4.2 Roaming Boundary Layer Pitot Probe
A vertically-traversing Pitot probe has been constructed for the purpose of measuring the boundary
layer development. The outer diameter of the probe is 1.2mm, and measures 180mm long. 10mm
of this length is projected into the airflow. The free-stream static pressure is found using a Pitot-
static probe located in the free-stream, and used as the reference pressure. The pressure differential
between the free-stream static pressure and the local stagnation pressure is then used to calculate the
local velocity in the boundary layer. The traversing mechanism used in this instrument is based on a
standard micrometer.
The stand upon which the micrometer and Pitot tube rest is constructed from 2mm thick mild
steel plate. The legs provide vertical clearance of 170mm between the mechanism and ground plane.
The width between the base of the stand and the Pitot tube is 110mm. The instrument is shown in
figure 4.11. The range of the micrometer mechanism is limited to 25mm.
Micrometer and adjustment knob
Stationary Mechanism
Traversing 
Mechanism
Stand Legsφ 1 mm  
Probe
Ground Plane
25 mm measuring range220 mm
17
0 
m
m
Figure 4.11: Boundary layer Pitot probe
Figure 4.12 shows the measurement stations on the raised plane that are investigated in the
investigated in the boundary layer analysis. The inlet to the Pitot tube is placed at the stations
shown in the figure. These are numbered 1 - 7, where station 8 is not shown and is positioned
opposite station 7.
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Figure 4.12: Points on the raised-plane investigated in the boundary layer analysis
4.4.3 Pressure Micro-Manometer
The Airflow MEDM 500 is a precision microprocessor manometer, and two units are utilised in the
experiments. The first unit is used in the sensing of the tunnel free-stream speed U∞, and the second
unit is used to measure the local surface static pressure pn. The pressure range of this equipment is
±0−500Pa, or 0−28m/s. The resolution of the readings is 0.1 Pa. The accuracy of the measurement
is given by the manufacturer as 1%. The temperature coefficient (error in pressure change due to
temperature change) is given as 0.1% / ◦C. The unit is capable of measuring pressure at 2Hz and
storing up to 80 readings for later recall and averaging.
4.4.4 Flow Visualisation Equipment
Sublimation flow visualisation
Sublimation flow visualisation techniques are a powerful technique used in aerodynamics experiments.
This method has been used to show the regions of laminar flow and the transition fronts, as well as
the effectiveness of flow trips. It involves the evaporation of a carrier fluid such as paraffin, and a
powder such as Kaolin or titanium oxide. The viscosity of the mixture is prepared for the specific
test conditions. After commencement of a run, frictional forces transport the solution over the model.
Once the wind tunnel mode has stabilised, and the spread of the mixture has halted, the run is
terminated and the patterns produced are recorded.
Helium bubble generator
The SAGE ACTION Model 5 console creates fine bubbles from a soap solution, and uses a helium
mixture to offset the weight of the soap solution. The use of this device results in fine, neutrally-
buoyant ’particles’ suspended in the air. Although the bubbles are transparent, they are made visible
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through the dispersion or scattering of light. Thus a powerful light-source is required to visualise the
bubbles. The bubbles do not appreciably interfere with the airflow in the tunnel due to the similarity
of their density with the surrounding air, and the low injection rate into the tunnel. Their low inertia
makes them especially suitable for the illustration of unsteady and transient phenomena.
4.5 Computational Hardware
The numerical simulations are completed on a computer which possessed two Quad-Core processors,
and 24Gb of RAM. This machine is capable of solving meshes of up to 60× 106 elements, or approx-
imately 10 × 106 nodes. The ability of this machine to cope with solver-parallelisation is invaluable
to the process of numerical simulation, as the time invested in solver-routines is large.
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Chapter 5
Numerical Simulations
This chapter is concerned with the conduction of the numerical portion of this research. Two separate
simulations are discussed here. In section 5.1, methods used in the numerical investigation of the
Ahmed body are discussed. Due to computational limitations, the choice of turbulence solver is limited
to the steady-state RANS-equations based models. This implies that the zero, one and two equation
models could be utilised for the current research. However, due to the industry-wide popularity
and proven accuracy of the two-equation κ − ω SST model, it was utilised in the current research.
Advantages of the model include:
• significantly better prediction of adverse pressure gradient flows than the κ−  model;
• far more numerically stable when predicting near wall flows;
• produces accurate results all the way down through the viscous sub-layer;
• user-influence via mesh generation is drastically reduced;
• it is a current model, and widely used;
• many benchmarking studies utilise the κ− ω SST model.
Due to the model’s success in the prediction of aeronautical problems, it has been widely utilised
of late. As a result of this usage, there is a wide array of literature available for the comparison of
benchmark studies - such as the Ahmed body study. Thus the current Ahmed body simulations are
designed to test the efficacy of the κ − ω − SST turbulence model. The results of this analysis are
compared to those of similar models in section 7.2. In section 5.2, the methods used in the numerical
simulation of the LMP II are discussed.
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5.1 Ahmed Body Numerical Simulation
5.1.1 Surface Geometry and Solution Domain
The Ahmed vehicle approximates a hatchback vehicle, and in experimental and numerical form is
equivalent to a 1/4 scale vehicle model. It is 1044mm long, 389mm wide and 288mm high. The vehicle
is held 50mm above a stationary ground-plane. The vehicle’s length is used as the characteristic length
L of the simulation. The width and height of the domain are given as 2L. The downwind length of
the domain is 5L, while the upwind section extends 2L forward of the vehicle. The tunnel blockage
ratio imposed by the Ahmed body is 2.57%. The full width vehicle is modeled, so as to study the
variation in meshing topology and any resulting local flow variations. The geometry is presented in
figure 5.1.
2L
2L
2L
L
5L
8L
Model Length L=1044 mm
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x
Flow
Ahmed Body
Domain
Exterior Boundary
Figure 5.1: Ahmed body solution domain as expressed in terms of body length L
5.1.2 Case Portfolio Setup
Three backlight angles are tested in the current research. Those are the 12.5◦, 25◦ and 35◦ variations,
as shown in figure 5.2. In addition to the three backlight angles tested, a mesh independence study is
undertaken as per § 2.5.1. The details of this study are discussed in § 5.1.3.
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Figure 5.2: Three backlight angles studied in the Ahmed body mesh verification process
5.1.3 Mesh Generation
Multiple grid types are developed for use on the Ahmed body using ANSYS ICEM 12. These included
a fully structured grid, a semi-structured grid, and a fully unstructured grid. Regardless of the mesh
type, certain mesh size parameters are kept constant. The surface grid-spacing factor h is uniformly
set at hc = 2.5mm (in the case of the coarse mesh), hm = 2mm (for the standard-density mesh), and
hf = 1.6mm (in the case of the fine mesh). The boundary layer region is resolved with 20 layers of
prismatic cells. An exponential expansion factor of rp = 1.2 is applied to the growth of the prismatic
boundary layer cells. The volume mesh is created using Delaunay and Octree methods for comparative
purposes. A section of the generated mesh is shown in figure 5.3. Here the unstructured surface mesh
is shown at the leading edge of the rear slant. The structured prismatic mesh is shown in the boundary
layer region, and the unstructured Delaunay or Octree mesh is shown expanding away into the free
stream.
The shape of a given prismatic cell is defined by the surface mesh dimension (hc, hm, orhf ), the
prism thickness yt at the wall-distance yn, and the prismatic growth factor rp. As can be seen in the
figure, prismatic cells near the surface have a high aspect ratio. As discussed in § 2.4.5, this is as a
result of
• meeting the requirement for the minimum initial prism cell height y;
• including a certain minimum number of prismatic boundary layer cells in the simulation;
• whilst not exceeding the computational limitation set on hf (surface mesh spacing for the fine-
mesh solution).
While such high aspect ratio cells are generally undesirable, their presence within the boundary layer
is tolerable. If the solution fails to converge, this is an area of the mesh which is examined for errors.
The maximum aspect ratio of any cell in the test series is found to be ≈ 400. The prismatic cells near
the boundary with the unstructured volume mesh are more cuboidal as a result of the growth factor
rp. The minimum orthogonality angle, as defined in § 2.4.6, over the set of tests is found to be ≥ 30,
indicating that no skewed cells are included in the simulations. The minimum quality of the mesh
is 0.6.
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Local grid refinement is applied to the cells immediately surrounding the vehicle and in the wake
region of the vehicle, thus limiting the cell growth-rate in the vicinity of the body. The final mesh
size varied with the mesh refinement factor.
Unstructured 
volume mesh
Prismatic boundary 
layer volume mesh
Unstructured 
Surface Mesh
Surface mesh 
dimension hn
Prism thickness yt
Wall distance yn
Figure 5.3: Cross section showing Ahmed body surface, boundary layer and volume mesh
A mesh independence study is conducted according to the procedure outlined in § 2.5.1. The total
number of cells for the mesh independence study for cases hc, hm, and hf are found to be 35 × 106,
46×106 and 60×106 respectively. Due to the low-Reynolds SST-κ−ω turbulence model, the distance
between the walls and the first boundary layer prism node is fixed at 0.01mm for all of the above tests.
This produces a y+ value of approximately 1. Any mesh resolutions resulting from spacing parameters
smaller than this fail to solve due to current computational limitations. The standard wall functions
are used to apply an assumed functional shape of the velocity profile at the walls, however it is found
that the current mesh resolution is fine enough to sufficiently resolve the laminar sub layer.
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Figure 5.4: Surface mesh of a full-width Ahmed body test
5.1.4 Definition of Boundary Conditions
A viscous incompressible fluid model is employed. The velocity at the inlet is U∞ = 40m/s, where a
uniform velocity profile has been imposed. Airflow is assumed to be incompressible, and heat transfer
is not considered. The model-length based Reynolds number is therefore ReL = 2.67 × 106. The
ground-plane is assigned a non-slip condition, and is stationary, as is the Ahmed body. The outlet
plane is assigned a zero relative-pressure condition. Finally, the roof, wall, and symmetry plane are
assigned separate symmetry constraints. These boundary conditions have been chosen so that the
results can be compared to relevant wind tunnel experiments, as well as other numerical tests. The
fluid properties are again also set at this stage: the flow in the domain is expected to be turbulent
and approximately isothermal. The fractional intensity factor is left at the default value of 0.05. The
eddy length scale is set to 1/10L, or 0.10m.
5.1.5 Flow Solvers and Turbulence Model
The time-averaged RANS system of fluid dynamics equations is employed. The SST κ− ω turbulent
flow solver with automatic wall-function treatment is employed, due to its accurate prediction of
flow separation. Being a blend of two models (the κ − ω and κ − ), the SST model is a blended
equation which is applicable at the near wall zone and in regions far from the walls. This model has
displayed robustness, and has been shown to report accurate near wall results. In addition to this,
the κ−ω model has illustrated superior accuracy over similar models in the capturing of the position
and strength of recirculation regions.
Due to the unstructured nature of the three-dimensional volume mesh, the high resolution dis-
cretisation scheme is utilized to minimise numerical diffusion. During the solution phase the domain
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is iteratively solved toward set convergence targets. To this end, normalised residuals of the variables
solved within the governing fluid dynamics equations are interrogated, as are as the solution indices
of interest. In this way it can be determined when the solution has converged satisfactorily.
5.1.6 Visualisation and Investigation
Four hatch slant-angles (12.5◦, 25◦, 30◦ and 35◦) are considered. The following data are extracted
from the results for comparison purposes:
1. The drag component from each part of the Ahmed body is extracted;
2. the flow field around the vehicle, as well as the surface shear stress distribution is visualised and
compared to the literature;
3. the development of pressure on the upper and lower centre-lines of the vehicle is extracted. Once
reduced to coefficient form, this data is compared to that from the static pressure tappings from
the wind tunnel experiments and other numerical simulations.
5.2 LMP II Numerical Simulation
The following process is followed in the numerical simulation of the prototype racing-car. The first step,
as introduced in § 5.2.1 is pre-processing. This involves the preparation of the surface geometry, and
consideration of any special interfaces. In § 5.2.2, the case study portfolio is developed. This includes
details of the boundaries of the study, the independent variables, and the output variables of interest.
In the modeling of automotive geometry, there are certain instances where imaginary boundaries are
installed to simplify the modeling and solution process; also there are certain boundaries which benefit
from physical simplifications to improve solution quality. These concerns are discussed in § 5.2.3. The
process of mesh generation is discussed in § 5.2.4, including the creation of the surface and volume
meshes and the manual mesh quality metrics, and final mesh details. In sections 5.2.5 to 5.2.7, the
solver setup and post-solution visualisation routines are discussed.
5.2.1 Surface Geometry and Solution Domain
Full scale simulation
The first set of experiments are conducted at full scale, and at representative vehicle speeds. Here,
the length of the vehicle is 4.6m, which is used as the simulation characteristic length L. The size
of the computational domain surrounding the car is 8L long, 2.5L wide and 2.5L high. The domain
extends 5L behind the car, while the upwind section extends 2L in front of the car. The domain is
illustrated in figure 5.5. The projected frontal area of the half-width vehicle is 0.83m2, which results
in a numerical blockage ratio of 0.62%. The LMP model geometry is based on the proportions of the
full size prototype. Its overall dimensions are 4640mm long, 2000mm wide and 1030mm high.
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Figure 5.5: LMP solution domain as expressed in terms of prototype body length L
Wind tunnel scale simulation
To facilitate a Reynolds number independent comparison between experimental and numerical studies,
a second set of simulations are conducted using the same vehicle geometry but at 1/6 th scale. The
velocities used in the simulations match expected wind tunnel velocities. Here the length of the model
is 0.71m, which is used as the simulation characteristic length L. The domain proportions remain true
to those illustrated in figure 5.5: the size of the computational domain surrounding the car remains
8L long, 2.5L wide and 2.5L high. The domain extends 5L behind the car, while the upwind section
extends 2L in front of the car. The projected frontal area of the half-width vehicle is Af = 0.02m2.
This results in a blockage ratio of 0.62%. Here the LMP numerical scale-model has overall dimensions
713.8mm long, 307.6mm wide and 158.4mm high.
5.2.2 Case Portfolio Setup
Full scale simulation
Front ride-height and rear ride-height are set as independent parameters, allowing the overall ride-
height and pitch attitude of the vehicle to be modified. This range simulates and extends the intended
operational envelope of the prototype. The case portfolio is the entire collection of individual studies
undertaken. These studies span the independent variable ranges 32.2mm < hgf < 67.5mm and
38.2mm < hgr < 100.9mm. This results in a vehicle pitch α range from −0.59◦ ≤ α ≤ 1.36◦. This
quite subtle variation in attitude and ride-height is illustrated in figure 5.6 (a) and (b).
To give some perspective to this variable range, figures 5.6 (c) and (d) illustrate potential scenarios
where some geometry in the suspension or wheels have failed, resulting in a rapid change in vehicle
attitude and/or ride-height. Such an event could result in quite drastic changes in vehicle handling
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(a) Vehicle at positive pitch of α = 1.36◦ (b) Vehicle at negative pitch of α = −0.59◦
(c) Front tyre deflation or suspension failure α ≈ 1◦ (d) Rear tyre deflation or suspension failure α ≈ −1◦
Figure 5.6: (a), (b) Represent the extremes of the pitch studies conducted; (c), (d) represent pitch
change from suspension failure or sudden wheel deflation
and aerodynamic properties. Cognizance of such events is important if overall safety margins are to
be estimated.
Wind tunnel scale simulation
To facilitate a direct comparison with experimental results, only a selection of 1/6 th scale numerical
cases need to be investigated. The scale case portfolio is the entire collection of individual studies
undertaken. These studies span the independent variable ranges 6.73mm < hgf < 10.39mm and
7.72mm < hgr < 15.51mm. This results in a vehicle pitch α range from −0.34◦ ≤ α ≤ 1.13◦.
5.2.3 Special Interface Considerations
Depending on the vehicle configuration, rotating wheels can account for a large proportion of the
overall vehicle drag. Correct modeling of airflow in the vicinity of the wheels is important if an
accurate estimation of the overall drag is required. In order to model the ride-height of the vehicle
correctly, the elastic properties of the tyres are required. The classical spring force-displacement
relation, x = F/k is employed, where x is the vertical axle displacement, F is the distributed static
weight of the car, and k is the approximated wheel rate of the rubber tyre. Due to non-disclosure
policy of the approached tyre manufacturers, an approximate value of 300N/mm is chosen [Smith,
2004] for common racing tyres. From the vehicle manufacturer, the weight distribution is given as
45/55 (% front to rear), therefor the expected static vertical displacement of the front and rear axles
is 5.2 and 6.3mm respectively. This represents a pitch change of −0.02◦. This tyre deflection is
accounted for by displacing the vehicle by the aforementioned amount vertically downwards. The
intersection created between the tyres and ground then forms at a very acute angle, which is not
suitable for CFD modeling1. Thus the CAE geometry is duly modified with the addition of a fillet at
the intersection. This results in the production of a smooth feature (as shown in figure 5.7), which
1First mesh iterations showed this region to be dominated by highly skewed two and three-dimensional mesh elements
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does not produce any degenerate meshed elements. This method is similar to other recent attempts
to model wheels in a ground-vehicle context, such as [Axon, 1999], [Campos et al., 2007], [Skaperdas
et al., 2009] and [Rubio et al., 2010].
(a) Wheel intersection with ground plane before fillet operation
(b) Wheel intersection with ground plane with addition of fillet
Figure 5.7: Wheel intersection with ground before and after fillet operation
5.2.4 Mesh Generation
Using ANSYS ICEM, an unstructured grid is developed for the surface of the LMP vehicle, with grid
spacing varying over the surface depending on local curvature and estimated velocity gradients. The
largest grid spacing (approximately 12mm) is employed on low curvature geometry such as the deck
and windscreen, while finer grid spacing is applied to the under-surface of the front wing, rear wing
and flap (approximately 2.5mm).
The boundary layer region is resolved with 15 layers of prism cells. Due to the implementation
of the low Reynolds number turbulence model (κ − ω), the distance between the walls and the first
boundary layer prism node is fixed at 0.133mm. This produces a y+ value of approximately 1 for
the Reynolds number of Re = 0.8 × 106. In order to maintain similarity in meshing parameters, the
y+ parameter is refined at higher velocities by decreasing the boundary layer node-spacing normal
to the surface. The boundary layer region is resolved with 20 layers of prismatic cells. The volume
mesh is then created using Delaunay and Octree methods (as discussed in § 2.4.4) for comparative
purposes. Cross-sections of the generated mesh are shown in figures 5.8 and 5.9. The boundary layer
mesh structure is shown immediately above the surface geometry. Above the boundary layer mesh
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and on the surface of the model, unstructured mesh is shown.
Mesh quality metrics are discussed in § 2.4.6. Over the range of meshes constructed for the
numerical research, the following mesh quality metrics are found. The maximum and average aspect
ratios of the cells are found to be approximately 36 and 18.1 respectively; the maximum and average
expansion ratios are found to be 56 and 22.1. The minimum orthogonality angle are found to be 22◦,
with the average for the simulation-set found as 26◦. The minimum overall quality of the mesh is
found to be 0.28.
Local grid refinement is applied to the cells immediately surrounding the vehicle and in the wake
region of the vehicle, thus limiting the cell growth-rate in the vicinity of the body. Each mesh
contains a total of approximately 54× 106 cells. Mesh checking routines are employed to determine if
any degenerate elements exist. These usually occur in areas of poor CAD geometry; on highly curved
surfaces; and in acute angled corners. Other routines are utilised which sought out and improved
poor-quality cells.
Unstructured 
volume mesh
Structured 
prismatic mesh
Unstructured 
surface mesh
Figure 5.8: Mesh near windscreen-bonnet intersection illustrating surface mesh, prismatic boundary
layer mesh, and volume mesh
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Inter-cell expansion
Free-stream mesh
Surface mesh
Figure 5.9: Mesh surrounding nose, partial underbody and windscreen
Due to the presence of the prismatic cells, the cells’ aspect-ratios could exceed the recommended
maxima, which could reduce the ability of the solver to converge on a solution. The maximum aspect
ratio of any cell in the test series is found to be ≈ 550. The minimum orthogonality angle over the
set of tests is found to be ≥ 20, indicating that no skewed cells are included in the simulations. The
minimum quality of the mesh is 0.32. The mesh expansion factor is an indication of the maximum cell
size gradient between adjacent cells. It is common for large gradients to occur at the interface between
prismatic cells and interior cells. This gradient is minimised in all cases to within recommended limits.
As shown in figure 5.10, local grid refinement is applied to the cells immediately surrounding the
vehicle and in the wake region of the vehicle, thus limiting the cell growth-rate in the vicinity of the
body. Refinement zone 1 limits cell growth to 8h, where h is the basic mesh spacing factor of mm.
Refinement zone 2 limits cell growth to 6h. Refinement is conducted beneath the front wing, floor,
and rear diffuser. In zone 3, (beneath the front wing) the cell growth is limited to 0.8h. Under the
vehicle and in the rear diffuser, growth is limited to 1.5h. In the vicinity of the rear wing and flap,
cell growth is limited to 0.7h. In the slot-gap in the rear wing assembly, cell growth is limited to
0.15h. Finally, on the suction side of the flap element, the cell growth is limited to 0.4h. Further
automatic cell refinement is applied based on local surface curvature, the minimum allowable cell size
based on curvature refinement was set at 3.5mm. Where small gaps between solid bodies are found,
the subdivision routine ensures that at least 10 elements are inserted.
Some surface meshing parameters are customised to achieve better results These are to:
• force the meshing of separate parts to respect part boundaries and thus produce smooth con-
tinuous edges;
• collapse ’sliver’ solids less than 1mm thick;
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• project-to-surface all new surface mesh to improve the mapping to the original geometry
Refinement zone 1
Refinement zone 2
Near-wall refinement
Refinement zone 3,4,5
Refinement zone 6
Figure 5.10: Mesh at the symmetry plane showing mesh refinement zones
5.2.5 Definition of Boundary Conditions
Full scale simulation
The geometry representing the vehicle body is modeled as a no-slip stationary smooth wall. The inlet
plane is assigned a far-field constant velocity profile of U∞ = 90m/s, corresponding to a vehicle-length
based Reynolds number of ReL < 25×106. The ground-plane is assigned a velocity equal in magnitude
and direction to the inlet velocity U∞. Vehicle wheels are assigned the correct rotational velocity as
per U∞. The planar walls and symmetry plane are given separate symmetry constraints, whilst the
outlet plane is modeled as an opening, thus allowing flow to enter and exit. A reference pressure is
prescribed over this plane. The fluid properties are also set at this stage: the flow in the domain is
expected to be turbulent and approximately isothermal. Airflow is assumed to be incompressible, and
heat transfer is not considered. The fractional intensity factor is set to 0.05. The eddy length scale is
set to 1/10L, or 0.4m.
Wind tunnel scale simulation
Again the geometry representing the vehicle body is modeled as a no-slip stationary smooth wall.
The inlet plane is assigned a far-field constant velocity profile, where the velocity of the air varied as
8m/s < U∞ < 17m/s, in 3m/s intervals. The ground-plane is assigned a range of velocities, starting
with Uroad = 0m/s and scaling up to Uroad = 2×U∞. Vehicle wheels are stationary in these tests, in
order to more closely match the experimental setup discussed in § 6.1.2 on page 91. The planar walls
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and symmetry plane are assigned separate symmetry constraints, whilst the outlet plane is modeled
as an opening, thus allowing flow to enter and exit. A uniform reference pressure is prescribed over
this plane. The fluid properties are also set at this stage: the flow in the bulk of the domain is also
expected to be turbulent and approximately isothermal. Airflow is assumed to be incompressible, and
heat transfer is not considered. The fractional intensity factor is set to 0.05. The eddy length scale is
set to 1/10L, or 0.07m. The minimum and maximum velocities tested are 8m/s and 17m/s, implying
a Reynolds number range of 0.46× 106 < ReL < 0.84× 106.
5.2.6 Flow Solvers
In both cases discussed in the previous sub-sections, the time-averaged RANS system of fluid dynamics
equations is employed. The SST κ− ω turbulent flow solver with automatic wall-function treatment
is employed, due to its accurate prediction of flow separation. Due to the unstructured nature of
the three-dimensional volume mesh, the high resolution discretisation scheme is utilized to minimise
numerical diffusion. During the solution phase the domain is iteratively solved toward set convergence
targets. To this end, normalised residuals of the variables solved within the governing fluid dynamics
equations are interrogated, as are as the solution indices of interest. In this way it can be determined
when the solution has converged satisfactorily.
5.2.7 Visualisation and Investigation
The parameters of investigation such as lift, drag, and pitching moment are extracted. The flow field
around the vehicle, as well as the surface shear stress distribution is visualised and compared to other
results. The development of pressure on the upper and lower centre-lines of the vehicle is extracted.
Once reduced to coefficient form, the data are compared to that from the static pressure tappings
from the wind tunnel experiment.
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Chapter 6
Experimentation
In this section, an overview of the experimental procedures are presented. A summary of the experi-
mental technique is given first in section 6.1, followed in section 6.2 with a description of the accuracy
and repeatability of the experiments. The main observations are given in section 6.3, and the chapter
is concluded with the data processing steps.
6.1 Experimental Technique
All experimental testing is conducted in the University’s low speed wind tunnel. This section pro-
vides a summary of the procedure followed. Before testing is started, the tunnel parameters need
to be qualified. This involves the measurement of the free stream velocity, and the boundary layer
development over the raised ground plane. Before the commencement and after the termination of all
tests, local atmospheric conditions are recorded. Tests are run at speeds ranging from 8m/s to 17m/s
(0.46× 106 < ReL < 0.84× 106).
6.1.1 Boundary Layer Development
After the ground plane has been accurately positioned in the tunnel (with the suction device turned
off), the measurement of the plane’s boundary layer is conducted using the apparatus introduced
in § 4.4.2, in the absence of the test-model. The steps to the investigation of the boundary layer
development are given below:
1. Hardware related to correct wind tunnel functionality is investigated prior to operation of the
equipment. The tunnel is checked for debris and cleaned if required; and any removable test rig
paraphernalia is fastened in place.
2. A Pitot-static tube is installed in the wind tunnel for free stream measurement, at the same
stream-wise position as the point on the raised-plane which is being investigated locally. Any
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angular offsets in the Pitot-static tube shape must be accounted for upon installation, and the
Pitot-static tube must be correctly oriented to the impinging air flow.
3. Accurate alignment between the boundary layer probe and the bulk velocity is ensured. The
traversing mechanism is checked for operation and the probe elevation is zeroed against the
surface of the raised-plane .
4. Instrumentation is switched on and checked for functionality. Correct ’zeroing’ of the equipment
is required.
5. Local atmospheric pressure and temperature is measured prior to and following on from each
test.
6. The vertical temperature gradient in the tunnel is measured using a roaming temperature sensor.
7. The tunnel power and cooling system are enabled, and then the tunnel motor drive is engaged.
Power is slowly added to the motor as the fan spins up. Once the required tunnel speed is
reached, a settling time of thirty seconds is allowed for the system to stabilise before any data
is recorded.
8. Investigation of the local stagnation pressures is begun. A sample of 40 readings per interval
is recorded at a frequency of 2 Hz, averaged and then stored. After recording readings for five
intervals the manometers are disconnected and zeroed.
9. Development of the boundary layer profile is investigated at six distinct points along the suction
plane. These points include just fore of the leading edge of the suction plane x = −10mm;
two points in front of the vehicle, x = 0.40m and x = 0.60m; two points beneath the vehicle,
x = 0.80m and x = 0.95m; and one point behind the vehicle at x = 1.20m. Stagnation pressure
is recorded at 0.5mm increments from the surface up to h = 5mm, and then in 1mm increments
up to h = 25mm.
10. Hysteresis in the measurement technique is investigated by running up to h = 25mm, and then
back down to h = 0mm.
11. Points sampled on the plane included those to the left and right of the centre-line. This inves-
tigation is conducted in order to compare the flow uniformity across the width of the suction
plate. This is completed with the suction system disabled and enabled.
12. Once all the points on the suction plane have been investigated with the suction system turned
off, the suction device is activated, with the boundary layer probe at the position just in front
of the nose of the vehicle. The lowest possible suction flow-rate setting is applied and the
boundary layer development is then measured. The flow-rate of the suction system is then
increased, and the profile re-measured. This process is repeated until the flow-rate is at the
maximum permissible setting.
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13. Finally, with the suction device drawing the maximum permissible flow-rate through the suction
plate, the boundary layer profile is measured at the remaining five points.
6.1.2 Model Installation and Testing
After the measurement of the boundary layer present on the plate (with and without suction enabled)
is concluded, the LMP scale model is installed into the wind tunnel.
1. The ride-heights hgf,rof the vehicle are set before placement on the plane, according to the
ride-height and pitch of a relevant CFD test case to be compared with.
2. Once installed securely on the plane, the standing ride-heights are checked. The vehicle is
installed on the ground plane at a distance of x/w = 2, from the leading edge of the plane. The
distance downstream of the vehicle’s trailing edge is then x/w ≈ 4.5.
3. The angular position of the vehicle is measured relative to calibration markings on the plate’s
upper surface.
4. All instrumentation is switched on, checked and zeroed before any tests are conducted.
5. Local atmospheric pressure and temperature is measured prior to and following on from each
test.
6. The vertical temperature gradient in the tunnel is measured using a roaming temperature sensor.
7. With the suction system turned off, the wind tunnel is checked for debris and once cleared, the
wind tunnel fan is brought up to operating speed.
8. Quantitative analysis of the flow around the vehicle is considered primarily as follows
(a) Investigation of surface pressures using static-pressure tappings. A sample of 40 readings
per channel is recorded at a frequency of 2 Hz, averaged and then stored. Each channel is
manually swapped out for the next channel, and after recording readings for five channels
the manometers are disconnected and zeroed.
(b) Readings for all 31 pressure tappings are taken in this way for each vehicle setup.
(c) Hysteresis in the measurement technique is investigated by running up from channel p1 to
p31 and then back down from channel p31 to p1.
(d) Repeatability is assessed by removing the vehicle and some of the raised plane, adjusting
and then restoring the ride-height settings on the axles and re-installing the raised plane
and vehicle at the same pitch and ride-height.
9. The wind tunnel is turned off, and the suction system is then enabled. The above steps are then
repeated with the suction system set to draw the maximum flow-rate.
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10. Qualitative analysis of the flow around the vehicle is considered as follows
(a) Near-surface fluid flow visualization is conducted using a helium-bubble generator. The
bubbles are generated by paraphernalia external to the tunnel and then introduced at the
raised-plane’s leading edge.
(b) A light-source is employed near the rear of the wind tunnel test section complete with a
focusing lens and a vertically-oriented slit. The light is focused into a concentrated, near-
constant intensity beam by adjusting the internal geometry of the light-source. The light
is aimed down the centre-line profile of the car. To reduce shadowing, the light-source is
placed as high as possible in the wind tunnel. The wind tunnel windows are blanked with
black fabric to cut out all unwanted daylight and reflections.
(c) With the light source turned on, and the tunnel at a speed of roughly 10m/s, the helium
bubble generator is turned on. The light source illuminates those bubbles passing directly
over the centre-line of the car. The correct aperture setting, ISO and shutter speed are
applied to a camera which is set to photograph the helium bubbles. Some experimentation
is required with the camera settings, as the most appropriate settings will depend on camera
type, quality and environmental conditions.
(d) Finally, contours of surface shear stress distribution are investigated using a mixture of
titanium oxide and paraffin. The mixture is made to be consistent, and thin enough to
paint on the surfaces of the car without pooling. Here the tunnel is set to a speed of roughly
15m/s for at least five minutes. This ensures that most of the paraffin has evaporated away,
leaving only dry powder traces.
6.2 Data Accuracy and Repeatability
The experimentally derived data is to be compared to the numerical results. However, the measure-
ment of various parameters introduce possible error. The following short sections discuss the possible
sources of experimental error
6.2.1 Atmospheric Conditions
The instantaneous local temperature, ambient pressure and humidity have an effect on the density
of air flowing through the wind tunnel. These variables are recorded before and after each test,
however it remains possible that error is introduced into the data through intermediate changes to
the atmospheric conditions.
6.2.2 Wind Tunnel Velocity Measurement
Variations in the wind tunnel velocity may introduce inaccuracy into the experiment. Velocity control
is achieved by manually adjusting the power sent through the motor control unit, with observable
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outputs on the control deck instrumentation in mA. A calibration chart is provided for estimating
the wind tunnel speed, however this is not used due to uncertainty about the angle of attack of
the fan blades at the time of calibration. Instead, the free-stream dynamic pressure is constantly
recorded using a Pitot-static tube during each experiment, and used in the non-dimensionalising of
the aerodynamic data. The errors associated with this measurement are as follows:
• Direct measurement of the free stream pressure using a Pitot-static tube
– The possibility for sensing error exists in the misalignment of the Pitot-static tube with
the free-stream. The Pitot-static tube utilised is the ’hemispherical-head’ design, which is
reasonably insensitive to small angles of misalignment. The error is given as approximately
1% for an angular offset of 5◦ [Pankhurst and Holder, 1952]. A spirit-level is used to ensure
the angular offset in the stream-wise vertical plane is within 1◦ to the horizontal plane
(floor of the tunnel). An accurate right-angle is used to ensure the angular offset in the
stream-wise horizontal plane is within 1◦.
• Conversion of the sensed pressure into a voltage reading by the Airflow PDM500 micro manome-
ter.
– The uncertainty in the instrument is given by the manufacturer as 1% of the displayed
reading in pascals. The unit responds erroneously to changes in temperature at a rate of
0.1% / ◦C.
• It is stated that the maximum test Reynold’s number is Retest ≈ 0.8 × 106. Errors associated
with the correlation of wind tunnel results across widely different Reynolds numbers is discussed
in § 2.6.4 on page 59.
6.2.3 Boundary Layer Pressure Measurement
A boundary layer Pitot probe is utilised in the investigation of the raised-plane boundary layer devel-
opment. It is installed on the raised plane using a stand as discussed in § (4.4.2). At each position
measured, the stand is attached to the suction plane using four bolts. The traversing mechanism
utilises a standard micrometer movement. The resolution of the micrometer is 0.01mm. Any uncer-
tainty in the measurement stems from a lack of visual clarity during testing, however it is estimated
that that this is in the region of 30% of the resolution of the implement. The minimum elevation
interval utilised in the measurements is 0.5mm, thus the uncertainty in the elevation position as a
ratio of the minimum interval is approximately 0.3 (0.01) /0.5 ≈ 0.6%.
Due to the high velocity gradient in the lower part of the boundary layer, the sensed velocity is
different to the actual velocity. This error and steps to its resolution are discussed in § 2.6.2. The
presence of the Pitot probe in the boundary layer causes the streamlines to be deflected towards a
region of lower velocity, thus causing the Pitot tube to indicate a larger stagnation pressure than would
exist in its absence. Based on the geometry of the Pitot probe, the error in the fluid measurement is
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estimated [from Pankhurst and Holder, 1952] at approximately 0.1% at an angular offset of 5◦. The
Airflow PDM500 micro manometer discussed above is also utilised here.
6.2.4 Wind Tunnel Vertical Temperature Gradient
Due to the design and position of the wind tunnel inlet relative to the roof of the laboratory, a
temperature gradient is observed inside the tunnel. As the flow leaving the exhaust of the tunnel is
vented back into the lab, it passes under a corrugated steel roof, and re-enters the top of the inlet of
the tunnel. Flow from the ground floor is drawn up into the bottom half of the inlet of the wind tunnel.
The temperature gradient, 4t/4y, varies depending on the time of day and local weather conditions.
On a hot, sunny day this produces a steep temperature gradient of approximately 3◦C/m inside the
tunnel. The airflow temperature is used to calculate the local flow density, and the resulting Reynolds
number. The aforementioned gradient 4t/4 y = 3◦C/m results in a Reynolds number variation of
1.67% over the vertical range of the wind tunnel.
6.2.5 Wind Tunnel Interference
A possible source of inaccuracy is the blockage of air flow by the model and ground plane apparatus.
From equations 2.28 and 2.29 on page 58, the corrected pressure coefficients are derived. The combined
blockage ratio of the model and stand are calculated as 3.8%. This is generally regarded as a small
blockage, without the need to apply a correction factor.
6.2.6 Raised Plane Leading Edge Effects and Plate Flatness
Due to the blockage beneath the raised plane, it is possible that the flow impinging the leading edge
of the plate has a small upward velocity component. If this velocity component is great enough,
leading edge separation might occur, resulting in severe flow aberrations interfering with the test
model downstream.
Deviations in the profile of the raised-plane due to manufacturing or installation error may result
in a non-uniform boundary layer. The raised-plane is aligned with the horizontal plane (wind tunnel
floor) to an accuracy of less than 1◦ over the entire plan-form surface.S
6.2.7 Static Pressure Tappings
The static pressure tappings are discussed in § 4.4.1. The accuracy of the measured pressures is a
function of their design, and introduce a possible error, of the order of magnitude of 1% of the sensed
pressure coefficient [Chadwick, 1999]. Installation error may lead to small burrs on the vehicle surfaces
surrounding the tappings, thus increasing the level of local boundary layer disturbance. Further error
may be induced if the tapping was proud of the vehicle geometry. All tubing is regularly inspected
for cracks and joining errors which may result in slow leaks.
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6.2.8 Vehicle Ride-height Measurement
The ride-heights of the vehicle hgf,r are measured at the front and rear axle centre-lines. A standard
vernier caliper with an measurement accuracy of 0.01mm is used for the measurement. The resting
ride-heights are checked once the vehicle is set onto the raised-plane. If any deviation from the original
measurement is observed then the ride-heights are adjusted accordingly. Due to small differences
between the manufactured geometry and the numerical model, it is estimated that the ultimate
positional accuracy of the ride-height is within 2.5% of the installed height.
6.3 Observations
6.3.1 Boundary Layer Development
The boundary layer on the surface of the raised-plane is measured as described in § 6.1.1. With the
suction system turned off, the boundary layer profiles are measured at eight distinct points on the plate
(including two off-centre points). The dynamic pressure recordings are shown in figure 6.1 for stations
1 through 6 (refer to § 4.4.2 for the locations of the stations), where the associated measurement error
is shown for station 1. A rapid change in pressure gradient is seen between stations 1 and 2. The
pressure gradient change between stations 2 to 6 are far smaller.
The flow over the plate is observed to be smooth and attached at all locations studied. Small tufts
are attached between the leading edge of the raised-plane and the leading edge of the suction surface.
It is apparent that the flow over the centre-line is smooth, attached to the plate at all locations with
no visible signs of turbulent swirl. The comparison of tuft movement at the centre-line to off-centre
positions shows similar results. The flow in all locations is aligned with the axis of the tunnel, with
no visible cross-flow velocity component.
The boundary layer is investigated at points away from the plane centre-line (stations 7 and 8).
The development of the boundary layer pressure is shown in figure 6.2. It is seen that the dynamic
pressure is developed in an almost two-dimensional fashion across the measured width of the plane.
The pressure gradients at stations 7 and 8 appear similar, but are lower than the centre-line case.
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Figure 6.1: Unprocessed boundary layer dynamic pressures recorded at stations 1 through 6
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Figure 6.2: Boundary layer dynamic pressures recorded at stations 3, 7, and 8
6.3.2 Vehicle Surface Static Pressure Readings
The differential static pressure readings from each tapping are measured as described in § 6.1.2. A
large pressure range is observed for the top centre-line, while a relatively small range is observed for
pressures on the underside of the vehicle. In figure 6.3, the differential static pressures recorded over
the top center-line of the car are shown. Here, four experimental cases are shown, they are
• no rear wing installed and with the ground plane suction turned off;
• no rear wing installed and the suction turned on;
• rear wing attached with no suction applied;
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• rear wing attached and suction applied.
The suction pressures generated on the vehicle underbody for the cases described above are shown in
figure 6.4. Two observations are made here. Firstly, the addition of the rear wing leads to a reduction
in underbody pressures as predicted. Secondly, the utilisation of the suction system not only increases
the suction pressure but also changes the longitudinal pressure gradient from negative to positive.
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Figure 6.3: Differential Static Pressure on the upper-body surfaces
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A number of additional experiments are conducted. These include
• modifying the front and rear ride-height of the vehicle, and then testing at constant wind tunnel
speed with the suction system either enabled or disabled. This allows for the generation of data
which are compared to five numerical points.
• investigating Reynolds number sensitivity by varying the wind tunnel speed from 8m/s to 17m/s.
This gives a good base for comparisons with similar numerical investigations
• assessing the impact of the measurement technique on the value of the measurements. This is
achieved by modifying the routing of the pressure tubes at the rear of the vehicle thus eliminating
their presence in the vehicle wake.
• changing the vehicle’s underside geometry, in order to investigate the impact of small geometry
modifications on the flow in this sensitive region.
• testing the efficacy of the suction system by varying either the suction pressure or the wind
tunnel speed, and measuring the pressures developed on the vehicle surface.
6.3.3 Visualisation
Off-surface flow visualisation is accomplished with a helium bubble generator. The bubbles which
flow over the centre-line of the vehicle are illuminated using a light source positioned near the rear
of the tunnel. Complex vehicle geometry results in some shadowing, thus obscuring some details of
the flow. No helium bubbles survive the underbody passage, presumably due to impact with the steel
suction plate.
Surface shear stress distribution is investigated using an oil-powder film coating. Flow over the
top surfaces of the vehicle is illuminated adequately, however due to the complexity of the geometry,
some pooling of the oil-powder solution does occur. Ensuring a uniform coating of the solution applied
proves to be difficult as a result of the geometry. Illumination of underbody flow proves to be more
tricky, however reasonable flow visualisation is achieved for the front wing.
6.4 Data Processing
Two separate forms of data are processed in this report: qualitative and quantitative data. Quan-
titative data processing includes the reduction of pressure readings from boundary layer analysis,
and pressure data from surface static pressure investigations. Qualitative data analysis involves the
comparison of imagery taken of shear stress distributions, off-surface streamlines and tufted-flows to
the appropriate numerically predicted case. The quantitative data processing steps for the boundary
layer development are
1. measure the free-stream dynamic pressure q∞, and boundary layer stagnation pressure;
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2. calculate of the local dynamic pressure;
3. apply corrective factors to the account for the ’displacement effect’.
The quantitative data processing steps for the investigation of vehicle surface static pressure are
1. measure the free-stream dynamic pressure q∞, and surface static pressure;
2. use the known blockage ratio of the vehicle in the tunnel, to arrive at the corrected static
pressures;
3. reduce the corrected surface static pressures to coefficient form.
The qualitative data processing steps for investigation of flow on and near the vehicle surfaces are
1. capture imagery illustrating flow effects to be investigated;
2. reduce the complexity of the imagery to illustrate just the phenomenon being investigated;
3. compare and contrast the experimental flows with the numerically derived flows.
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Chapter 7
Presentation and Discussion of
Experimental and Numerical
Results
7.1 Introduction to Results
The results pertaining to one experiment and two separate numerical simulations are presented here.
Results from two forms of numerical verification are shown in section 7.2. First numerical simulation
of the Ahmed body is presented, and then results from the mesh independence study is shown in §
7.2.5. In section 7.3, the results from the numerical portion of the LMP study are presented. Results
pertaining to the experimental wind-tunnel testing of the 1/6th scale LMP model are presented in
section 7.4. Finally, the LMP numerical data is utilised for track-wise optimisation purposes, and the
results of this study are given in section 7.5.
7.2 Ahmed Body Numerical Results
7.2.1 Introduction to Ahmed Body Results
For the slant angles investigated, steady-state flows are sought. The simulations are considered to
have reached steady-state when the drag residual fell to below 1% of the steady-state value. In
most cases, the half-width of the model was studied, so as to increase the throughput of the system.
However, where full-width studies are conducted, a further convergence check was the comparison
between the left and right-hand side flow-fields. Table 7.1 contains the drag coefficient reported for
each component of the vehicle. A comparison is shown between current numerical results and those
of Guilmineau [2008], to experimental results of Ahmed and Baumert [1979]. The naming convention
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used is introduced in § 2.5.2. Noticeable is that the simulations yielded a good prediction of the
experimental drag for the 12.5◦ and 35◦ case (3.99% and 3.07% error respectively), and 6.67% error in
the case of the 25◦ backlight angle. A visual comparison is drawn between experimental and numerical
results in figure 7.1. In the figure, the superimposed dots refer to numerical data points.
α c∗k c
∗
b c
∗
s c
∗
r c
∗
w c
∗
p/c
∗
w%
12.5◦ Ahmed and Baumert [1979](Exp) 0.016 0.122 0.037 0.055 0.230 76%
κ− ω − SST 0.006 0.142 0.039 0.052 0.239 78. T
Error (to Exp) % 62.1% 16.7% 5.25% 5.84% 3.99% 2.97%
25◦ Ahmed and Baumert [1979](Exp) 0.020 0.070 0.140 0.055 0.285 80.7%
κ− ω − SST 0.004 0.071 0.138 0.053 0.266 80.87%
Error (to Exp) % 77.8% -1.44% 1.50% 4.26% 6.67% 0.62%
35◦ Ahmed and Baumert [1979] (Exp) 0.020 0.095 0.09 0.055 0.260 78.8%
Guilmineau [2008] (κ− ω − SST ) - - - - 0.313 -
κ− ω − SST 0.007 0.119 0.095 0.047 0.268 81.0%
Error (to Exp) % 64.6% -25.4% -6.12% 14.6% 3.07% 2.71%
Table 7.1: Overall drag force and component force validation
7.2.2 12.5 degree slant angle
As visualised below in figure 7.2a, there are two vertically-stacked regions of counter-rotating flow
immediately behind the vehicle, in agreement with both the experiment of Ahmed et al. [1984],
and Gilliéron and Chometon [1999], and numerical simulations of Franck et al. [2009]. As expected,
immediate flow separation occurs on the sharp corners of the model. The overall drag coefficient
agrees well with the experimental value of Ahmed and Baumert [1979]. For the 12.5◦ slant angle,
c∗s is over-predicted by 5.25% compared to the experimental value. c∗b is over-predicted by 16.7%. The
drag contribution from the nose c∗k is under-predicted by 62.1%. The drag force due to skin friction
acting on the centre-section c∗r is under-predicted by 5.45%. The resulting numerical drag coefficient
c∗wSST = 0.239, compared to c
∗
wEXP = 0.230. This represents a total error of 3.99%. The ratio of
pressure induced drag to skin friction drag c∗p/c∗w was found experimentally to be 76%. This compares
well to the numerical prediction of c∗p/c∗w = 78.3% - a 2.97% error.
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Figure 7.1: Component force comparison at backlight angles α = 12.5◦, 25◦, 35◦
In figures 7.2a and 7.3, the flow regime for the 12.5◦ slant angle is shown. The two stacked vortices,
A and B are shown in the wake of the vehicle. The relative size and position of A and B is shown
to correlate well with that of Franck and D’Elia [2004], as shown in figure 7.2b. The height of the
singular point N correlates well with the results from Franck and D’Elia [2004] and Gagnon and
Richard [2010]. The vortex C results from the separation of the shear layer from the side edges of the
rear slant.
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N
C
U∞
(a) Flow streamlines in the near wake
C
(b) Streamlines in the near wake, after Franck and D’Elia [2004]
Figure 7.2: Comparison of numerically predicted wake structure to numerical results of Franck and
D’Elia [2004]
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U∞
Figure 7.3: Flow over rear slant and wake flow structures for α = 12.5◦
The coefficient of pressure is shown in figure 7.4 at the centre-line position of the Ahmed body.
Numerical results are compared to that of Franck and D’Elia [2004]. At the nose section, the pressure
gradient on the bottom surface compares well to that of Franck and D’Elia [2004]. Near the back
of the nose however, large changes in pressure gradient are observed, where the current results do
not reflect this. There is a deviation in the recorded pressures on the under-surface of the vehicle,
however this does not amount to significant difference in drag as the surfaces here are horizontal. In
the current numerical results, there exists a suction peak at the leading edge of the slant, however
this peak is seen to be somewhat smaller and farther aft in the numerical data of Franck and D’Elia
[2004].
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Figure 7.4: Pressure coefficient on the Ahmed body, compared to Franck and D’Elia [2004]
7.2.3 25 degree slant angle
In the experiments conducted by Ahmed et al. [1984], Lienhart et al. [2000], two strong vortices were
found to emanate from the sides of the slant. The second finding was that the flow separates along the
vehicle centre-line at the top of the slant, and reattaches near the base of the slant. The numerically
predicted flow regime is illustrated in figure 7.5a. The position and shape of vortex A and B compares
well to that of Guilmineau and Queutey [2007] as shown in figure 7.5b, however neither numerical
simulation compares well to the experimental result of Ahmed et al. [1984] as shown in figure 7.5c.
Besides the difference in the flow regimes observed over the rear slant, the size and shape of the wake
vortices do not compare well to the experimental results.
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(a) Velocity vectors in the wake of the current 25◦ numerical model
(b) Velocity vectors in the wake of the 25◦ numerical model, after [Guilmineau and
Queutey, 2007]
(c) Experimentally derived velocity contours on centre-line [Ahmed et al.,
1984]
Figure 7.5: Comparison of flow over the rear slant and vortices in the near wake
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Like in the aforementioned experiments, the flow separates at the leading edge of the slant. How-
ever, unlike the experiments the SST k−ω turbulence model fails to indicate flow reattachment on the
slant. This finding is in agreement with Guilmineau [2008], who tested this turbulence model along
with five others. The author states that ’this case continues to pose strong challenges to turbulence
modeling’.
The near-wake is characterised by two counter-rotating vortices, the size and shape of which show
similarity to those presented in figure 2.20 on page 47, after Ahmed et al. [1984]. The length of the
recirculation zone behind the model was found by Ahmed et al. [1984] to be close to 200mm, however
in the simulation it was found to be 250mm. Streamlines of the two main flow regimes present in the
wake are shown in figure 7.6. The flow is shown to separate at the base of the rear face and at the
leading edge of the rear slant. The vortices emanating from the sides of the rear slant are shown, as
they are pulled downwards and inwards to the vehicle centre-line. Figure 7.7a shows the centre-line
profile of velocity over the vehicle. Here the flow is shown to separate at the slant leading edge and
not reattach at the base. This is compared to results of Moller et al. [2008] (7.7b) which wrongly
suggests the flow remains completely attached over the rear slant.
U∞
Figure 7.6: Flow regime for the 25◦ slant angle
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U∞
(a) Velocity Field for 25◦ slant angle
(b) Velocity Field for 25◦ slant angle, after Moller et al. [2008]
Figure 7.7: Comparison of velocity fields for 25◦ slant angle
In figures 7.8 to 7.10, a comparison is drawn between the numerical results and the experimental
results of Ahmed et al. [1984]. The figures have been formed using lateral planes positioned at
intervals x = 0.080m, 0.200m, and x = 0.500m behind the trailing edge of the vehicle. In figure 7.8,
the formation of the longitudinal vortices can be seen. Similarity is observed in the size, shape and
position of the numerically predicted vortices with the experimental case.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of streamline contours for x = 0.080m (right) to experiment of Ahmed et al.
[1984]
Figure 7.9: Comparison of streamline contours for x = 0.200m (right) to experiment of Ahmed et al.
[1984]
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of streamline contours , r x = 0.500m (right) to experiment of Ahmed et al.
[1984]
7.2.4 35 degree slant angle
In the experiment byLienhart et al. [2000], it was found that the two counter-rotating vortices aft
of the vehicle were weak. Flow over the top of the vehicle separates at the top of the slant, and
does not reattach on the slant. This flow regime is illustrated in figure 7.11. The centre-line profiles
of velocity and turbulent kinetic energy are shown in Appendix B. It can be seen that there are no
significant differences between the experimental and numerical data, except near the trailing edge of
the slant. The shear layers separating from the sides of the slant and rear-face curl up into a single
large longitudinal vortex.
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U∞
Figure 7.11: Flow regime for the 35◦ slant angle
The centre-line velocity profile is plotted in figure 7.12a. The turbulence model correctly predicts
the full separation of the flow field at the roof slant. By way of comparison, the results of Moller et al.
[2008] are shown. There is a discrepancy in the shape of the separated zone starting at the leading
edge of the slant.
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(a) Flow velocity field for 35◦ slant angle
(b) Velocity Field for 35◦ slant angle, after Moller et al. [2008]
Figure 7.12: Comparison of velocity fields for 35◦ slant angle
Considering the vehicle from the rear elevation, the wall shear stress distribution on the slant and
rear-face of the vehicle is presented in figure 7.13a. Good correlation is observed between these friction
lines and those of Guilmineau [2008], as seen in figure 7.13b. The small trailing-edge vortex marked
D is similar in size to that seen in figure 7.13b.
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(a) Wall shear on rear slant and rear-face of the 35◦ model
D
(b) Friction lines using κ− ω SST, from Guilmineau [2008]
Figure 7.13: Comparison of wall shear stress distribution on rear slant of 35◦ model
The symmetric plane velocity vectors are presented in figure 7.14a. As can be seen, there is a large
vortex A with its centre marked in the figure. There is a small vortex marked B. The ridge created
at the intersection between these two vortices results in the singular point N on the rear face of the
vehicle. Near the rear of the slant there exists a small trailing-edge vortex D resulting from secondary
flow separating from the upper edge of the rear face as it attempts to fill the low pressure region on
the rear slant. A close-up view of vortex D is shown in figure 7.14b. Comparison is made to results
of Guilmineau [2008], where in figure 7.15a similarity is shown between vortices A and B, as well as
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D. The singularity point on the rear face N is shown to occupy a very similar vertical position. A
close-up view of the small vortex D is shown in figure 7.15b, which appears to be slightly smaller than
that predicted in the current research.
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(a) General view of velocity vectors
D
(b) Zoomed view of velocity vectors
Figure 7.14: Centre-line velocity vectors in the wake of the 35◦ model
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(a) General view of velocity vectors [Guilmineau, 2008]
D
(b) Zoomed view of velocity vectors [Guilmineau, 2008]
Figure 7.15: Centre-line velocity vectors in the wake of the 35◦ model
The U velocity and turbulent kinetic energy profiles at points along the top surface of the Ahmed
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body are investigated. The predictions are compared to experimental results of Lienhart et al. [2000].
In figure 7.16, the velocity profiles over the rear slant are shown. There is an overestimation of the
amount of reverse flow near the middle of the slant at the boundary, and a large overestimation of
the turbulent kinetic energy there (see Appendix B). The full set of results is shown in Appendix B.
Experiment: Lienhart et al. (2000)
κ − ω SST
U∞
Figure 7.16: Centre-line velocity profiles over the slant of the 35◦ model, compared to Lienhart et al.
[2000]
7.2.5 Grid Independence Study
Grid independence studies are conducted on the 25◦ and 35◦ slant angle geometries. For each case, nine
meshes of increasing density are employed. The mesh refinement theory introduced in § 2.5.1 is applied,
according to the methodology presented in § 5.1. For each case, the drag coefficients corresponding
the finest three meshes are presented in figure 7.17 below.
For the 35◦ case, the drag coefficient (cd) for the finest mesh is given as 0.268, which is 3.07% off
from the exact value of 0.26 as found by Ahmed et al. The Richardson extrapolation was employed to
find the ’zero grid-spacing’ solution, which is given as 0.267± 2.78× 10−3, which is 2.69% from the
experimental value. Employing equation 2.12, the order of convergence γ is found to be 1.16. Utilising
a factor of safety Fs = 1.25, GCI23 = 3.34% and GCI12 = 1.04%. The ratio of GCI23 to GCI12 is
found to be 0.98. While this number cannot be safely approximated to unity, it indicates that the
solution obtained is within the asymptotic region of convergence. Based on this study we can estimate
that the numerical drag coefficient corresponding to the continuous-solution for the 35◦ slant angle
is 0.267, with an error band of 1.04%.
For the 25◦ case, the drag coefficient (cd) for the finest mesh is given as 0.266, which is 6.67% off
from the exact value of 0.285 as found by Ahmed et al. The Richardson extrapolation was again em-
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ployed to find the ’zero grid-spacing’ solution, which is given as 0.268±2.79×10−3, which is 5.93% from
the experimental value. Employing equation 2.12, the order of convergence γ is found to be 0.96. Util-
ising a factor of safety Fs = 1.25, GCI23 = 1.05% and GCI12 = 0.26%. The ratio of GCI23 to GCI12 is
found to be 1.006. This value is very nearly unity, and indicates that the solution obtained is within
the asymptotic region of convergence. Based on this study we can estimate that the numerical drag
coefficient corresponding to the continuous-solution for the 25◦ slant angle is 0.268, with an error band
of 1.03%.
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7.3 LMP II Numerical Results
7.3.1 Introduction to Numerical results
Aero-maps
Three-dimensional aerodynamic ’maps’ illustrate the performance envelope of the vehicle and its
constituent parts. The data are primarily produced for lap simulation purposes, the results of which
are shown in section 7.5. These maps are also useful in developing an understanding of the relationship
between the performance of the vehicle and its components to parameters such as front and rear
ride-height hgf,r . Parameters of interest include the downforce distribution ratio rcl , the overall
downforce cl, and the drag cd. As can be seen in the figures that follow, the front ride-height hgf
is varied in the range of 32mm < hgf < 68mm, while the rear height hgr is varied in the range of
38mm < hgf < 101mm. The resulting pitch α variation is −0.11◦ < α < 1.36◦. Some statistical
measures are provided as a means of correlating data-sets in this chapter. They are the
• arithmetic mean µ (x), which is used to find the average of the entire range or within a specific
range;
• statistical variance V ar (x), which is a measure of the statistical variation about the arithmetic
mean;
• Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient r (xy), as defined in § 2.4.10. It is a measure of
the strength and direction (positive or negative) of a correlation between two input quantities
(x and y).
In § 7.3.2, the performance of the vehicle is presented and discussed. In § 7.3.3, the performance of
the front wing is presented, followed in § 7.3.4 with the presentation of rear diffuser and underbody
performance. The performance parameters of the rear wing are discussed in § 7.3.5, and finally the
effect on the underbody flow by the wheels is shown and discussed in § 7.3.6. Aerodynamic forces
acting on the front and rear wheels are also presented and discussed here.
7.3.2 Overall Vehicle Performance
Introductory note
As the vehicle’s attitude is changed during braking and acceleration, so the projected frontal area Af is
modified. In the case of the high Reynolds number test, the minimum frontal area of Af,min = 1.694m2
is projected when α = 0◦; while the maximum frontal area of Af,max = 1.821m2 is projected when
α = 1.36◦. This represents an increase in frontal area of 7.51% as seen in figure 7.18 on page 120.
Overall downforce production
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Shown in figure 7.19 is a plot of the downforce production against hgf and hgr . The total downforce
peak cl = −1.84 is developed where hgf is minimised and hgr is maximised, at which point the vehicle
pitch α is 1.36◦. Considering the force contours, the downforce development is found to have a strong
vertical gradient (highly dependent on hgf ), and a weaker horizontal gradient (weak dependence on
hgr ). The production of downforce cl is minimised where α→ −0.6◦, and also where hgf is maximised.
The overall range of cl production is found to be −1.837 ≤ cl ≤ −0.730, which is equivalent to the
production of downforce between 1456 kg and 579 kg at 320 km/h.
The arithmetic mean µ (cl) of this variable range is found to be −1.33. The statistical variance of
this range is given by V ar (cl) = 0.081. The Pearson correlation for this set is r (hgf , cl) = 0.910: a
strong positive correlation; and r (hgr , cl) = −0.435: a weak negative correlation. The implication of
this primary finding is that an increase in overall downforce is strongly linked to a reduction in front
ride-height. The secondary finding is that an increase in overall downforce is moderately linked to an
increase in rear ride-height. Consequently, as the vehicle is pitched forwards (α ↑) so the downforce
production increases.
Downforce distribution ratio
The downforce distribution rcl ,shown in figure 7.20, is the ratio of downforce acting on the front axles
of the car clf to the total downforce cl. It is a measure of the pitching moment of the vehicle. The
production of downforce shifts to the front of the vehicle when hgf is minimised and hgr is maximised,
at which point α ≈ 1.36◦. At α = 1.36◦, rcl ≈ 70%, implying that 70% of the downforce is acting on
the front axles. At this point the centre of pressure cpr is positioned 945mm behind the front axle
centre-line, or 635mm fore of cg.
At α = −0.6◦, rcl ≈ 13%. At this point, the centre of pressure cpr is positioned just 370mm in
front of the rear axle centre-line. This implies a shift in the position of cpr of 1585mm. The static
margin xs is the distance between the centre of gravity and the centre of pressure. Over the studied
range, xs varies according to −635 < xs < 950mm. This range is illustrated in figure 7.21.
Over the studied range, µ (rcl) = 51%, while V ar (rcl) = 0.014. The value of µ (rcl) indicates
that even over this exaggerated range of vehicle pitch attitudes, the downforce distribution is fairly
evenly balanced between the front and rear axles. The current range of cpx seen in this experiment
would be deemed highly dangerous, however given appropriate suspension settings it is determined
that it would be feasible to achieve the correct aerodynamic balance with the current vehicle design.
By employing the Pearson correlation it is found that r (hgf , rcl) = −0.567, while r (hgr , rcl) =
0.736. These coefficients are both of moderate strength when considered in isolation, however through
investigation of the figure, it is clear that the variation of rcl shows a strong diagonal trend.
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Figure 7.18: Change in vehicle projected frontal area Af with vehicle pitch α◦
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Figure 7.19: Variation of the total vehicle downforce cl with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.20: Variation of the front downforce distribution rcl (% of total) with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.21: Movement of the centre of pressure cp
Front downforce production
The production of clf shown in figure 7.22 shows a similar trend to rcl . It can be seen that during
braking, the rear ride-height increases and the front ride-height decreases due to momentum transfer,
which leads to an increase in downforce acting on the front wheels - thus enhancing the braking
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capability. When the vehicle is accelerated out of a turn, the situation is reversed. This trend is
consistent, and monotonic. The range of front downforce production is −1.238 ≤ clf ≤ −0.110, which
amounts to a range of between 982kg and 87kg of front downforce production at 320 km/h. The
rate of change of clf in the vertical (hgf ) direction, ∂clf /∂hgf is seen to increase near α = 1.36◦,
and decrease near α = −0.6◦ from the average value which is found near the arithmetic centre of the
studied range. The mean µ
(
clf
)
of the range was found to be −0.699, which at a vehicle speed of
320km/h amounts to approximately 554kg of downforce acting on the front axle. The variance of this
range V ar (clf ) = 0.074.
The Pearson correlation for this set is r (hgf , clf ) = 0.815 and r (hgr , clf ) = −0.635. This implies a
strong positive relationship between the front ride-height and downforce generation in the front of the
vehicle, i.e. as the front ride-height is reduced so the aerodynamic performance of devices at the front
of the car are seen to improve. Conversely, a moderately negative relationship is shown between the
rear ride-height and the performance of the same components. As the rear ride-height is increased,
so components which are fore of the front axle are lowered toward the ground, enhancing the ground
effect forces. A direct comparison between the development of clf with front and rear ride-height can
be drawn between this research and that of Zhang et al. [2011] (as introduced in § 2.4.10 on page 38).
It is uncertain whether Zhang et al.’s results are numerical or experimental-based, however a similar
trend is observed.
Rear downforce production
As shown in figure 7.23, the production of rear downforce clr is much more complex than that of clf .
There appears to be a subtle horizontal (hgr ) gradient here, and a local maximum. The variable range
was found to be −0.972 ≤ clr ≤ −0.283. At 320 km/h, this amounts to a production of between 770kg
and 224kg of downforce at the rear axles. µ (clr ) was found to be −0.629, which is approximately 500kg
of downforce at 320km/h. The variance of this range V ar (clr ) = 0.014 - a five times smaller variance
than for the case of clf , indicating that the clr is more independent of changes to ride-height than clf .
This is probably due to the fact that the majority of the rear-based downforce is generated by the rear
wing, which is almost entirely independent of the ride-height variables. Here the Pearson correlation
is found to be r (hgf , clr ) = −0.656, and r (hgr , clr ) = −0.721. A lack of correlation to hgf is visible in
the figure, however some limited correlation is seen to indicating that with increasing rear ride-height,
a reduction in rear-based downforce is seen. It is probable that rear diffuser performance is degraded
by increasing hgr . As hgr increases, so do both the terminating height h2 and inlet or ’mouth’ height
h1 of the rear diffuser (see § 2.3.4 on page 20). It is well known that diffuser performance is strongly
related to the ratio between these two variables, thus any increase in the mouth height will have an
adverse effect on the performance.
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Figure 7.22: Variation of the front downforce clf with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.23: Variation of the rear downforce clr with hgf and hgr
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Total aerodynamic drag
In figure 7.24, the variation of total vehicle drag cd is shown. cd is shown to have a stronger relationship
to the hgr than hgf . The range of total drag is relatively small, being 0.370 ≤ cd ≤ 0.436. This
correlates to a drag force of between 293kg and 345kg at 320km/h. The arithmetic mean µ (cd) =
0.408, corresponding to a drag force of 323kg at 320km/h. The variance of this range V ar (cd) =
3.47 × 10−4, which is notably more subtle than the case for V ar (cl). The relationship between
hgr and cd appears consistent and monotonic at small values of hgf , however at higher values of
hgf , this trend is less well defined. The Pearson correlation for this set is r (hgf , cd) = −0.313 and
r (hgr , cd) = 0.829. This confirms the analysis of the figure, affirming that the relationship between cd
and hgf is weak, and that the relationship between cd and hgr is strongly positive (as hgr increases,
so does cd).
Overall aerodynamic efficiency
The aerodynamic efficiency  is a non-dimensional ratio of the produced downforce to the induced
drag (cl/cd). It is an indicator of the fitness of a design, and is used to track performance changes
which arise due to different parameters such as hgf and hgr .
The overall vehicle efficiency is plotted in figure 7.25. The range of efficiency is −4.304 ≤  ≤
−1.884, while µ () = −3.279. A strong negative relationship is shown between hgf and  - as the front
ride-height is reduced so the efficiency grows more negative, here r (hgf , ) = 0.960. No correlation at
all is shown between rear ride-height and efficiency, with r (hgr , ) = −0.276. The efficiency variation
is dominated largely by the change in downforce, with the variation in drag seen to be relatively small
over the same range. (The variance ratio V ar (cl) : V ar (cd) = 366 : 1).
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Figure 7.24: Variation of the total vehicle drag cd with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.25: Variation of the aerodynamic efficiency  with hgf and hgr
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Further parameter analysis
In order to further quantify the level of parameter sensitivity to the vehicle operational parameters
such as α, hgf and hgr , the aero-maps are reduced to two-dimensional form. This is achieved by
selectively averaging the data in either the x (hgr direction) or in the y (hgf direction).
Nett downforce and drag with ride height change
In figure 7.26 the variation of net downforce and drag is shown as functions of both hgf and hgr .
The horizontal axis of the plot represents both front and rear ride-height. Data averaged in the hgr -
direction are presented on the left-hand side, while data averaged in the hgf -direction are shown on
the right. The middle of the graph represents α ≈ 0, while the extreme left and right represent
positive pitch angles. Here it is shown that the overall downforce coefficient cl is strongly related to
hgf , and only weakly to hgr . This is most likely due to the high gradient of downforce production
of the front wing, which operates in very high ground effect. It is also shown that cd is sensitive to
hgr , but is almost completely insensitive to hgf . The sensitivity of drag to hgr is probably due to an
increase in projected frontal area, and an increase in the terminating height at the rear of the vehicle.
A decrease in diffuser pressure-recovery efficiency could also contribute slightly to this increase. The
Pearson correlation set is as follows: r (hgf , cl) = 0.985; r (hgr , cl) = −0.741; r (hgf , cd) = −0.271;
r (hgr , cd) = 0.946.
Downforce production with ride height change
Presented in figure 7.27 are the variations of lifting coefficients clf , and clr when averaged either in
the hgr or hgf -directions. The figure shows that both averaging-directions produce almost linear data
curves for clf , however, this method seems to fail to capture any meaningful relationship between
clr and either hgf or hgr . The averaging-directions produced slightly different variable ranges for
clf and clr . For horizontal averaging, −0.354 < clf < −1.01, and −0.508 < clr < −0.721; while
for vertical averaging, −0.328 < clf < −0.969, and −0.568 < clr < −0.834. The front downforce
coefficient shows a strong increase over the ranges of hgf and hgr . When considering the relationship
between hgf and clf , it was found that r (hgf , clf ) = 0.985, indicating a strong positive correlation.
When considering hgr and clf , it was found that r (hgr , clf ) = −0.914. However, the correlation was
weaker when comparing clr to either hgf or hgr : r (hgr , clr ) = 0.721 and r (hgf , clr ) = 0.659.
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Figure 7.26: Variation of net downforce and drag with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.27: Variation of front and rear downforce coefficients with hgf and hgr
Aerodynamic efficiency with ride height change
The overall aerodynamic efficiency  is shown in figure 7.28. A strong relationship exists between
overall vehicle efficiency  and hgf , no relationship can be confidently shown between  and hgr . This
is explained by considering that the changes to the efficiency of the vehicle are dominated by large
changes in the vehicle downforce (see figure 7.26), with change in vehicle drag seen to be substantially
lower. Secondly, the changes in downforce are most severe when the front ride-height is modified (also
shown in figure 7.26).
This is an indication that the efficiency of the car is most sensitive to changes in the airflow-regime
which result from hgf changes. The change in efficiency due an increase in hgr is marginal. Although
a positive trend is visible here, the correlation confidence is much weaker. Nevertheless both data-
sets indicate that a decrease in hgf or an increase in hgr produce gains in efficiency. The Pearson
correlation set is as follows: r (hgf , ) = −0.994; r (hgr , ) = 0.552.
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Figure 7.28: Variation of overall aerodynamic efficiency with hgf and hgr
Development of front and rear downforce with vehicle pitch α
Where multiple tests have been carried out at the same vehicle pitch, the resulting aerodynamic
performances are averaged, leading to a more simplified comparison between α and the vehicle per-
formance. The development of clf and clr with α is shown in figure 7.29. clf is shown to be highly
sensitive to changes in α, while clr is shown to be roughly independent of α. The correlation between
vehicle pitch and front downforce is shown to be very strong, with r (α, clf ) = −0.967. By comparison,
r (α, clr ) = 0.254.
The ratio of clf to cl (defined earlier as rcl) is shown in figure 7.30. At αmax, rcl = 67.43%, while
at αmin rcl = 12.77%. Over this exaggerated range of α, the mean value of r¯cl = 51.02%. This balance
occurs at α ≈ 0.643◦.
At each station of vehicle pitch, the drag cd is found. As shown in figure 7.31, the drag is seen to
increase by 13.45% from cd = 0.38 at α = 0◦ to cd = 0.44 at α = 1.36◦. The increase is approximately
linear with r (α, cd) = 0.895.
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7.3.3 Front Wing
The performance of the front wing is discussed in this section. The front wing is shown in figure 1.2
and 1.3 on page 6. The wing is composed of two main sections. The primary part is the centre-section
with a chord cw of 850mm and a span of bw = 1000mm. The secondary part is a ’foot plate’ which is
attached to the tips of the centre-section and spans outward to the width of the vehicle. The foot-plate
is designed to minimise cross-flow and improve the efficiency of the front wing.
The wing is operated at different heights hw above the ground plane (where hw is the smallest
distance between the ground and the wing over the wing chord), and at different vehicle pitch angles
α. The steepest pitch, and lowest wing heights are seen where hgr is maximised and where hgf is
minimised. As seen in figure 7.32, clfr.wing develops in a diagonal trend, the change being linear
and monotonic (where clfr.wing is the downforce produced by the front wing). The wing height
ranges between 51mm ≤ hw ≤ 127mm. The foot-plate is somewhat lower to the road, and ranges
between 11.5mm ≤ hwf ≤ 83mm. The Pearson correlation set is as follows: r (hgf , clfr.wing ) = 0.828;
r (hgr , clfr.wing ) = −0.637, thus confirming the trends visible in the figure.
cdfr.wing is shown in in sub-figure 7.33. The gradient of drag production is shown to be highest
near αmax, and a lowest near αmin. The minimum and maximum downforce levels seen in this range
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are −1.355 < clfr.wing < −0.658, corresponding to downforce at 320 km/h of between 1074kg and
521kg. The Pearson correlation set is as follows: r (hgf , cdfr.wing ) = −0.682; r (hgr , cdfr.wing ) = 0.605.
Considering the contours of induced drag, it is observed that a diagonal ridge spans the range. This
is due to the development of wing stall in the form of trailing edge separation. After this point, the
gradient of drag production increases rapidly, leading to a large drop in efficiency. Downforce is seen
to continue unabated past this point. Front wing efficiency fr.wing as shown in figure 7.34 is seen to
peak and then reduce as α is increased further.
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Figure 7.32: Variation of the downforce clfr.wing with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.33: Variation of the drag cdfr.wing with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.34: Variation of the aerodynamic efficiency fr.wing with hgf and hgr
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In figure 7.35 the downforce coefficient produced by the front wing is shown with a change in vehicle
pitch. As the vehicle is pitched forwards, the lifting coefficient increases. The Pearson correlation
for this set is found to be strongly positive, with r
(
α, clfr.wing
)
= 0.920. The front wing operates in
close proximity to the ground. The non-dimensional height hw/cw is the ratio of minimum ground
clearance to wing chord. This ratio was found to vary between 0.06 ≤ hw/cw ≤ 0.14. The downforce
benefit has been normalised by the case of hfr.wing/cfr.wing = 0.14 - resulting in figure 7.36. Here
an indication of the magnitude of downforce gained through reducing the ground clearance is given.
For this range, r (h/c, clnorm) = −0.95. The relationship is linear and monotonic, and does not show
a clear maximum near hfr.wing/cfr.wing → 0.06.
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Figure 7.35: Change in lifting coefficient clfr.wing with vehicle pitch α
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Figure 7.36: Variation of ground effect downforce acting on front wing
The coefficient of pressure on the suction surface of the front wing is shown in figure 7.37 for
vehicle pitch α = −0.57◦ and α = 1.36◦. The local shear stress distribution is overlayed. The case of
α = −0.57◦ is illustrated in figure 7.37a. Here, the flow remains attached until the trailing edge of the
wing element. The flow over the wing is predominantly two-dimensional. Due to intersecting vehicle
geometry, the rear centre-section of the wing is obstructed, resulting in some flow redistribution. The
characteristics of the flow near the foot plate are illustrated by the shear stress distribution there.
The flow shows some two-dimensionality, however flux in toward the centre of the wing is evident. A
single stress-contour is shown deviating outward, indicating outward flux. This is due to a strong jet
vortex emanating from the base of the front wheel. On the top surface of the wing, the maximum
pressure recorded is 4.782 × 103 Pa, while on the suction surface the minimum pressure recorded is
−1.172× 104 Pa.
For α = 1.36◦, trailing-edge separation is shown in figure 7.37b. In this case, the flow is seen to
separate along the entire span, with significant recirculation zones present. The flow in the attached
region of the wing section is still largely two-dimensional. However, the shear stress contours indicate
a large inward velocity component over the foot-plate. In this case, there is no flux accelerated
outward around the front wheel. On the top surface of the wing, the maximum pressure recorded is
4.697× 103 Pa, while on the suction surface the minimum pressure recorded is −3.002× 104 Pa - this
is significantly more negative than that developed where α = −0.57◦
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(a) Mainly attached flow over trailing edge of front wing,
α = −0.57◦
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(b) Detached flow near trailing edge of front wing, α = 1.36◦
Figure 7.37: Flow regimes in region of front wing with vehicle pitch α
In figure 7.39, the pressure coefficient acting at the root (centre-line position) of the front wing
is shown. In the figure, five vehicle attitudes are shown: α = 1.36◦, 0.66◦, 0.59◦, 0.12◦, and −0.59◦.
Where α is maximised, the front wing is brought closer to the ground plane. This induces a stronger
jet underneath the wing and thus reduces the surface static pressure over the chord. The suction
peak of cp,max = −6 near the entrance of the under-wing channel reduces to cp,max = −2.4 when α is
minimised. The adverse pressure gradient becomes steeper at higher angles of vehicle pitch. The air
stagnates at the leading edge of the wing, leading to a cp of 1. Positive pressures are maintained on
the top surface of the wing, and little sensitivity to vehicle pitch is seen. By comparison, the pressure
indicated in figure 7.39 represents flow at y/bw = 0.375. Compared to the root, the suction pressures
are seen to show much similarity, except in the region of x/cw < 0.1. Here the suction peaks generated
at the entrance to the under-wing channel are substantially larger at the root. A second difference is
near the upper trailing edge, where for y/bw = 0.375 the pressure is seen to reduce. This is due to
flow accelerating through a converging duct just above the front wing.
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Figure 7.38: Comparison of coefficient of pressure on wing surface at vehicle pitch angles α, at the
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Figure 7.39: Comparison of coefficient of pressure on wing surface at vehicle pitch angles α, at the
mid-span position y/bw = 0.375
In addition to representing the pressures on longitudinal planes (stream-wise direction), it is useful
to visualise the pressures on lateral planes (cross-flow direction). In figures 7.40 to 7.43, the pressures
generated on the underside of the front wing are shown at different cross-flow planes. The flow is shown
for cases of α = 1.36◦, 0.59◦ and −0.59◦. The planes investigated are the leading edge x/cw = 0,
and x/cw = 0.1, 0.4, and 0.6. The root of the wing y/bw = 0 is shown on the left of the figures. As
α increases, so the span-wise pressure coefficient reduces. At y/bw = 0.5, a sudden pressure drop is
seen for all planes. This is due to a geometry transition between the curved wing and the foot-plates.
As a result of both air moving inward under the footplates and the sharp geometry transition, a
vortical structure is formed which reduces the pressure in the region. Its effect can be seen in all the
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aforementioned figures. It is strongest for higher vehicle pitch angles and is seen to travel the length
of the wing while reducing in strength.
For higher angles of α, less two-dimensionality in the pressure coefficient is seen near the leading
edge. However, between 0.1 < x/cw < 0.40 the pressure coefficient is roughly constant over the span
of the wing. Nearer the trailing edge of the wing, interference effects between the wing and the vehicle
body result in rapidly decreasing suction pressures. This is most clear near the root of the wing.
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Figure 7.40: Lateral profiles of pressure coefficient on the front wing, at x/cw = 0
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Figure 7.41: Lateral profiles of pressure coefficient on the front wing, at x/cw = 0.10
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Figure 7.42: Lateral profiles of pressure coefficient on the front wing, at x/cw = 0.40
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Figure 7.43: Lateral profiles of pressure coefficient on the front wing, at x/cw = 0.60
7.3.4 Rear Diffuser and Underbody
Rear diffuser
In this subsection, the performance of the rear diffuser is presented and discussed. The geometry
is described in section 1.2 on page 4, and cross-sections of the surfaces are shown in figure 2.7 on
page 21. In figures 7.44 and 7.45, cldiffuser and cddiffuser are shown. There appears to be a diagonal
ridge where cldiffuser and cddiffuser are local maximums. Both cldiffuser and cddiffuser are minimised
where hgf is maximised. The production of downforce appears to be most stable in the lower-left
quadrant - the rate of change of cldiffuser in the vertical and horizontal (hgf and hgr ) directions,
∂cldiffuser/∂hgf and ∂cldiffuser/∂hgr is far lower than that seen in the upper left and right quadrants,
indicating a more stable operating point.
The surface area of the diffuser measures 1.5m2, and it produces downforce between −0.665 <
cldiffuser < −0.048 . This represents a reduction in downforce production of 92.7% between the highest
and lowest downforce positions. At 320 km/h, the downforce produced by this panel varies between
38 kg and 527 kg. In figure 7.45, cddiffuser is shown. The performance envelope is characterised by the
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same overall pattern. A variation of −0.111 < cddiffuser < −0.010 is seen, indicating a drop in drag
production of 90.8% between the highest and lowest drag positions.
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Figure 7.44: Variation of cldiffuser with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.45: Variation of cddiffuser with hgf and hgr
The efficiency of the diffuser, diffuser is shown in figure 7.61. The efficiency is shown to range be-
tween 4.42 < diffuser < 6.92. The highest efficiency is seen when hgr is minimised. Where hgf is low
(hgf < 50mm), the development of the efficiency is linear and monotonic with hgr : r (hgr , diffuser) =
0.94. A plateau is reached when both hgf and hgr are minimised. Where hgf is high, the efficiency of
the diffuser is reduced somewhat.
In figure 7.47, the relationship between the downforce and drag production is shown. As the
downforce increases, the drag is shown to linearly increase. A good correlation between the overall
downforce and the induced drag is seen. The Pearson correlation r (cddiffuser , cldiffuser ) = 0.990.
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Figure 7.46: Variation of diffuser with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.47: cddiffuser vs cldiffuser
As discussed above, figure 7.46 plots the efficiency of the diffuser diffuser with hgf and hgr . If the
data is averaged in the hgr direction, a comparison can be drawn between changes in hgf and diffuser.
Conversely, if the data is averaged in the hgf direction, a comparison can be drawn between changes
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in hgr and diffuser. The result is illustrated in figure 7.48. As expected, a strong relationship is
shown between diffuser and hgr . As hgr is reduced, so the efficiency of the diffuser rises.
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Figure 7.48: Relationship between diffuser and hgf , hgr
Given the set of vehicle ride-heights and pitch angles, the diffuser inlet height h1, outlet height
h2, and diffuser aspect ratio AR are found. The theoretical pressure recovery Cpi (as introduced in
§ 2.3.4) is found for the portfolio of tests. The actual pressure recovery coefficient C¯p is that efficiency
achieved practically. In this instance, it is based on numerically generated data. In figure 7.49, both
sets of efficiency data are shown. There is a large mismatch between the theoretical efficiency and
the actual (numerically derived) efficiency. The exact ranges are 91% ≤ Cpi ≤ 98%, while the actual
pressure recovery range is 3% ≤ C¯p ≤ 43%. The range in the data produced by the theoretical
equation is roughly six times smaller than that found using the numerical data. Noticeable from the
plot is a similarity in the trend of the data. If the Pearson correlation theory is applied to compare
these two data-sets, the correlation appears strongly positive as suspected: r (Cpi, C¯p) = 0.990, this
is shown in figure 7.50.
In attempting to reconcile the difference in the predictions, one may consider that several key effects
may lead to the reduction in performance. It is noted that the equations applied are suited for smooth
laminar flow over surfaces which are described as ’two-dimensional’. As noted in section 1.2 on page 4,
the underfloor region is described by multiple complex geometries, thus it would be unreasonable to
expect two-dimensional flow over any considerable width of the vehicle. Turbulent artifacts shed from
items such as the spinning wheels, front wing, etc do enter the underbody channel - the presence of
these fluid structures lower the ability of the diffuser to recover energy from the airflow.
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Figure 7.49: Theoretical and actual pressure recovery coefficient of rear diffuser
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Figure 7.50: Comparison of the trends produced by Cpi and C¯p
Underbody
The underbody part is a predominantly flat section, 2000mm wide and 1880mm long. Refer to
section 1.2 on page 4 for a diagrammatic representation of the region, while cross-sections of the
surfaces are shown in figure 2.7 on page 21. The leading edge of the panel is positioned in line with
the front wheel centre-line, while the rear edge intersects the rear diffuser inlet. The results shown in
figure 7.51a show a similar trend in downforce production to the rear diffuser discussed above. The
downforce development occurs in a diagonal direction toward αmax. Another similarity to the diffuser
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is the existence of a downforce ridge, where clunderbody is a maximum. Beyond this ridge, the downforce
development is seen to reduce somewhat. The drag coefficient is shown in figure 7.51b. cdunderbody
appears fairly small near αmin. As the downforce ridge is approached (as in figure 7.51a), the drag
increases. Critically, beyond the ridge, cdunderbody does not reduce, but continues to increase.
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(b) Variation of cdunderbody with hgf and hgr
Figure 7.51: Performance of the underbody with hgf and hgr
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The efficiency underbody is presented in figure 7.52. The efficiency of the underbody is found to be
very high near αmin. However the efficiency rapidly reduces near α = 0.5◦, after which it evens out
toward αmax. The surface area of the underfloor panel measures 3.6m2, and it produces downforce
between −1.827 < cldiffuser < −0.129 . This represents a reduction in downforce production of 92.9%
between the highest and lowest downforce positions. At 320 km/h, the downforce produced by this
panel varies between 102 kg and 1448 kg. In figure 7.45, cddiffuser is shown. The performance envelope
is characterised by the same overall pattern. A variation of −0.111 < cddiffuser < −0.010 is seen,
indicating a drop in drag production of 90.8% between the highest and lowest drag positions.
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Figure 7.52: Variation of underbody with hgf and hgr
Lines of wall shear stress on the underbody and diffuser panels are shown in figure 7.53. In figure
7.53a, α = 1.36◦. The position of the front and rear wheels are as shown. In the region immediately
behind the front wheel, two steady longitudinal vortices C1 and C2 are initiated. The midpoint
between the vortices is shown with a ’singular line’ L which is initiated at the midpoint of C1 and C2
and extends into the rear diffuser. C1 is a result of the flow curling round the wheel surface, and C2 is
due to flow entering the underbody on the inner side of the wheel. C2 is found to be somewhat weaker
than C1, however both are maintained throughout the length of the underbody. A visual comparison
can be made between the wall shear stress shown here, and the actual vortex shape in figure 7.55a on
page 151.
Upon impinging with the diffuser strake X (also shown in figure 7.55a), vortex C2 is re-energised
and grows in size - dominating the inner diffuser channel. Vortex C1 curls into the outer channel,
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where it interacts with flow which is entering the channel from the rear wheel housing, resulting in a
medium sized vortex E which carries through the entire length of the diffuser tunnel.
Behind the front wheel, there is a net inflow of air into the underbody section. This is visible due
the direction of the local wall shear stresses, but also to the distortion in the path of the front wheel
vortices (drawn inwards toward centre-line). However, at α = 0 there is far less constriction between
the front wheels for the flow to efficiently enter the underbody section (front wing is higher), and as a
result there is far less flow entering from the side of the underbody. This is visualised by comparing
the shear stress distribution seen in figure 7.53b to that of 7.53a.
In figure 7.53c, α = −0.59◦. The leading edge of the underbody panel is higher than its trailing
edge. This results in a higher volume of flow into the underbody section. The vortices emanating from
the front wheel are seen to curl outwards before entering the outer diffuser channel. In all cases, the
flow is considered to be roughly two-dimensional over at most a quarter of the width of the underbody
panel, from the leading edge up to x/L = 0.5.
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Figure 7.53: Flow regime near underbody panel at different vehicle pitches
In figure 7.54, the velocity of the flow regimes are shown on a horizontal plane 10 mm above the
ground plane. In figure 7.54a, α = 1.36◦. Here a strong jet vortex (marked A in the figure) is seen
to emanate from the base of the front wheel. However, this vortex is only generated on the inner
(lower pressure) side of the front wheel. The size and strength of the recirculation zone marked B
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behind the front wheel is relatively small. Two vortices (Actually C1 and C2 collectively marked C)
are pulled inwards toward the rear centre-line of the car near position D. A jet vortex is seen on the
lower pressure side of the rear wheel. Flow from this vortex is seen to split and feed into both the
inner and outer diffuser channels.
By comparison, the flow regime at α = −0.59◦ shows some marked differences. Firstly, two jet
vortices A and B are shown to emanate from the front wheels. The recirculation zone behind the
front wheel is stronger and more sizable. The vortices marked C are first curled outward and then
into the outer diffuser channel. The overall pressures under the underbody and diffuser centre-line
sections are somewhat higher, causing some underbody flow to exit outward between the front and
rear wheels. There is a large zone of recirculating air behind the rear wheel in this case.
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Figure 7.54: Flow on XY plane 10mm above the ground
In figure 7.55, the vortices which are developed in the underbody and diffuser section are visualised.
As before, the vortices emanating from the region surrounding the front wheel, C1 and C2 are shown
curling into the diffuser channels. As C1 moves over the the leading edge of the diffuser strake marked
X, it curls into the lower pressure side of the strake, and forms a vortex marked F . Vortices C1 and
C2 are substantially diminished as they enter the diffuser tunnel. However, due to the blunt geometry
and sharp corners near the rear wheel, the vortex E is developed. This vortex receives air from the
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rear wheel well in a cross-flow direction.
In figure 7.55b a plan view of the vortex system is shown. The vortices are coloured by magnitude
of cross-flow velocity. In contrast to the highly vortical systems leading into the diffuser channels, the
flow near the centre-line of the vehicle is mostly two-dimensional.
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(a) Vortex formation in underbody and diffuser section for α = 0◦
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(b) Plan view of vortex formation in underbody for α = 0◦
Figure 7.55: Views of vortex formation in the underbody for α = 0◦
Vortices which develop under the vehicle are shown on vertical cross-flow planes in figures 7.56
to 7.59. The planes of measurement are: x = −0.13m, 0m, 0.17m, and 0.31m. For each case, two
diametrically opposed vehicle pitch angles are shown, α = 1.36◦ and −0.57◦.
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For x = −0.13m
In figure 7.56a, one large vortex F occupies the main diffuser channel. The left-hand diffuser channel
is occupied by the far smaller vortex E. The two vortices are constrained by the local rectangular
geometry and the ground plane. E is an oval shape with its primary axis on the vertical plane, while
F is aligned to the horizontal plane. Just on the left-hand side of the smaller diffuser channel, a
small vortex G is seen partially sealing the space between the bodywork and the road surface. It
is understood that this vortex has the flow around the rear wheel as its origin. By comparison,
figure 7.56b shows the flow regime for α = 1.36◦. Again a large primary vortex F occupies the main
diffuser channel. However, near the centre-line there is shown a secondary, smaller vortex H which is
understood to originate from flow separating from the centre-section of the underbody. In the smaller
diffuser channel, the vortex E is now more developed, however it is now constrained vertically by the
small vortex G which has expanded vertically to continue sealing the diffuser from cross-flow.
For x = 0m
In figure 7.57a, the development of the flow at x = 0m is shown. The aforementioned vortices are
maintained in intensity, size and position. The attachment point of the wing mount is on the high-
pressure side of the wing. The design of these attachments is shown (albeit with changes) in figure 1.2
on page 5. This is to reduce the effect of shedded artifacts on the sensitive suction surface of the wing.
Point I illustrates the effect that the ’swan mounts’ have on the suction surface of the flap element.
Despite the removal of the mount from the suction surface, there is significant local separation and
flow reversal on the suction side of the flap. This is seen to be due to a reduction in flow velocity and
quality through the slot gap, resulting in a momentum deficiency in the flap’s suction-side boundary
layer.
Beyond x = 0m
In figure 7.58 the effect of the wing mounts is still visible. The vortices begin to shift and change shape
as they are no longer bound by the vehicle geometry. Figure 7.58 to 7.59 show vortices of diminishing
size and intensity. The wing-tip vortex corresponding to α = −0.59◦ is shown to shift inwards as the
plane of measurement is traversed rearwards.
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Figure 7.56: Flow vectors on Y Z plane at X = −0.13m from the trailing edge
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Figure 7.57: Flow vectors on Y Zplane at X = 0m from the trailing edge
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Figure 7.58: Flow vectors on Y Zplane at X = 0.17m from the trailing edge
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Figure 7.59: Flow vectors on Y Zplane at X = 0.31m from the trailing edge
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7.3.5 Rear Wing
In figures 7.60, 7.61 and 7.62, the performance envelope of the wing is shown. The rear wing exhibited
some sensitivity to changes in vehicle pitch α. As expected, as α was increased so the wing’s lifting
coefficient clwing increased, where here the coefficient has been modified to use the plan area of the wing
instead of the frontal area of the car. The coefficient of lift varied between −3.56 ≤ clwing ≤ −3.06,
while 0.408 ≤ cdwing ≤ 0.468 - representing an efficiency range of 7.11 ≤ wing ≤ 8.47. At 320km/h,
the downforce produced was in the range of 584kg and 680kg while the drag ranged between 14kg and
26kg.
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Figure 7.60: Variation of clwing with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.61: Variation of cdwing with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.62: Variation of wing with hgf and hgr
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In figure 7.63, the downforce production is shown as a function of vehicle pitch. The Pearson
correlation for this range is r (clwing , α) = 0.900. Due to the fixed relationship between the wing angle
of attack and the vehicle pitch, the figure could be understood to illustrate the change in downforce
with small increases in wing attitude.
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Figure 7.63: clwing as a function of vehicle pitch α
In figure 7.64, the pressure acting on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing and flap are shown.
Here the pressure is measured on lateral (cross-flow) planes. It is noted that pressure on the upper
surfaces is relatively constant both along the wingspan, and also at different longitudinal planes. There
is a small dip in the positive pressure near y/bw = 0.18 at the wing’s leading edge (x/cw = 0.05). This
is due to vortex shedding around the wing mounting. Compared to the pressure traces for the upper
surfaces, those corresponding to the lower (suction side) surfaces indicate a wide range of pressures.
At the wing’s leading edge (bottom trace), the peak suction pressure is represented by cp ≈ −4.7 at
the centre-line. Observed is the pressure spike near y/bw = 0.18, corresponding to the wing mount
location. Subsequent pressure traces further aft on the wing surface reveal that the impact of the
wing mount on the pressures here is rather low. The first pressure trace on the flap is near its leading
edge, and immediately obvious is the large pressure spike recorded at y/bw = 0.18. It is surmised that
the drop in pressure is due to a reduction in momentum flux through the slot-gap in the wing. This
crucial lack of momentum in the boundary layer on the flap causes the flow to separate.
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Figure 7.64: Span-wise pressure coefficient cp on wing and flap upper and lower surfaces
Development of pressure in a chordal direction is shown in figure 7.65. The pressure trace is
separated for the wing and flap element. Ten stations are measured at intervals down the wingspan.
The station y/bw = 0.18 is positioned on the same plane as the wing mounts. A reduction in suction
pressure near the leading edge is seen, however the interference is small with stations either side
showing little decrease in performance. However when considering the flap, it is noticeable that there
is a far larger reduction in suction pressure at y/bw = 0.18, and a far more significant region of the
flap surface is affected.
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Figure 7.65: Chord-wise pressure coefficient cp on wing and flap upper and lower surfaces
Except for the interference due to the wing mounting, the flow is seen to be largely two-dimensional
on the wing and flap. In figure 7.66, this is illustrated. There is a noticeable decrease in shear stress
near y/bw = 0.18 due to a reduction in momentum in the wake of the mounting. The size of this wake
is seen to increase to the trailing edge of the wing. On the flap, the flow is shown to separate near
x/cw = 0.85. Two counter-rotating vortices are shown at the trailing edge of the flap. The pressures
achieved on the suction surfaces of the wing and flap are shown in figure 7.67. Here it is shown that
the lifting profile is roughly constant along the span. This is due to the incorporation of variable-twist
in the wing design, and the quality of the air it is receiving Near y/bw = 0.18; x/cw = 0, a reduction
in suction pressure is observed due to the presence of the wing mount directly upwind.
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Figure 7.66: Wall shear stress distribution on the suction side of the wing and flap
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Figure 7.67: Low pressures generated on the suction side of the wing and flap
7.3.6 Wheels
The drag force on the front cdfw and rear wheels cdrw is presented in this section. Both wheels
contribute heavily to the drag of the vehicle. The drag contribution varies between 17% and 26%
depending on the pitch and ride-height of the vehicle. As shown in figure 7.68, the drag force shows
a strong relationship with hgf . As α is increased to αmax the exposed frontal area of the wheel is
substantially reduced. This reduction in area leads to lower flow impingement and a reduction in
drag.
As shown in figure 7.69, the drag contribution from the front wheel is shown to rise with increasing
front wing height hfr.wing. The Pearson correlation is found to be r
(
hfr.wing, cdfw
)
= 0.949. A more
complex flow scenario in the rear of the vehicle produces a variation in wheel drag which cannot be
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correlated with confidence to the independent variables. From the investigation into underbody flow
in § 7.3.4, it is noted that near αmin there is a reduction in suction pressure near the rear of the
underbody. Also, as a result of a high hfr.wing there is an outflow of air between the front and rear
wheels. These two factors combine to reduce the mass flow rate of air impinging on the rear wheels.
By contrast, near αmax the underbody and rear diffuser are producing a far higher suction force,
which results in an inflow of air between the front and rear wheels. At the same time, a higher frontal
area of the rear wheel is exposed - leading to higher drag.
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Figure 7.68: Variation of cdfw with hgf and hgr
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Figure 7.69: Variation of front wheel drag cdfw contribution with hfr.wing
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Figure 7.70: Variation of cdrw with hgf and hgr
In figure 7.71, the static pressure acting on the front wheel is shown. A comparison is again
drawn between the case of α = −0.57◦ and α = 1.36◦. The region in front of the wheels comprises
high pressure, stagnant air. The magnitude of high pressure is similar between the two cases - the
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distinguishing difference is the area upon which the higher pressure acts.
Figure 7.71: Front wheel static pressure for α = −0.57◦ (left) and α = 1.36◦ (right)
7.4 LMP II Experimental Results
7.4.1 Raised Plane boundary layer development
Profiling of the raised ground plane was described in section 6.1.1 on page 89. The velocity in the
boundary layer was found at six longitudinal stations on the raised plane. As is observed in figure 7.72
on the next page, the velocity gradient is roughly constant at stations two to six, however the gradient
at station one is far shallower. Boundary layer growth exceeded the maximum traversable height of
the micrometer mechanism, thus the full height of the boundary layer could not be measured in all
(suction un-assisted cases).
As shown in figure 7.73 on page 167, with the suction system enabled the velocity near the wall
was found to increase substantially. As expected, the increase in velocity was found to be highest near
the rear of the suction plate. Station x/L = 0.34 is the measurement point immediately fore of the
suction plate, and thus does not see an appreciable increase in velocity. The actual ’speed-up’ effect
is shown in figure 7.74 on page 168. Here it is shown that the velocity near station six (x/L = 0.96)
increases by a factor of almost 1.6, while the average velocity increase over all the stations is closer
to 1.2.
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Figure 7.72: Boundary layer development in the absence of the suction system
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Figure 7.73: Boundary layer development with the suction system enabled
The estimated total boundary layer thickness δ is compared to the laminar and turbulent Blasius
formulations. As can be seen in figure 7.75 on page 169, the thickness and the gradient of growth
matches the Blasius turbulent formulation fairly well. The laminar formulation predicts δ over the
plate between 3.2mm and 7.3mm, while the turbulent formulation predicts a growth of between 16mm
and 41mm. With the suction system enabled, δ is shown to decrease substantially. The boundary
layer thickness is shown to grow from 14mm at the leading edge of the plate to 24mm at station 2
(x/L = 0.56). From this station rearwards δ is shown to continue growing until the maximum height
of ≈ 46mm is reached at station 6 (x/L = 1). The development of the displacement thickness δ∗ is
shown in figure 7.76 on page 169. It is found that the thickness of δ∗grows from 4.3mm to 5.1mm
between x/L = 0.34 and x/L = 0.96.
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Figure 7.74: Boundary layer velocity speed-up due to the suction system
With the suction system enabled, δ is shown to start decreasing from x/L = 0.56, where δ is
measured as 22mm. Near station 6 (x/L = 1), δ = 15mm. At the nose of the vehicle, where
x/L = 0.68, the boundary layer thickness is shown to be 19mm high. The suction system is seen to
have reduced δ by 32%. Near the rear of the suction plate, δ has been reduced in height by 68%. The
thickness of δ∗ is seen to reduce from 4.32mm at x/L = 0.34 to 1.49mm at x/L = 0.96. The percentage
reduction in momentum thickness is shown in figure 7.76 on the following page. At x/L = 0.34, the
reduction in δ∗ is negligible, however just at the nose of the vehicle a reduction in δ∗ of 59% is seen.
At the rear of the plate (x/L = 0.96), δ∗ is seen to have reduced by 71%.
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Figure 7.75: Boundary layer growth on the ground plane compared to Blasius’ formations
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Figure 7.76: Development of the displacement thickness on the ground plane
Hysteresis is investigated in the measurement of the the boundary layer profile at station 3 (x/L =
0.68). The result is shown in figure 7.77 on the next page. The maximum percentage difference in
the readings is found to be 5.8%, while the average difference is found to be 2.9%. Finally, the
boundary layer Pitot probe is displaced from the plate centre-line, so that the lateral variation in the
boundary layer development can be compared to the centre-line results. In figure 7.78 on page 171,
the development of the boundary layer is shown for one point either side of the centre-line. The largest
percentage difference is 6.32% for the right offset and 4.49% for the left offset.
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Figure 7.77: Hysteresis in the measurement of the boundary layer profile
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Figure 7.78: Lateral variation in the development of the boundary layer profile at station 3
7.4.2 Surface Pressure Development
In this subsection, results pertaining to surface static pressure measurements are shown, and compared
to relevant numerical results. The pressures are measured on the vehicle using a circumferential array
of tappings positioned at the upper and lower centre-lines. First, several system parameters are
varied to ascertain the relationship between the parameters and the pressure development. Secondly,
a comparison between the numerical predictions and the experimental results is given.
Introduction to testing regime
Six experimental tests are conducted where only the ride-heights hgf and hgr are varied. The coordi-
nates for each test are given in table 7.2 below. Results from tests one to six are shown in figure 7.80.
The results from Test 4 are shown diagrammatically in figure 7.79. Here it is possible to correlate
the changes in pressure to geometrical features. If the pressure bars extend outward from the surface,
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the coefficient of pressure is negative (static pressure pn acting on the surface is lower than that of
the free-stream p∞). By examining the surface normals in figure 7.79, it is observed which portions
of the vehicle will be producing drag, negative drag, lift, and downforce. Only one region is shown to
have a positive relative pressure acting on it, and that is between nodes 3 and 5. At all other nodes,
negative relative pressures are shown to act on the surface. Over the windscreen, accelerated flow
causes lift and negative drag, while behind the driver, the flow induces lift and positive drag. The
peak lift-inducing pressures are seen at the top of the windscreen. A bump in the pressure plot is seen
on the rear deck approaching the rear wing (nodes n = 18, 19, 20). On the underbody, the pressure
is negative over the whole measured surface. There is a shallow positive gradient front-to-rear, and
a sudden increase in negative pressure between nodes n = 26 and n = 29. This increase in suction
pressure coincides with the position of the entrance to the rear diffuser. Aft of this range, the pressures
are roughly constant.
Test Number hgf (mm) hgr (mm)
1 6.5 7.5
2 10.5 7.5
3 10.5 15.5
4 6.5 15.5
5 7.5 11.5
6 8.0 12.5
Table 7.2: Sets of ride-height ordinates tested
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Figure 7.79: A vehicle-centric plot of Test 4 results, showing surface static pressures
As shown in figure 7.80, the range of recorded pressures is particularly subtle for upper-body
surfaces. When comparing results from Test 2 to Test 3, and Test 1 to Test 4 it is noted that the
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largest variation in pressure at any station is 42%: this is seen on the nose of the vehicle. Other areas
of larger variation are the adverse pressure region on the rear deck, and immediately in front of the
rear wing. Between these sets of tests, the rear ride-height was doubled from 7.5mm to 15.5mm, while
the front ride-height was held constant. By contrast, underbody pressure variation as shown in figure
7.81 is somewhat larger. In all tests, a positive pressure gradient is seen front-to-rear.
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Figure 7.80: Range of pressures recorded for upper-body surfaces
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Figure 7.81: Range of pressures recorded for underbody surfaces
Sensitivity analysis to system parameter variation
In figures 7.82 and 7.83 the effect of the suction plane on the upper and underbody surface pressures
is shown. To ascertain the effect of the rear wing on the circulation around the car, the car was tested
with and without the rear wing. The activation of the suction system is seen to have only a small
effect on the surface pressures. At the stagnation point at the base of the windscreen and near the
top of the windscreen, the pressures are reported slightly lower when the suction system is enabled.
Considering the effect that the rear wing has on the surface pressures, no discernible difference is
found before x/L = 0.86 (node 19). When the wing is installed, a decrease in surface static pressure
is noted. The wing is modifying the circulation in its vicinity, and the result is increased flow velocity
in the passage between the wing and the rear deck, and a rise of intra-body forces.
On the vehicle underbody panels, it is found that both the addition of the wing and the activation
of the suction system influence the development of forces over the entire measured surface. With the
addition of the rear wing, the pressures are shown to decrease, with the largest gains seen near the
rear of the underbody passage. This is due to the wing-induced-circulation assisting in the well-known
phenomenon of ’diffuser pumping’. Here, the vast low pressure region generated under the wing serves
to decrease the base pressure aft of the diffuser, and thus increase the flow rate through the underbody
passage (refer to § 2.3.4 on page 20). The second beneficial effect is the generation of ’upwash’ by
the wing which helps maintain flow attachment in the diffuser at steep vehicle angles. The activation
of the suction system has a relatively large effect on the generation of pressures. Firstly, the slope of
the pressure gradient is seen to change from negative front-to-rear to positive; secondly the negative
relative-pressures are seen to increase by over 130% near the leading edge of the underbody panels.
This decrease in pressure is due to a higher velocity jet of air being admitted into the underbody
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channel as a result of a reduction in boundary layer thickness.
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Figure 7.82: Coefficient of pressure on upper-body panels with different geometry and suction param-
eters
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Figure 7.83: Coefficient of pressure on underbody panels with different geometry and suction param-
eters
As shown in figure 7.84a on page 177, sensitivity of recorded pressures to wind tunnel speed was
tested by varying the velocity in steady 3m/s steps. This test was done with and without the assistance
of the suction system. At 8m/s, the stagnation pressure at the base of the windscreen was found to
be somewhat higher than the average. This indicates that the size and shape of the separated flow
feature at the base of the windscreen is changing with test velocity. Near x/L = 0.7, the adverse
pressure gradient is seen to be steeper than at higher test speeds. By comparison, figure 7.84b on
page 177 shows the same wind tunnel speed variation, but with the suction system disabled. Here, the
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variation in pressures with wind tunnel speed are far larger than those previously shown. Again the
stagnation pressure at the base of the windscreen is highest at the lowest tunnel speed, and rapidly
decreases in size as the tunnel is accelerated. A large deviation is seen at x/L = 0.12, where the
surface pressure is positive at U∞ = 8m/s. The pressures at all points are shown to be lower with
increasing tunnel velocity.
Considering the same wind tunnel variation, but instead comparing the underbody pressures as in
figures 7.85a, it is noted that the most negative relative pressures are generated at the lowest tunnel
velocity, whilst pressures generated at 11m/s and 14m/s showed the most similarity. Upon disabling
the suction system, the pressure gradient is found to reverse and the pressures are shown to have
reduced significantly across all wind tunnel speeds, as in figure 7.85b. Again, pressures generated at
m/s and 14m/s show the most similarity.
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(a) Upper-body surface pressures with suction system enabled
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(b) Upper-body surface pressures with suction system disabled
Figure 7.84: Upper-body pressures with variable suction system operation
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(a) Underbody surface pressures with suction system enabled
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(b) Underbody surface pressures with suction system disabled
Figure 7.85: Underbody pressures with variable suction system operation
The level of hysteresis in measured surface static pressure is characterised in figure 7.86 on the
following page. Here the maximum difference at any upper-body station was found at x/L = 0.12,
where the difference accounted for 23% of the measured value. As the value of the pressure increases
over the body, so the error is seen to decrease. The average offset is found to be 2.6%. The largest
underbody offset was found to be 6% of the measured value at x/L = 0.36, while the average offset is
found to be 1.2%.
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Tubes which lead from the static pressure tappings in the vehicle to the manometer outside the
tunnel are routed inside a small-bore PVC conduit. This conduit extended from the rear of the vehicle,
horizontal to the ground plane, and parallel with the flow for approximately 700mm. From there, the
tubes are ducted vertically down through the ground plane and out of the tunnel. This method is
preferred as it does not place any obstructions upwind of the sensitive devices such as the rear wing,
or the underbody and diffuser. However, it is desired to ascertain the level of interference that the
tube-shroud has on the flow upwind of it. Figure 7.87 on the next page shows both cases. The upper-
body pressures show negligible change, however the underbody pressures are seen to decrease by an
average amount of 1.7% of the measured value.
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Figure 7.86: Hysteresis measurements on upper and underbody panels
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Figure 7.87: Variation in surfaces pressures with different routing of pressure tubes
Comparison between numerical predictions and experimental results
Here the numerical predictions shown in the previous section are compared to experimental results.
Two distinct sets of numerical results are considered: those pertaining to the simulation of the full-
scale prototype vehicle a representative speed (Reynolds number Re = 25×106); and those pertaining
to 1/6th scale wind tunnel model at permissible wind tunnel speeds ranging from 8m/s to 17m/s
(0.32× 106 < Re < 0.68× 106). For the unabridged results, refer to the digital Appendix C.
Test four
As given in table 7.2, test four corresponds to hgf = 6.5mm and hgr = 15.5mm. Experimental results
are shown compared to the upper-body numerical prediction in figure 7.88. In the comparison between
the low speed, scaled numerical results and the experimental results, the partial-stagnation pressure at
the base of the windscreen is found to be more accurately predicted. The peak numerically predicted
pressure is cp = 0.424, which is 4.85% lower than the experimental value. In the higher Reynolds
number simulation, the peak pressure is found to be cp = 0.653, which is 46.3% higher than the
experimental value. The low Reynolds number simulation shows a steeper adverse pressure gradient
toward the rear of the car, and a smaller spike in pressure near the wing-mounts.
In figure 7.89, pressures generated on the underbody surfaces in the two numerical simulations
are compared to experimental results. It is observed that there is a marked difference between the
predictions of the two numerical simulations. There is an expected suction peak at the entrance to
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the underbody passage, and in the case of the lower Reynolds number simulation a gradual increase in
pressure is seen to the outlet of the underbody passage. The lower Reynolds number simulation closely
matches the experimental pressures developed. In the higher Reynolds number case, an unexpected
pressure spike is developed near x/L = 0.78. This is neither reflected in the lower Reynolds number
case or seen experimentally, however it is an anomaly which is seen in all the high Reynolds number
tests.
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Figure 7.88: Experimental results for upper-body surfaces in Test 4, compared to numerical simula-
tions at different Reynolds numbers
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Figure 7.89: Experimental results for underbody surfaces in Test 4, compared to numerical simulations
at different Reynolds numbers
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When the numerical ground plane is assigned a velocity Ufloor other than that of the free-stream
U∞, the pressures in the underbody region change markedly. The change in upper and underbody
pressures is shown in figures 7.90 and 7.91. The upper-body appears to be completely insensitive to
the speed of the ground plane, until x/L = 0.7. Between this point and the trailing edge of the car
there is some deviation in pressure, which is probably due to a change in base pressure behind the car.
The underbody panels are far more sensitive, due to their close proximity with the ground plane. The
pressures are lowest when Ufloor = 0, as a lower velocity jet of air is being drawn into the underbody
channel. As the velocity of the ground plane increases, so a larger volume of air is permitted under
the vehicle. The boundary layer growth on both the underbody of the car and the ground plane begin
to reduce in size, and thus provide less of a blockage to the flow.
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Figure 7.90: Upper-body pressure change due to variation of numerical ground plane relative-velocity
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Figure 7.91: Upper-body pressure change due to variation of numerical ground plane relative-velocity
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7.4.3 Surface Flow Visualisation
Deck and cockpit flow
In this section, wall shear stress on upper surfaces of the vehicle are visualised. This visualisation
technique is introduced in § 4.4.4 on page 74. In figure 7.92, flow features on the nose, wheel arches,
upper deck and cockpit are shown. A direct comparison is made between the numerical prediction
(top) and the experimental results (bottom). Points A to N are referenced in this section. On the
nose of the car, the experimental forms a separation bubble which spans from point A to B. The base
of the windscreen is at C. The numerical model predicts that the flow stays fully attached in this
region.
A B C
Figure 7.92: A close-up view of the separation bubble on the nose, and flow over the base of the
windscreen
The air which flows over the deck of the vehicle is particularly complex. Air is received from ducts
inward and rearward of the front wheel; over the top of the front suspension cover; and around the
base of the windscreen. The most prominent flow feature forms a diagonal pattern across the deck.
The origin of this flow feature is a shear layer which separates from the inner trailing edge of the front
wheel arch. The resulting feature forms a strong vortex which is reproduced well numerically. The
outer edge of the vortex straddles line D. This line divides the flow which is pulled under the rear
wing, and that which is pushed to the outside of the rear wheel arch. At the base of line D is a small
separated region, shown in figure 7.93. This is a result of a sudden change in geometry, however it
is not shown to exist in the numerical prediction. As the flow moves over the rear wheel arches, it
is drawn inwards and under the rear wing. However, due to the presence of the wing end-plates, the
flow separates from the leading edge of the end-plate, and recirculates in the wake of the end-plate.
This feature at E is replicated quite well in the numerical prediction, as shown in figure 7.102. Due to
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turbulence from the rear wheel well, there is a recirculating region at F . The shape of the physical flow
features in the deck channel at position G is correlated very well to those in the numerical prediction.
D
U∞
Figure 7.93: Small separated zone at base of rear wheel arch (flow is left to right)
E
F
G
U∞
Figure 7.94: Overlay of numerically predicted wall shear stress distribution onto experimental result
Front wing
Flow under the front wing is shown in this section. The geometry is shown in the vehicle context
in section 1.2 on page 4. Of the six tests conducted experimentally, three are displayed in figure
7.95. They are vehicle pitch angles α = 1.13◦, 0.58◦, and − 0.59◦. Flow is from bottom to top.
The numerical prediction is on the right hand side; the experimental prediction is on the left hand
side. In figure 7.95a, α = 1.13◦. The flow is shown numerically and experimentally to be roughly
two-dimensional over about half of the wing’s centre-section. Separation is shown experimentally and
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numerically at the position x/cw = 0.80. At position H, an anti-clockwise vortex is motivating flow
inwards. This effect is predicted numerically, but the streamline displacement is not as strong.
At α = 0.58◦, as in figure 7.95b, separation occurs on the centre-line experimentally at x/cw = 0.77
and numerically at x/cw = 0.82. In the separated zone there are no vortices present, and the vortex
H has disappeared from the edge. In figure 7.95c, α = −0.59◦. Separation is predicted to take place
numerically at x/cw = 0.89, while it is found to separate at x/cw = 0.81.
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Front wheel position Front wheel position
Leading edge
Trailing edgeH
U∞
(a) Comparison between flows of CFD and wind tunnel experiment at α = 1.13◦
(b) Comparison between flows of CFD and wind tunnel experiment at α = 0.58◦
(c) Comparison between flows of CFD and wind tunnel experiment at α = −0.59◦
Figure 7.95: Shear stress lines on the front wing suction surface
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In Figure 7.96, the surface shear distribution is shown in two cases. In the first test the suction fan
remained off, while in the second test the suction fan was turned on. A slight delay in the separation
is seen with the suction fan turned on. The line of separation is shown at x/Lfan off = 90.9% at
the centre-span position. At the half-span position, x/Lfan off = 92.4%. Compared to the case of
the fan on, x/Lfan off = 87.2% and x/Lfan off = 87.6% for the centre-span and half-span positions
respectively.
Suction Fan Off
Suction Fan On
Figure 7.96: Front wing separation due to suction fan operation
Rear wing
The numerical and experimental flows under the rear wing are shown in figure 7.97. Flow observed
experimentally is seen to separate near the leading edge. Visualisation of the exact point (x/cw) is
difficult as the geometry of the vehicle prohibits photos being taken from a vertical projection. An
estimate of the chordal-position of the separation line I is given as x/cw = 0.15. This is rather different
to the numerical prediction at the same Reynolds number (separation line N indicated in figure 7.97b).
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In the numerical prediction, the flow is attached over the wing surface and only separates a quarter of
the way along the flap. Points J indicate two vortical structures in the wake of the ’swan neck’ wing
mounts (K). Points L in figure 7.97a and points M in figure 7.97b illustrate two vortical structures
which are positioned just aft of the slot gap. They are directly behind the wing mounts. It is proposed
that increased turbulent mixing in the wake of the wing mounts is providing sufficient energy for the
boundary layer of the flap, such that attachment can be maintained to the trailing edge over a small
span. However, this effect is not observed in the numerical model.
I
JJ
K
L Trailing edge
Leading edge
(a) Experimentally observed flow under rear wing and
flap
MJ N
(b) Numerically predicted flow under rear wing and flap
Figure 7.97: Numerical and experimental flows under rear wing and flap
7.4.4 Near Field Flow
Flow over the geometrical centre-line of the vehicle is illustrated in figure 7.98, here it can be seen
that the flow is smooth and ordered over the top of the windscreen. Points O to W are referenced in
this section. At point O, some flow unsteadiness is seen to develop near the surface. The flow remains
attached on the surface as shown near P . Point Q illustrates the difficulty which was encountered
when attempting to illuminate the vehicle: due to the obstruction posed by the wing, a shadow is
cast forward, obscuring some streamlines. A solution would be the integration of the light-source into
the tunnel ceiling. Streamline Rexp illustrates the angle at which the flow is impinging on the wing
at the centre-line. The size of the separated wake is shown in region Sexp. As discussed previously,
the flow separates near the leading edge of the wing, and does not reattach either to the wing or flap
over a considerable span. In figure 7.99, the numerical prediction of the flow at the same Reynolds
number is shown. Here the streamline Rnum is seen to impinge on the wing at the same angle as that
seen experimentally. As stated previously, the numerical simulation predicts the flow separates about
a quarter of the way along the flap element. As a result, the wake region Snum is far smaller than
that seen experimentally. Between both sets of results, general flow features above the rear wing show
similarity in position and proportion.
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OSexpRexp
Q
P
U∞
Figure 7.98: Near flow visualisation over the vehicle centre-line
SnumRnum
U∞
Figure 7.99: Near flow visualisation over the vehicle centre-line
The problems with the complex geometry shadowing the flow-lines extended to the region fore of
the front wheel arch T and rear wheel arch U . The vortex which develops due to a separating shear
layer over the front wheel arch is shown at V . This vortex is carried along the surface of the deck
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under the rear wing. The turbulent wake is shown at W .
T U
V
W
U∞
Figure 7.100: Flow over wheel-centreline
7.5 LMP II Lap-time Simulation Results
7.5.1 Introduction to Lap Time Results
In this section, performance of the LMP racing-car is predicted for a lap around the Le Mans racing
circuit. Software was acquired from a commercial entity for this purpose. A general description of the
software is given in § 2.7.1 on page 61. The aerodynamic maps discussed in section 7.3 provide the
inputs which describe the aerodynamic performance. In addition to this, the program requires data
regarding the performance of the drive-train, suspension, chassis and tyres. Environmental data is also
required, this includes the track coordinates, local tarmac grip conditions and weather parameters.
7.5.2 Lap Time Results
For this investigation, of primary interest are performance variations resulting from slight variations
in the mechanical and aerodynamic setup of the vehicle. To this end, realistic suspension geometry
information is entered into the program. This allows for an accurate representation of changes in the
ride-heights with increasing vertical load. In a separate experiment, it is desired to quantify the effect
of small changes to other fundamental vehicle parameters such as engine performance, ultimate tyre
adhesion, and the vertical position of the centre of gravity cgy .
In figure 7.101, the predicted variations of hgf and hgr are shown over one lap of the Le Mans
circuit. The vehicle’s dynamic parameters are calculated at each point. The setup condition shown
corresponds to hgf = 45mm and hgr = 55mm. As the speed increases, hgf and hgr are shown to
decrease from their initial values, leading to the operational range of 45mm ≥ hgf ≥ 30mm and
55mm ≥ hgr ≥ 37mm.
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Figure 7.101: Initial lap-time simulation
Front and rear ride-heights during cycle ’A’ are superimposed upon the aero-map. The result is
shown in figure 7.102 (a sample comparison, illustrating general effects), where the cycle can be clearly
seen to be a four-step process involving:
• Acceleration phase
– As the vehicle is accelerated, so the downforce acting on the vehicle increase, thus leading
to a reduction in ride-heights. The slope of the acceleration phase according to the spring
rates adopted, and the initial (setup) ride-heights. As α→ αmax, clf is substantially larger
than clr . The front-biased downforce serves to increase the pitch of the vehicle.
• Start of braking, weight-transfer phase
– Just at the onset of braking, two sharp spikes are shown in the ride-height data. This is
due to a transient pitching moment which loads the front axles, and unloads the rear axles.
This is manifested by a sudden increase in hgr , and a further decrease in hgf .
• Deceleration phase
– Here braking occurs at the limit of tyre adhesion. As the speed is reduced, so the ver-
tical compression of the dampers is lessened. The profile of the curve is different to the
acceleration profile as the two steps are exposed to different aerodynamic loads.
• Cornering phase
– As the driver suddenly removes pressure from the brakes, a rearwards weight transfer is
seen. Cornering is simulated to occur at roughly constant speed, as the limits of traction
are reached through lateral acceleration alone.
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Figure 7.102: Overlay of sample front and rear ride-height changes onto efficiency aero-map
If the spring stiffness is maintained at a constant value, while the setup ride-heights are varied,
then the lap-wise variation in ride-heights is found. In figures 7.103 and 7.104, several different setup
iterations are shown. Near αmax, the first setup A has the following properties: hgf = 101mm and
hgr = 51mm. Setup B has hgf = 45mm and hgr = 54mm. Finally setup C has hgf = 64mm and
hgr = 55mm. As noted, the change in pitch due to weight transfer is roughly constant, however
the gradient of the acceleration and braking phases show substantial variation. This is due to the
generation of front-biased downforce at A (56% ≤ rcl ≤ 68%), a more balanced generation at B with
36% ≤ rcl ≤ 47%, and a rear-biased generation at C with 19% ≤ rcl ≤ 33% as shown in sub-figure
7.104. Other setups are shown where the change in rcl is somewhat lower. In setup D for instance,
the slope of the braking phase is aligned with the local contours of rcl , which is in stark contrast to
that shown in setup A - (here perpendicular to the local contours).
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Figure 7.103: Several variations of hgr and hgf overlayed with map of aerodynamic efficiency 
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Figure 7.104: Several variations of hgr and hgf overlayed with map of downforce distribution rcl
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In figure 7.105 the variation of lap times tlap around the Le Mans circuit as a function of hgf and
hgr is shown. Here the lap time is shown to vary between 221.57s≤ tlap ≤ 228.32s . This difference
of 6.75s, over a lap time of 3′ 48” 320 represents a 2.95% reduction. As has been shown in figure 7.20
on page 121, the minimisation of hgf serves to increase clf , however the minimisation of hgr affects a
meaningful reduction in cd. A combination of a reduction in drag and an increase in downforce (which
occurs at low pitch angles and low front ride-heights) result in the reduction in lap times.
Considering setup ’B’ in figures 7.103 and 7.104, it is found that the distribution of downforce rcl
ranges as 47% < rcl < 36%. The horizontal distance between the centre of pressure cpr and the centre
of gravity cgx thus ranges as −57.5mm < xs < 259.5mm. The total movement of the static margin is
found to be 4xs = 317mm. The efficiency is shown to vary as 3.4 <  < 3.75, with the downforce and
drag coefficients varying according to −1.25 < cl < −1.375 and 0.371 < cd < 0.39. The minimum and
maximum downforce and drag values range from 991kg to 1090kg, and 294kg to 309kg respectively
at the speed of 320 km/h.
Predicted lap times can be compared to those found in § 2.7.1 on page 61. The range of predicted
lap-times compares well to those executed by current production vehicles. This comparison by itself
does not conclusively validate the simulation, however it does show that the system is producing
results which compare favorably to real-life events.
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Figure 7.105: Variation of lap-time with setup ride-height hgf and hgr
In figures 7.106 and 7.107, the effects of modifying vehicle parameters are shown. It is desirable to
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rank investment opportunity in the engineering of devices on the vehicle, in order to reap the largest
performance benefit. Results are ranked by their capacity to reduce the lap time in table 7.3.
Vehicle parameter changed ∓10% Percentage change in lap time
Vehicle mass −2.12% ≤ 4tlap ≤ 2.28%
Ultimate tyre adhesion −1.59% ≤ 4tlap ≤ 1.80%
Centre of gravity height (cgy ) −1.24% ≤ 4tlap ≤ 1.20%
Engine torque output −1.01% ≤ 4tlap ≤ 1.65%
Drag Force −0.76% ≤ 4tlap ≤ 0.67%
Downforce −0.74% ≤ 4tlap ≤ 0.34%
Table 7.3: Effects of vehicle parameters on lap time reduction
It may ultimately be more costly to reduce the mass of the vehicle by the amounts illustrated here,
than to investigate means of increasing downforce production. However it might be possible to make
small reductions to the mass while reducing cgy simultaneously, thereby having a similar impact on
the performance as might be yielded by an intensive aerodynamic study. The results from this section
illustrate that the pursuit of aerodynamic development needs be conducted with cognizance of other
performance factors.
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Figure 7.106: Percentage change in lap-time with changes to centre of gravity height cgy
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
1. A relevant literature review was conducted which outlined the borders of the research in terms
of aerodynamic safety and performance requirements; suitable mechanisms for the creation of
downforce; and (numerical and experimental) methods for the investigation of the performance
of such vehicles.
2. The aerodynamic performance and safety margins of the LMP racing car were investigated using
the three-dimensional steady state RANS-based governing equations. To provide closure to the
equations, the κ − ω SST turbulence model was employed. This turbulence model was chosen
due to its proven accuracy in the prediction of the onset of separation and extent of recircula-
tion, and its overall stability. Boundary layer structures were resolved using a combination of
scalable wall-functions and near-wall meshing. At all times, the y+ value of the near-wall mesh
was minimised. However, due to computational limitations, it was not possible to maintain
consistently low values all over the LMP vehicle. Preference was given to surfaces which showed
a higher sensitivity to the y+ value - these were predominately found on the wings, and in the
underbody region. ANSYS ICEM was utilised to mesh the fluidic domain, while ANSYS CFX
was used in the solution and post-processing phase of the problem.
3. Front and rear ride-heights of the vehicle were altered in the numerical simulation over far wider
ranges than those expected under normal conditions. This allowed for the estimation of the
aerodynamic safety margin of the vehicle and also for the optimisation of performance-related
parameters. Although the range did not extensively cover positive vehicle pitch angles, the data
showed trends which
4. The overall drag cd was found to be strongly related to the rear ride-height hgr , where the
Pearson correlation r (hgr , cd) = 0.829, i.e. an increase in ride-height lead to an increase in drag
force. A much weaker dependence on the front ride-height was shown: r (hgf , cd) = −0.313.
The mean drag force coefficient over the range was found to be cd = 0.408, which amounts to
323kg at 320km/h. Conversely, the overall lift cl showed a strong positive correlation with the
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front ride-height hgf : r (hgf , cl) = 0.910, where a reduction in height leads to an increase in
downforce. A weaker negative correlation to hgr was shown: r (hgr , cl) = −0.435. The mean
production of downforce was found to be cl = −1.33, which amounts to 1045kg at 320km/h,
(approximately 100kg more than the weight of the vehicle itself). The peak downforce production
was found to occur at the steepest vehicle pitch studied, where cl = −1.84, or 1456kg at 320
km/h. The overall efficiency of the vehicle was shown to have a strong correlation to hgf , with
a linear response to any height changes. Overall vehicle efficiency  was shown to range between
−4.304 ≤  ≤ −1.884, with the mean efficiency equaling -3.28. This figure was found to overlap
that of current production vehicles.
5. The distribution of downforce rcl is introduced in § 2.2.1 on page 10. It is an important parameter
which describes the position of the centre of pressure acting on the vehicle. In this study, rcl
was shown to vary in a linear fashion with the pitch angle of the vehicle. Near α = 0.5◦, rcl
is approximately 48.5%. With a ±10% change in pitch, the distribution was shown to vary by
approximately ±2.2%. As the angle increased positively (nose down), so the downforce generated
increased and the downforce distribution shifted to the front of the car. At the most positive
angle studied, 70% of the downforce acts on the front axles, implying that the centre of pressure
has shifted 635mm fore of the centre of gravity. At the most negative pitch angle studied, the
vehicle was shown to maintain positive downforce; however the position of the centre of pressure
was very near the rear axle centre-line, where it was found that 87% of the downforce acts on
the rear axles. The centre of pressure is positioned 950mm behind the centre of gravity. Such a
large change in the static margin would yield a large range of dynamic handling properties; thus
it is desired to minimise this change by strictly controlling the ride-heights. Further research is
required into the nature and extent of lifting forces at more negative pitch angles.
6. The front wing was found to be the largest contributor to the vehicle’s downforce. As it operated
in close proximity to the ground, it showed large sensitivity to changes in ride-height. The
downforce produced was shown to be linearly related to the height-to-chord ratio hw/cw of the
wing, where 51mm ≤ hw ≤ 127mm. A 100% increase in downforce was found when the ground
clearance was minimised in this range. Near α ≈ 0.6◦, trailing-edge separation began to occur
on the suction surfaces of the front wing. Although the downforce production did not peak at
this point, the drag of the front wing increased rapidly beyond this point. The underbody and
rear diffuser showed reduction in performance at the same points, indicating that flow artifacts
shedded by the front wing were disturbing the flow over the downstream devices.
7. The rear diffuser exhibited linear behavior between its lift and drag coefficients. The efficiency
was shown to be strongly related to the rear ride-height. In the comparison of the theoretical
pressure recovery coefficient and the actual pressure recovery, the results differed widely. The
theoretical data was developed for planar diffusers, with mainly two-dimensional flow features.
However, the diffuser fitted to the vehicle is not entirely planar, and the flow is intrinsically
three-dimensional with strong vortical features. As a result, the efficiency of the diffuser is far
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lower than the theoretical prediction. A correlation is however noted in the general trend of
the data here, as both the theoretical and actual recovery coefficients exhibit the same general
response to changes in diffuser inlet height h1.
8. The underbody panels showed a similar downforce development pattern to the rear diffuser. It
is surmised that the lift and drag are affected by the vortices shed by the front wheels. Near
αmin and αmax, large differences in the general flow regime are noted. At the lower end, smaller
underbody suction pressures result in a net outflow of air between the wheels, while near αmax
the underbody suction pressures create a net inflow of air into the underbody region. The front
wheel vortices were visualised in the underbody and diffuser sections. The vortices were shown
to develop in the diffuser section as airflow separated off the sharp geometry in the region.
The diffuser strake was shown to minimise the growth potential of these vortices, limiting the
diffuser’s induced drag. The vortex structure in the near wake of the vehicle was studied. Some
significant differences in the vortex shape, intensity and position were shown between the cases
studied.
9. The rear wing was shown to have a linear response to changes in pitch. A 16% increase in
downforce was shown over the range studied: −3.56 ≤ clwing ≤ −3.06, while 0.408 ≤ cdwing ≤
0.468 - representing an efficiency range of 7.11 ≤ wing ≤ 8.47. The Pearson correlation for this
range is r (clwing , α) = 0.900. Surface pressures and wall shear stress distributions generated on
the suction-side of the wing show that the flow is two-dimensional except in the wake of the
wing-mounts. The span-wise downforce distribution is shown to be homogenous - indicating
that span-wise twist incorporated into the wing has effectively accounted for varying angles
of flow impingement down the span. It was found that the experimentally-observed position of
trailing-edge separation does not compare well to the numerical prediction at the same Reynolds
number.
10. Front and rear wheel drag was shown to vary considerably over the range studied. Front wheel
drag varied as 0.022 ≤ cdfw ≤ 0.072. Front wheel drag was shown to linearly increase with
exposed frontal area, which was seen to increase as the front wing was raised. A change in
the structure of the front wheel jet vortices and wake-region vortices was noted for different
ride-heights. Development of these structures depended strongly on the underbody pressures.
The rear wheel drag was shown to increase with increasing rear ride-height, with a far smaller
range of 0.026 ≤ cdrw ≤ 0.044 being noted. The wheel drag contribution varies between 17%
and 26% of the overall vehicle drag, depending on the pitch and ride-height of the vehicle.
11. Three numerical validation approaches were employed in this research. First, the flows sur-
rounding the generic Ahmed body were investigated numerically. The results from this process
were found to compare favorably with prior numerical and experimental results. The numerical
process produced good qualitative and quantitative prediction of the three-dimensional flows.
The SST k−ω turbulence model was capable of predicting the overall drag of the bluff body to
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within 3.99% for the 12.5◦ slant angle case; 6.67% for the 25◦ case; and 3.07% for the 35◦ case.
The ratio of pressure drag to skin friction drag was found to be within 3% of prior investigations.
Distributions of pressure drag on individual surfaces on the vehicle requires further investiga-
tion, as this was an area of significant error. With further mesh refinement, valuable insight
could be gained with more research into this area; however such research is currently beyond
the computational capabilities of the present hardware.
12. The second validation method employed was a mesh-independence study, which investigated how
the spatial discretisation of the fluid domain influenced the results. By varying the resolution
of the mesh, an approximate solution for a theoretical ’zero grid-spacing’ mesh was found. This
was carried out on the Ahmed body only. This approach improved the correlation between
the current results and those from prior investigations to 5.93% for the of the 25◦ slant angle
case; and 2.69% for the 35◦ slant angle case. The variation of results from the mesh refinement
study showed clearly that for even simplistic bluff geometry, much care must be taken in the
development of a mesh which has a small impact on the final solution.
13. The final validation method took the form of an experimental investigation. To this end, a 1/6th
scale model of the LMP vehicle was tested in a wind tunnel.
(a) A 1/6th scale model racing car was designed, constructed and tested for the purpose of
numerical validation. In order to simulate the effect of a moving ground plane on boundary
layer development in the wind tunnel, a distributed suction system was employed below
the vehicle. The development of the boundary layer was studied at several points on the
plane. With the suction system enabled, the boundary layer thickness δ and displacement
thickness δ∗ were found to have been reduced by 32% and 59% respectively at the nose of
the vehicle and by 68% and 71% respectively at the trailing edge of the suction plate. This
shows that although the volumetric flow-rate was deemed too low for the tested wind-tunnel
speeds, significant improvement was found with regard to boundary layer control.
(b) When the suction system was enabled, pressures under the vehicle were shown to decrease.
Results from static pressure tappings on the model’s surface showed good correlation with
the low Reynolds number numerical predictions, however there are unexplained flow phe-
nomena which manifest numerically at high Reynolds number underneath the vehicle. Fur-
ther research is required in order to determine if the phenomena are purely numerical errors
or a function of the geometry and Reynolds number of the flow. The magnitude of the
partially stagnated flow at the base of the windscreen is predicted well in the low Reynolds
number case, with an error in the coefficient of pressure of 4.8%. The pressures developed
over the top surfaces showed little sensitivity to changes in ground plane suction in the
experimental guise, or to changes in ground plane velocity in the numerical guise. By com-
parison, the underfloor pressure development proved to be particularly sensitive to ground
plane speed (in the numerical predictions) or ground plane suction (in the experimental
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tests). It is found that the employment of a suction system is crucial for correct devel-
opment of underbody pressure investigations. Secondly, through improving the Reynolds
number similarity between numerical and experimental studies, a far improved numerical
prediction of flow features is provided. It has been shown that the method of boundary
layer control discussed and utilised in this research is suitably mature and capable of pro-
ducing a flow field which is comparable to real-world conditions. Careful flow-metering, a
more sizable suction plate, and a more powerful suction pump may further improve the
correlation between the two sets of results by allowing more of the boundary layer flow to
be drawn away.
(c) Flow visualisation was first achieved by painting on a mixture of paraffin and titanium ox-
ide. This allowed for the visualisation of the shear stress distribution on the surfaces of the
vehicle. Favorable comparisons were made between numerically predicted and experimen-
tal flow features. Good correlations between the numerical prediction and experimental
observation were found when considering the separation point on the front wing, except
in the case of α = −0.59◦, where the numerically predicted separation point was farther
aft of the experimental separation point. With the suction system activated, separation
near the trailing edge of the front wing was delayed by almost 4% of the wing chord at
α = −0.59◦. Visualisation of the underbody flow proved difficult to capture as during
the model installation process the painted solution would gain viscosity and become less
responsive to adjacent flows. Visualisation of flow near the rear wing resulted in the finding
that at such low Reynolds numbers, the flow detaches near the leading edge of the wing,
and does not reattach to the wing or flap. This is in stark contrast to the low Reynolds
number numerical simulations which predict separation occurring at 25% of the flap chord.
Off-surface visualisation was conducted using a helium-bubble generator, and a light-source
aimed at longitudinal sections of the vehicle. The results confirm that the flow does indeed
separate sooner than anticipated from the rear wing, leading to a larger wake. The angle of
impingement of flow at the wing centre-line was shown to match that predicted numerically.
The formation of a vortex which is due to shear layer roll-up from the front wheel arches
was also shown. Flow visualisation is made more difficult due to the complex geometries
involved. The researcher was required to position the light-source in the tunnel such that
minimal impact on the velocity field was seen, however the light rays would always cast a
shadow on some part of the vehicle - leading to a loss of data. The same was true whether
helium bubble or laser-sheet experiments were being conducted. It is recommended that
light sources be installed flush into the roof of the tunnel at various lateral and longitudinal
increments.
14. Using the numerically-derived aerodynamic maps and a kinematic model of the vehicle’s suspen-
sion, an optimisation study was engaged which involved iteratively solving the lap-time tlap for
a one-lap sprint around the Le Mans circuit. Front and rear ride-heights were modified in order
to minimise the lap time. The final range of lap times was found to be 221.57s < tlap < 228.32 s,
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where the minimum was found to occur when hgf and hgr are both 45mm. With this vehicle
setup, the shift in the downforce distribution was found to be 47% < rcl < 36%, while the static
margin was found to vary between −57.5mm < xs < 259.5mm. Lap-time simulation software
was utilised to rank the potential benefits from improving different aspects of the vehicle’s de-
sign. Each item was ranked by its ability to reduce the lap time, given a 10% change in one of
its properties. An increase in aerodynamic downforce was found to be a less efficient means of
enhancing a vehicle’s performance. However, given the strict design constrains imposed by the
regulatory body on other areas of design, this type of investigation is still very attractive.
15. This dissertation has shown that it is technically possible and feasible to conduct accurate small
scale wind tunnel testing on automotive geometry, using low Reynolds number wind-tunnel
facilities, and a 1/6th scale model. Further, it has been shown that boundary layer destruction
using the suction method is adequate for this type of modeling, and very good correlation has
been shown between numerical predictions and experimental results. Design and construction
of the 1/6th scale model was performed solely by this researcher. It is deemed appropriate to
mention that although the construction process was indeed very protracted, a highly detailed
model was produced which to a large degree mimicked the aerodynamic performance of the
numerical (scale and full-size) models. It has been shown that current numerical techniques are
suitably mature for employment in the prediction of performance of ground vehicles, however
great care must be taken to ensure that the minimum number of simplifications are applied
in order to achieve the most comparable result, and that extrapolation beyond strictly known
absolutes is minimised to the highest degree possible.
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Chapter 9
Recommendations for Future Work
9.1 Numerical Investigation
1. Further investigation is required into the ultimate effects of this shift on the dynamic handling
properties. This could be accomplished using quasi-static or fully dynamic vehicle modeling
codes. Investigations focusing on the trends predicted at lower ride-heights is required, as this
is the zone in which the vehicle will spend most of its time, and the zone which experiences the
most extreme downforce, and greatest force gradients with ride-height changes.
2. Due to the level of unsteady flow features observed experimentally, it is suggested that Steady-
state numerical modelling is unsuitable for the investigation of multiple-scale turbulent phenom-
ena. It is therefor suggested that Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (URANS) solutions
be investigated for this purpose, however this involves an increase in computational cost. Ma-
ture methods of simulating multiple scales of turbulence such as LES should be investigated for
further research.
3. During cornering, it is common for a vehicle to under-steer and/or over-steer, leading to a
yawed state. This results in a change in projected frontal area, therefor there is potential for
great changes to aerodynamic response. Such investigations would require the implementation
of a full-width numerical model, thus doubling the computational memory requirement (to
approximately 48 Gb) and increasing the temporal requirement.
4. It is desired to investigate the reason for the lack of similarity in diffuser performance when
compared to theoretical predictions. This could be accomplished through a strictly controlled,
isolated study of the flow in the underbody channel. If simplified automotive geometry can be
employed, then this method will also serve as a means to calibrate and test a revised boundary-
layer suction device.
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9.2 Experimental Technique
1. Development of the boundary layer on the ground-plane was shown to be a crucial factor when
considering the underbody pressures. Although good correlation was shown between the numer-
ical predictions and experimental results, it is required that further steps be taken to reduce the
boundary layer and the displacement thickness. It is suggested that these steps be in the form of
a more powerful suction fan, and a boundary layer suction/blowing mechanism upstream of the
distributed-suction plate. A mechanism for accurate flow-metering is required to more precisely
control the flow-rate being drawn.
2. A comprehensive analysis of the turbulence intensity, and turbulence length scale present in the
test section is required. With an improvement of boundary layer control, a more precise method
of measuring the thickness of the boundary layer is required, possibly employing the hot-wire
method.
3. It was shown that at different times of the day, the wind tunnel was exposed to air of varying
temperature, due to proximity with the laboratory roof. This resulted in a vertical temperature
gradient across the test section. Either all future testing must be conducted at night when
the temperature gradient is less steep, or steps must be taken to thoroughly mix the inlet air
upstream of the test section.
4. Increased mapping of static pressure ports on the model is required in the investigation of
pressure development off of the vehicle centre-line. If the interval between the pressure ports
is substantially reduced, then via integration the lift and drag can be estimated. Alternatively,
forces could be measured directly using a balance mechanism.
5. It is desired to determine the effect of small geometry augmentations on aerodynamic response.
This could be made possible using styling-clay and accurate force measurement as described
above.
6. Re-positioning of the light source to improve visibility of flow-lines. This could be achieved using
a distributed light source or a mirror system to introduce light above the model.
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Appendix A
Wind Tunnel Model Construction
This section details the construction of the wind tunnel model. Various texts were consulted during
this process, of which a small sample were [Warring, 2003, McBeath, 2009b, Wanberg, 2009]. The
model was formed in the following broad steps:
1. Construct the Master or ’male’ molds:
(a) Cockpit mold, as in figure A.1
(b) Deck and rear wheel-arch mold
(c) Front wheel-arch mold
(d) Undertray and rear diffuser mold
2. Fabricate the ’female’ mold
3. Draw the final product from the female mold.
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18 Longitudonal Formers
5 Lateral Formers
2 Side Formers
Patch & Boundaries
Figure A.1: Creation of the Master Mold of the Cockpit Section
Construction of the Master Mold
In automotive design, a traditional approach to shaping surfaces is the ’egg-box’ approach. This
involves the use of ’formers’ or bulk-heads, which form an underlying skeleton of the broad surfaces.
As shown in figure A.1, these formers were placed in three planes, and intersect to form a mesh
of surface points, with quadrilateral spaces in between. In the case of the current research, the
formers were laser-cut from 1.5mm mild-steel plate. Each one was designed so that it intersected the
neighboring panel by employing an extensive array of slots and grooves. Each mold fitted onto a rigid
steel base-board, and stayed attached to it throughout the molding process.
The spaces were then filled with expanding polyurethane foam, and shaved down to just below
the edges of the formers. The foam was then covered with automotive body-filler and repetitively
smoothed. Using the formers as the patch ’boundary-conditions’, the surfaces were developed. The
boundary conditions allow for continuity requirements to be met (position, curvature continuity).
The final step is the addition of ’spray filler’, which is far finer than standard body-filler. This fills
most of the small exposed voids in the body-filler surface.
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Construction of the Female Mold
After all four master molds were constructed for each zone of the vehicle, female molds were taken of
each. The molds were designed with the draft angles of each panel in mind, thus some molds were
constructed of multiple panels, bolted together during the forming stage of the final product. The
exterior of the mold was reinforced with extra layers of fibre-glass and carefully placed ribs and webs
to add rigidity. Once the master mold was pulled from the female mold, the female mold surface is
checked for surface irregularity and maintained carefully.
Construction of the Final Product
The final product is prepared from the female mold. The product is always designed with the product’s
required local strengths in mind. As a result, some sections of the final product are much thicker than
others. Internal webs were added to reinforce the model in certain locations.
The final product composite is composed of the following:
1. Firstly gel-coat layer was carefully applied to ensure a smooth surface free of voids
2. Above that is a fibre-glass tissue, and then multiple layers of fibre-glass cloth. The tissue is
added to ensure that ’print-through’ - the imprinting of the gel-coat by the cloth weave - does
not occur. Depending on the location and thickness, different layup-patterns were employed.
Samples were made and simply tested to ascertain the relative strength and flexibility of different
layup patterns
3. ’Core-mat’ is a filler material which is placed in between two walls of laminae. This creates the
’sandwich’ structure, which is light and very stiff
4. An identical layup pattern to that used in step (2) was employed on the inside of the core-mat
5. Internal stiffening was achieved through the use of composite webs and ribs
6. Only after these steps are all completed, was the final product removed from the mold.
7. The various components of the vehicle were then finished, cut, and bonded together
8. Spray-paint primer was used to show up any surface irregularities, and fill small holes
9. Several coats of matt-black paint were then applied
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Appendix B
Ahmed Body Numerical
Verification Data
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Figure B.1: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.243
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Figure B.2: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.223
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Figure B.3: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.203
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Figure B.4: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.183
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Figure B.5: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.163
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Figure B.6: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.143
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Figure B.7: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.123
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Figure B.8: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.103
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Figure B.9: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.083
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Figure B.10: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.063
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Figure B.11: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.043
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Figure B.12: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.023
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Figure B.13: Velocity U [m /s ] and Turbulence Kinetic Energy [ m^2 s^-2 ] at x = 0.003
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